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Abstract 

A Salience Scheme for Hmong Soud:  
Types of Foreground and Background Information in Narrative Discourse 

Carey Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Master of Arts 
with major in 

Applied Linguistics 
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2012 

 

Supervising Professor: Robert A. Dooley 

This thesis presents a narrative salience scheme for Hmong Soud, a variety of 

Hmong spoken in Yunnan Province, China. Hmong Soud is an isolating SVO language 

of the Hmongic branch of the Hmong-Mien (Miao-Yao) language family.  

“Salience scheme” is a term coined by Robert Longacre to describe how a 

language distinguishes different types of foreground and background information for a 

particular discourse type. Ten narrative texts of various types (traditional folk tales, 

animal folk tale, retellings of a video clip, historical account, and first person narrative) 

are analyzed following the model of Longacre. Semantic criteria are applied to each 

clause to determine the emic salience bands or information types used in Hmong Soud, 

the linguistic signals used to mark those bands, and signals used to promote or demote 

clauses between background and foreground.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter includes an introduction to the linguistic classification of Hmong 

Soud as well as the methodology used in this thesis.  

1.1 Introduction 

Have you ever heard a story in which nothing happens? Or one in which every 

sentence contains climactic events? These kinds of stories have been produced when 

translators did not understand how to distinguish linguistically between different 

elements of foreground and background. Naturally, readers found these stories boring, 

confusing, and/or exhausting to read (Aaron 1998:5). 

Every language has ways of linguistically marking foreground and background 

elements in narrative discourse. In writing narrative texts, authors can distinguish not just 

between foreground and background, but also between more specific types of information, 

such as storyline (the main actions and events of a narrative), backgrounded events, 

backgrounded activities (durative actions), flashback, and setting. In many languages, 

these distinctions correlate with morphological features of verbs, primarily tense, aspect, 

and modality (Longacre 1989:443). These and other linguistic elements act as “the clues 

whereby a reader picks his way through a narrative with recognition of the storyline 

versus background material” (Longacre and Hwang 2012:73). 
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 Though there are many common elements across different language families, 

each language has a unique set of ways to linguistically signal different kinds of 

discourse information. Robert Longacre (1996a:23) coined the term “salience scheme” to 

refer to a systematic analysis of the linguistic elements that signal different types of 

information in a particular language. In this study, I analyze the salience scheme for 

Hmong Soud narrative discourse. 

1.2 Linguistic classification of Hmong Soud 

Hmong Soud is one of many varieties of Hmong spoken in southwest China. The 

Hmong Soud live in Wenshan and Honghe prefectures in southeast Yunnan, primarily in 

Qiubei, Yanshan, and Mile counties and Kaiyuan urban administrative district. Though 

speakers in Mile County refer to themselves as Hmong Ndrous ‘Flowery Hmong,’ the 

rest of the Hmong Soud call them Hmong Soud, and their language is similar enough to 

the Hmong Soud in other areas to be considered the same dialect.1 The total population of 

the Hmong Soud is probably somewhere between 80,000 and 100,000.2 

                                                 

1 Andy Castro 2010 personal communication. This assessment is based on the analysis of 2008 language 
survey data. According to Castro, the vocabulary of Hmong Ndrous speakers is “virtually identical” to 
other Hmong Soud speakers, and the minor variations in phonology are no greater than those between 
Hmong Soud in different counties.  
2 This is an extremely rough estimate. Population figures for individual lects in China are very difficult to 
estimate, since census reports only publish population data by county and nationality (Han, Miao, Tibetan, 
etc.). The total Miao population in the four counties where the Hmong Soud primarily live was 153,950 
according to the 2000 census, but this figure includes significant populations of White Hmong or Southern 
Hmong in three of the counties. There are also reported to be around one hundred households in Northern 
Vietnam who call themselves Hmong Soud, though it is unknown whether or not their language is the same 
as that of the Hmong Soud in China. 
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Figure 1 Location of Hmong Soud 

The naming and classification of Hmong and related languages is very complex 

and often confusing. The Hmong and other Miao peoples have a long history of repeated 

migrations. Because of this, what was probably once a largely unified group has split into 

many different branches. In addition to their ethnonyms, there are various exonyms for 

the different groups, often based on features of their clothing or hairstyles. However, in 

many cases neither the ethnonym nor the Chinese exonym completely correlates with the 

ethno-linguistic group (Johnson 1998:2). Additionally, some names are used for multiple, 

only distantly related groups, and many groups are called by multiple names.  

The term “Hmong” is often used to refer to people who speak languages of what 

Chinese scholars call the first vernacular of the Chuanqiandian sub-dialect of 
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Chuanqiandian Miao, also known as Core Farwestern Hmongic (see Figure 2). These 

groups have autonyms of Hmong, often combined with a second term when needed to 

distinguish themselves from other subgroups, such as Hmong Dleub ‘White Hmong’ or 

Hmong Nzhuab ‘Green Hmong’. Speakers of these languages recognize speakers of other 

branches within the first vernacular as also being Hmong (Johnson 1998:6). Other 

scholars use the term “Hmong” to refer to the entire Miao branch of the language family 

or to refer only to those groups outside of China, i.e., in Southeast Asia and the West 

(Schein 2004:274).3  

In this study, I use the term “Hmong” to refer to the people and languages of the 

first vernacular of the Chuanqiandian sub-dialect only. Because the other autonyms like 

A-hmao and Hmu are cognate terms to Hmong in their languages (Johnson 1998:1) and 

because of the objections to the use of the term Miao, I follow scholars such as Johnson 

in using the term “Hmongic” to refer to the entire branch of the language family. The 

term “Miao” is used to refer to ethnic groups in China, including the Hmong, who are 

known as the Miao “nationality” (民族 mínzú).4 

Chinese linguists consider Miao-Yao, also known as Hmong-Mien, to be a branch 

of the Sino-Tibetan language family, though this analysis is not accepted outside of China, 
                                                 

3 This is a relatively recent phenomenon, largely due to objections from speakers of the first vernacular in 
Southeast Asia and the West to the term “Miao” because of negative connotations of the term “Meo” in 
Southeast Asia (Tapp et al. 2004:xv). Though the other groups of the Miao branch of the language family 
share a common linguistic and cultural heritage with the Hmong, today they have their own cultures, 
languages, and ethnonyms, such as Hmu, A-hmao, and Ghao-Xiong. These groups are usually willing to 
identify themselves as Miao but not as Hmong (Tapp et al. 2004:xv).  
4 Because of the objections of the overseas Hmong, some scholars limit the use of the term “Miao” to 
ethnic groups in China alone (Schein 2004:274). 
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where Miao-Yao is generally considered to be its own language family. Chinese linguists 

have traditionally divided the Miao branch of the language family into three sub-branches, 

which they refer to as three “dialects” (方言 fāngyán): Xiangxi Miao (‘Western Hunan 

Miao,’ also known as Eastern Miao), Qiandong Miao (‘Eastern Guizhou Miao,’ also 

known as Central Miao), and Chuanqiandian Miao (‘Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan Miao,’ 

also known as Western Miao).  

However, Chinese linguistic terms are used very differently from English. Though 

these three “dialects” share a common historical root, they are far from mutually 

intelligible and would more likely be called “branches” of the language family in 

English.5 

Chuanqiandian Miao is subdivided into seven sub-dialects (次方言 cìfāngyán), 

one of which is called the Chuanqiandian sub-dialect. This sub-dialect is then divided 

into vernaculars (土语 tǔyǔ), with anything below the vernacular being considered a local 

variety (地方话 dìfanghuà). The first vernacular of the Chuanqiandian sub-dialect (also 

                                                 

5 This usage parallels descriptions of Chinese languages. According to this understanding, members of the 
Han ethnic nationality (民族 mínzú) speak a single Chinese language (语言 yǔyán). Similarly, members of 
the Miao nationality speak a single Miao language (语言 yǔyán), while the three Miao dialects (方言 
fāngyán) are equivalent to the Chinese dialects (方言 fāngyán) such as Mandarin and Cantonese. When 
finalizing the classification of Hmong dialects, this parallelism was an important factor in limiting Miao to 
only three official dialects. With a much smaller population than the Han Chinese, officials thought it 
inappropriate for Miao to have the eighteen dialects originally proposed, since Chinese only has eight 
(Wang 1983:1). Various alternative classifications for Hmongic languages have been proposed, though 
none has gained widespread acceptance. 
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called Core Farwestern Hmongic, henceforth “first vernacular”) covers a population of 

almost 2.5 million people spread throughout the Chinese provinces of Sichuan, Guizhou, 

Yunnan, and Guangxi; the countries of Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand, as well as 

significant refugee populations in the United States, France, and Australia (Lewis 2009).6 

According to Chinese scholars, every variety within the first vernacular is “mutually 

intelligible” (Luo and Yang 2004:35). 

Figure 2 shows the classification of the Miao-Yao language family based on 

Wang and Mao (1995:2-3). Chinese names are in the main type, while English names and 

ethnonyms are in parentheses. For the sake of simplicity, details are only included on the 

branches related to Hmong Soud. 

                                                 

6 This number includes population figures for Chuanqiandian Cluster Miao [cqd], White Miao [mww], 
Hmong Njua [hnj], Horned Miao [hrm], and Sinicized Miao [hmz]. 
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Figure 2 Chinese classification of Hmong 

I follow Michael Johnson (1998:5, 22) in further subdividing the first vernacular, 

with some modifications based on recent surveys.7 Johnson divides the first vernacular, 

or Hmong, into four branches: White Hmong, Sinicized Hmong, Horned Hmong, and 

                                                 

7 Though recognizing variation within the first vernacular, Johnson agreed with the Chinese position that 
all of Hmong is mutually intelligible (1998:5). However, these assertions lead to the question of what 
constitutes intelligibility, which will be discussed further below. Johnson does not state his criteria or any 
data, only saying that the divisions are made “based on the comparison of the phonological and phonetic 
features” (1998:3). 
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Flowery Hmong, also called Hua Miao.8 Flowery Hmong then further divides into two 

branches, Northern and Southern.9 Southern Flowery Hmong consists of two branches, 

Southern Hmong, with four dialects spoken in China (Hmong Nzhuab, Hmong Leng, 

Hmong Shib, and Hmong Dlex Nchab), and Green Hmong, spoken in Southeast Asia and 

among immigrants in the West. Northern Flowery Hmong can be divided into four dialect 

clusters: Dananshan Hmong, Western Sichuan Hmong,10 Northern Hmong, and Black 

Hmong. Hmong Soud/Ndrous, along with Hmong Bes, is classified as Northern Hmong, 

as shown in Figure 3 (Castro 2010 personal communication).11  

                                                 

8 Note that this is a different group from the Large Flowery Miao (A-hmao) or the Small Flowery Miao 
(Gha-mu). 
9 Johnson uses the name “Chuan Miao” instead of Northern Hua Miao, reserving the term Northern Hua for 
all non-Southern dialects except Black Hmong (1998:22). This usage is somewhat confusing, as he also 
speaks of Chuan Miao as having a “northern accent” in contrast to the “southern accent” (1998:21); 
additionally, it is easily confused with the Western Sichuan Hmong subgroup, as it is a Chinese translation 
for that name.  
10 The intelligibility of Sichuan dialects of Hmong with other Northern Hua dialects is uncertain and needs 
further investigation. 
11 Johnson was unsure of the position of Hmong Soud, Ndrous, and Bes except that they were Northern (his 
“Chuan Miao”) (1998:22).  
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Figure 3 Further classification of Hmong lects 

Recent surveys have shown that intelligibility between different varieties in the 

first vernacular is not very high in many cases. Claims for intelligibility are often based 

on lexical similarity, which is only one of several factors contributing to understanding. 

While low lexical similarity generally correlates with low intelligibility, high lexical 

similarity does not always result in high intelligibility (Grimes 1988:19).  

Speakers of most varieties of Hmong are able to communicate at a very basic 

level, but more complex topics are unlikely to be understood across the four major 

branches. Based on recorded text tests, only Hmong Shib, a dialect of Southern Hmong, 

is widely intelligible among the Hmong in Yunnan Province, being understood by most 

White Hmong and Flowery Hmong, but not by Sinicized Hmong (see Figure 3).12 Even 

                                                 

12 Based on the criteria of understanding 85% or more of what hometown speakers understood of a 
recorded narrative. This level is considered by sociolinguists as a minimum for communication beyond a 
basic level (Grimes 1988:29). Sinicized Hmong speakers in three locations in Yunnan only understood 81%, 
61%, and 76% of Hmong Shib texts (Castro 2010 personal communication). The fourth branch of Hmong, 
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this level of understanding is most likely a result of language contact due primarily to 

radio broadcasting, reflecting acquired intelligibility rather than an inherent intelligibility 

due to language similarity.13  

1.3 Rationale for the study 

The goal of this study is to describe the salience scheme for Hmong Soud 

narrative discourse. Because the ways of signaling salience bands often differ between 

languages, translators of narrative texts need to understand the salience schemes of both 

source and target languages. Even native speakers of the target language can incorrectly 

signal different types of information if they are unaware of the salience schemes of both 

languages, particularly if translation is done sentence by sentence or phrase by phrase, or 

if the translation is very literal and the source and target languages are not closely related 

(Longacre 1977a:27-28). Treating all clauses of a narrative as equally relevant to the plot 

by not correctly distinguishing different information types can result in “total 

unintelligibility” of the text (Longacre 1977b:29). 

It is for reasons such as these that Longacre in his “Discourse Manifesto” asserts 

that “discourse analysis is no longer an option but a necessity” for linguists and 
                                                                                                                                                 

Horned Hmong, was not included in this survey as it is small and located exclusively in Guizhou Province. 
Though recorded text tests in one location showed an 86% understanding of Dananshan Hmong, this is 
probably influenced by their close contact; understanding of Hmong Shib is likely to be much lower 
(Robert McLaughlin 2011 personal communication). These results also do not apply to Hmong outside of 
China; intelligibility is generally lower across borders because of lack of contact and influence from 
different national languages. 
13 Radio broadcasts in Wenshan Prefecture, Yunnan use a “standardized” form of Hmong which is close to 
Hmong Shib and Hmong Nzhuab. According to one Hmong official from the Minorities Affairs 
Commission, these broadcasts are influencing Hmong varieties throughout Wenshan Prefecture to conform 
to many of the features of Hmong Shib (Gu Chaowen 2010 personal communication). 
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translators (1977a:26). The results of the present study provide linguists, translators, and 

consultants with an understanding of the linguistic elements used to signal information 

types in Hmong Soud narrative discourse. In turn, this should help them produce accurate 

and understandable translations of narrative texts in Hmong Soud and related languages. 

Current theories of salience schemes for narrative discourse have been largely 

based on synthetic and polysynthetic languages with a wide range of verbal morphology. 

Longacre based his theories primarily on studies of English and Biblical Hebrew, in 

addition to other languages with complex verbal inflection. These languages, with their 

elaborate systems of tense, aspect, and modality, all had clear ways of distinguishing 

different information types in a narrative primarily through verbal morphology.  

In isolating languages, verbs have little or no inflectional morphology, and many 

Asian languages also do not have a tense system. While aspect and modality are usually 

part of the salience scheme in these languages, certain isolating Asian languages have 

been found to primarily rely on additional methods to distinguish between different types 

of information in a narrative. Studying the salience scheme of one language helps in the 

understanding of related languages and languages which share similar features (Arisawa 

2006:169). Additionally, an understanding of salience schemes in isolating languages 

should lead to a more complete understanding of the universal methods of signaling 

different types of information.   

Research on salience schemes in East and Southeast Asian languages has been 

very limited; though a few studies have been done, none were on Hmongic languages. 
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Research on Hmong and Hmongic languages has focused primarily on grammar and 

phonology, with only a few studies that even mention discourse. Therefore, this study 

should help fill in some gaps in the field of discourse analysis.   

1.4 Questions of the study 

This study examines three main questions in developing a salience scheme for 

Hmong Soud narrative discourse, as outlined below.  

(1) What linguistically distinct types of information are used in Hmong Soud 

narratives? Longacre describes ten etic types of narrative information - that is, those 

which have been found to be signaled in human language: pivotal storyline, primary 

storyline, secondary storyline, routine, backgrounded events/actions, backgrounded 

activities, setting, irrealis, evaluations, and cohesive/thematic information (1996a:28). 

Additionally, flashback can be directly signaled in some languages. Not every language 

differentiates between all of these etic types of information, so I determined which ones 

are used in Hmong Soud. Secondary storyline and routine, also called tertiary storyline, 

in particular are not universal (Longacre 1996a:27). 

(2) How are these different types of narrative information recognized? Most 

languages use a combination of conceptual and formal elements to signal different types 

of information. While I also considered conceptual elements in my analysis, I focused 

primarily on the linguistic elements that are used to signal these types of information in 
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Hmong Soud. Though verbal morphology is the main linguistic signal in many languages, 

Hmong Soud does not have verb inflection, so the signals must be of other types.14 

(3) What linguistic signals are used to change a clause from one type of narrative 

information to another? All salience schemes must include ways to change the 

information type of a given clause; otherwise the scheme “self-destructs in the act of 

applying it to a text” (Longacre 1996a:25). Changing the information type is also referred 

to as promotion or demotion, increasing or decreasing salience when changing between 

background and foreground. 

Together, the answers to these questions lead to the development of a salience 

scheme for Hmong Soud narrative discourse. 

                                                 

14  Formal signals do not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence with information types. 
Correspondences can also be one-to-many or many-to-one. 
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2  LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter includes a review of existing literature published on Hmong and 

related languages and relevant discourse issues. 

2.1 Theories of salience schemes 

Early understandings of storyline used the term “backbone” to describe the 

morphosyntactic marking of the barebones outline of a story. The clauses comprising the 

backbone narrate the events of the narrative, though not necessarily in sequential order 

(Dry 1992:436).  

Next came the idea of “grounding,” distinguishing between foreground and 

background clauses in a text, a concept adopted from the field of literary studies. 

Foreground and background is a binary distinction; some clauses are foreground and 

therefore on the main line, while the rest of a text is off the main line and therefore 

background. In narrative, foreground or “main line” is often called “storyline”. 

Grimes called this distinction “event” and “non-event” (1975:35). He further 

subdivides non-event material into background, setting, evaluation, and collateral. His 

discussion of different information types in a text is primarily based on semantics rather 

than morphosyntactic elements. 
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Later, Hopper and Thompson introduced the notion that in many languages, the 

distinction between foreground and background is marked “not [by] a single 

morphosyntactic feature, but [by] a cluster of properties, no single one of which is 

exclusively characteristic of foregrounding” (1980:283-84). These properties, they argue, 

are markers of transitivity, with high transitivity correlating with foreground and low 

transitivity correlating with background. They analyze ten different features of 

transitivity in relation to grounding. These features are the number of participants, kinesis, 

aspect, punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of O, and 

individuation of O (Hopper and Thompson 1980:252). Although they mention that 

foreground is sequential and background is non-sequential, sequentiality is not included 

among their list of transitivity features (Hopper and Thompson 1980:281). 

While a binary distinction can sometimes work for some features such as aspect 

and word order, other features such as verb tense and modality are more complex, which 

led scholars to expand beyond the categories of foreground and background. Longacre 

conceived of foreground and background as a continuum or “spectrum.” He describes 

this continuum as a “cline of information which ranges from the most dynamic elements 

of the story to the most static (depictive) elements” (1981:340). He initially called this 

continuum a “rank scheme” (1989:415) then later coined the term “salience scheme” to 

describe an analysis of the different foreground and background elements in a particular 

language (1996a:23). 
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In Longacre’s writings, the term “salience” does not refer to prominence or 

emphasis which the author of a text might give to a particular clause through means such 

as intonation or lexical choices. It refers to the relative degree of foregrounding or 

backgrounding of the clause, with background bands “encoding progressive degrees of 

departure from the main line” (Longacre 1989:414). Longacre’s usage of “salience” can 

be characterized as the degree to which a clause exhibits typical properties of foreground, 

which will be explained further below. In this study, I use the term “narrative salience” 

instead of “salience” when needed for clarification. 

Basing his theory on Biblical Hebrew, English, and later several African, 

Mesoamerican, and Indian languages, Longacre found that verb systems of tense, aspect, 

and modality were the primary means of distinguishing between different bands in 

narrative discourse. Additionally, he argued that “other features (word order, use of 

affixes, particles, or adverbs) must sometimes be invoked to round out the picture” 

(1981:340). 

Longacre incorporated some of the ideas of Grimes and Hopper and Thompson 

into his theory of salience schemes, as well as adding other features of his own. Key 

among his additions is sequentiality, which he considered the primary feature of storyline, 

since “a story is not a story unless it presents sequential and punctiliar happenings”15 

                                                 

15 Longacre’s use of the term “punctiliar” to refer to one of the main characteristics of storyline is not the 
standard use of the term, which refers to an event occurring instantaneously. Instead, he uses the term to 
characterize events that are seen as a complete process, “without reference to duration” rather than on-
going activities (Longacre and Hwang 2012:17). This feature is sometimes described as telic, which is what 
I use to refer to events that have a finishing point (Comrie 1976:44).   
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(1989:414). While storyline requires all features of foreground, absence of any one 

feature puts a clause into background as illustrated in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4 Parameters of the English Salience Scheme (Longacre 1996a:26) 

Figure 4 shows how each band of the background can be defined by the absence 

of one feature of the storyline. These absences of storyline features are equivalent to 

Longacre’s “progressive degrees of departure from the main line” (1989:414) and are 

illustrated further below.  

Using these features taken from his study of narrative texts in various languages, 

Longacre proposed an etic salience scheme for narrative discourse, defining possible 

bands which can be used in the salience scheme of a particular language. This scheme 

includes four possible storyline bands and six possible background bands, as shown in 

Figure 5. Though flashback is not included in this scheme, he notes that in some 

languages it is a distinct band, such as in English where it uses a distinctive verb tense, 

the pluperfect. 
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1’. Pivotal storyline (augmentation of 1) 
 1. Primary storyline (S/Agent > S/Experiencer > S/Patient) 
    2. Secondary storyline 
      3.  Routine (script-predictable action sequences) 
        4. Backgrounded actions/events 
          5. Backgrounded activity (durative) 
            6. Setting (exposition) 
              7. Irrealis (negatives and modals) 
                8. Evaluations (author intrusions) 
                  9. Cohesive and thematic 

Figure 5 Etic Salience Scheme (Longacre 1996a:28) 

From these ideas represented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, each etic salience band can 

be characterized by its properties and relative narrative salience in Longacre’s 

understanding. For Longacre, the primary storyline consists of events and actions that are 

sequential, telic,16 and “at least in part causally connected” (1987:51). Storyline events 

are primarily volitional acts committed by animate agents. In addition to the key 

characteristics of sequentiality and telicity, storyline clauses also have the features 

dynamic, realis, narrative, and substantive, which are lacking to some degree in 

background bands (see Figure 4).  

Pivotal storyline has all the same features of the primary storyline but is specially 

marked as an augmentation of the primary storyline. Longacre recognizes two types of 

pivotal storyline; one is a summary of the most important events of the storyline, while 

the other consists of several events which are highlighted (1996a:29). 

Secondary storyline in some languages consists of events that, while part of the 

storyline, are marked as secondary because they are either preparation for or a result of 
                                                 

16 Longacre’s “punctiliar” (see footnote 15). 
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events on the primary storyline. In other languages, it is used for events related to a 

secondary character (Longacre 1996a:27). 

Routine, also called tertiary storyline, consists of events that are “script-

predictable”, that is, a sequence of events that are habitually done in the same order 

(Longacre 1996a:27). Some languages encode routine with a distinct tense or aspect 

(Longacre 1989:430). 

Backgrounded actions and events are clauses which are demoted from the 

storyline, normally through subordination in dependent clauses (Longacre 1989:445).17  

Backgrounded activities (band two in Figure 4) lack the storyline feature of 

telicity. They are not events but durative activities that have a temporal overlap with 

storyline events rather than occurring sequentially (Longacre 1989:417).  

Flashback (band three in Figure 4) consists of events that are out of the regular 

sequence, thus missing the key storyline feature of sequentiality. In some languages, such 

as English, they can be a distinct band, though often they are a subcategory of either 

secondary storyline or backgrounded events (Longacre 1996a:28). 

The setting band (band four in Figure 4) consists of material that is expository 

rather than narrative, describing time, place, participants, and props. Clauses in the 

setting band are static and lack the storyline feature of dynamicity. Linguistically, setting 

                                                 

17 This band is not included in the chart in Figure 4 because it is not used in English, but the storyline 
feature it lacks could be described as assertion, since information in these clauses is generally presupposed. 
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includes constructions such as existential, equative, and verbless clauses (Longacre 

1989:441).  

The irrealis band (band five in Figure 4) is an alternative world to the storyworld. 

It consists of events that did not happen, signaled by negatives and contrafactuals, as well 

as those that could happen, which can be signaled by future, conditional, potential, or 

subjunctive (Longacre 1989:418). 18 These clauses lack the storyline feature of realis 

(Longacre 1996a:26). 

Evaluations (band six in Figure 4) are the “most clearly intrusive materials in a 

story” (Longacre 1989:418). They are intrusions by the narrator into the story, expressing 

opinions about props, participants, and events. They lack the storyline feature of narrative 

(Longacre 1996a:26). 

The cohesive band (band seven in Figure 4) is notionally not even part of the 

story; it is “more part of the connective tissue of the text than any vital part of its content” 

(Longacre 1989:418). Material in this band is structural only, consisting of connectors 

and repetitive back-reference which link the main events of the story, thus lacking the 

storyline feature of substantiality (Longacre 1996a:26). 

Each of the background bands is ranked in terms of their “degrees of departure 

from the main line” (Longacre 1989:414); that is, how different they are from 

prototypical storyline. Backgrounded events are higher than backgrounded activities 

                                                 

18 Not all negative events are part of the irrealis band. Negation can also be part of the storyline (see §5.10). 
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because the storyline is made up of telic events rather than on-going activities. Setting is 

below backgrounded activities because static clauses are even farther removed from the 

events of storyline clauses than durative ones. Though material in the setting band 

belongs to the story world, material in the irrealis, evaluation, and cohesive bands are not 

part of the story world, making them lower in the salience scheme. Evaluation is lower 

than irrealis, which is a “parody on the story world” and therefore depends on the story 

world, while evaluation does not (Longacre 1996b:6). Finally, cohesion is the farthest 

removed from the storyline because it is a surface structure feature only and does not add 

any new content to the text (Longacre 1996b:6).  

Though Longacre’s theory of salience schemes has been very influential, such 

correspondences between linguistic forms and information types is not absolute. Hwang 

has shown that in some cases, clauses with linguistic signals and structures normally 

associated with background information actually convey information that is central to the 

narrative and thus is part of the storyline (1990:65). This skewing commonly marks peak 

and other turning points in a narrative (Hwang 1990:72). 

Levinsohn also argues that, though verb forms in a particular language may often 

correlate with certain types of information, the relationship between linguistic forms and 

different degrees of narrative salience is not a one-to-one correspondence (in press:6). 

Longacre himself acknowledges this, stating that in English, past tense can correspond 

with storyline, background activities, or evaluation (1996a:23-24). Verb forms, like other 

linguistic elements, can also be used both in marked and unmarked ways. When 
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unmarked, they are chosen because they are the most natural form to communicate a 

certain type of information, such as imperfective for an activity that is ongoing. At other 

times, a verb form is used in a marked way to give prominence either to that clause or the 

following clause (Levinsohn in press:9). These and other marked usages must be taken 

into consideration in correlating linguistic forms with a particular type of information. 

2.2 Salience schemes in isolating Asian languages 

In constructing his theory of different types of information in discourse, Longacre 

considered evidence from many different languages in various language families. 

However, these languages were primarily synthetic or polysynthetic languages with 

complex systems for marking verbal tense, aspect, and modality. Consequently, he 

concluded that morphological markers for tense, aspect, and modality were the main 

elements used cross-linguistically to distinguish between different types of discourse 

information (Longacre 1989:414). 

Theories based mainly on verbal systems are inadequate for understanding the 

salience schemes of isolating Asian languages like Hmong Soud. With no verbal 

inflectional morphology or tense markers, Hmong Soud and other typologically similar 

languages may rely on non-verbal elements as well as verbal elements to signal different 

types of information. Elements such as word order, particles, and adverbs, which 

Longacre saw as secondary (1981:340), can be central to the salience schemes of such 

languages. 
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Recently, a few studies have been published on storyline markers or salience 

schemes for isolating Asian languages. When she published her analysis of Thai narrative 

in 1991, Somsonge Burusphat claimed that it was the first study published of salience 

schemes (and of narrative discourse in general) in a language “without a tense-aspect 

system” (1991:2).  

In this and subsequent studies, Burusphat observes that storyline and non-

storyline in Thai “cannot... be characterized solely on the basis of verb forms as in 

English” (1992:421), since Thai lacks verbal inflection. Instead, storyline is primarily 

identified by a sequential marker (Burusphat 1991:114), though a variety of other devices 

are also used, including punctiliar adverbs, temporal expressions, auxiliary verbs, 

preserial verbs, and adverbial clauses (Burusphat 1992:432). Background information is 

distinguished by features such as relative and adverbial clauses (cohesion), stative verbs 

and adjectives (evaluation), negation, alternatives, conditions (irrealis), spatial and 

temporal phrases and clauses (setting), aspect markers, auxiliary verbs (flashback), 

durative adverbs, verb reduplication, and preserial and postserial verbs (background 

activities) (Burusphat 1991:97). 

In Kam, another Tai-Kadai language, Burusphat found that storyline is signaled 

by a combination of semantic and formal elements: verb type (motion, action, or 

contingency) along with a marker for either punctuality or sequence (1996:353).  

Block’s analysis of narrative texts in Plang, a Mon-Khmer language, resulted in 

the identification of a salience scheme of six different types of information: storyline, 
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background, setting, irrealis, evaluative, and cohesive (1996:369). Similar to Kam, she 

concludes that storyline in Plang is primarily signaled semantically by verb type - an 

action, motion, or event verb alone or in a series (Block 1996:368). Devices for signaling 

background information include stative  verbs (setting), predicate adjectives (setting, 

evaluation), negation (irrealis), and temporal elements (setting, cohesion) (Block 

1996:369). 

Morris’ thesis on Lahu Si, a Tibeto-Burman language, identifies five different 

types of information: storyline, background, setting, irrealis, and cohesion (2008:123). 

Though she found verb type, a semantic feature, to be important to the Lahu Si salience 

scheme, particles are the primary signal of information type in Lahu Si. In Lahu Si, event, 

action, and stative verbs can all occur with any type of information depending on what 

particles are used (Morris 2008:123). Storyline clauses use final and punctiliar particles, 

background clauses use non-final particles, and cohesive clauses use subordinating 

particles. Aspect is also part of the Lahu Si salience scheme but is used for promotion and 

demotion between foreground and background bands (Morris 2008:105). 

Particularly relevant to this study is Arisawa’s thesis (2006) on storyline 

identification in Iu Mien. Iu Mien is from the Mienic branch of the Hmong-Mien 

language family and thus is historically and typologically related to Hmong Soud. 

Arisawa’s analysis of Iu Mien posits both a pivotal storyline and a primary storyline. The 

pivotal storyline is signaled by resultative or perfective aspect or a realis adverb (Arisawa 

2006:108). The primary storyline is signaled by unmarked action verbs, sequential 
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conjunctions, aspectual and directional serial verb constructions, and topic chains 

(Arisawa 2006:105-106). Background information is signaled by particles, aspect, and 

temporal expressions (Arisawa 2006:95). 

Chu’s Discourse Grammar of Mandarin Chinese, while not including a complete 

salience scheme for Mandarin, does rank aspectual particles according to their relative 

position on the scale of foreground and background (1998:78-79). This ranking is based 

on the four features of kinesis, telicity, punctuality, and independence (i.e., non-

subordinate clauses). 

These studies of salience schemes in isolating Asian languages show much more 

varied and complex signaling of different types of information than in languages with 

elaborate verbal systems such as English or Hebrew. In addition to verbal aspect, verb 

type, particles and conjunctions, temporal markers, and adverbs are all important 

elements in distinguishing between different types of information in these languages. 

2.3 Existing research on Hmong and Hmongic languages 

Hmong languages are by no means unresearched. However, scholarship in 

English has focused primarily on White Hmong and Green Hmong, mostly in Southeast 

Asia and the West. Scholars such as Martha Ratliff (1992, 2010), Judith Fuller (1985), 

and Thomas Lyman (1976, 1979) have studied various aspects of White and Green 

Hmong phonology and grammar. Chinese scholars such as Wang Fushi (1985, and Wang 

Deguang 1982), Xian Songkui (1996), and Xiong Yuyou (and Cohen 2005) have focused 
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mostly on Dananshan Hmong, the “standard” variety on which the official 

Chuanqiandian Miao orthography in China is based, as well as Hmongic languages such 

as A-hmao, Hmu, and Gha-mu. This Chinese research is also primarily on grammar and 

phonology.    

Except for the occasional mention of the discourse function of a certain 

grammatical feature, discourse studies of Hmong and Hmongic languages are very 

limited. In her dissertation on particles in Thailand Green Hmong, Dej-amorn includes 

three discourse particles, es, mas, and tes, all of which she analyzes as storyline markers 

(2006:87).19 These particles all have equivalents in Hmong Soud: ek, mens/menk, and 

zhek/zhes. However, the evidence for these particles as storyline markers is very weak 

and needs to be further evaluated (see §5.12). Many storyline clauses in Hmong Soud do 

not use any of these particles, so there are clearly other elements used to signal storyline. 

Kim’s thesis (in process) will analyze various narrative discourse features in 

Dananshan Hmong, including three discourse particles (one of which is equivalent to 

Green Hmong dek and Hmong Soud zhes), participant reference marking, and boundary 

markers between episodes. 

                                                 

19 There are two main orthographies currently used for writing Hmong languages. Dej-amorn uses the 
Romanized Popular Alphabet (see appendix 1), which is widely used outside of China, while I use the 
Chinese standard Chuanqiandian orthography (see §3.1).  
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3  OVERVIEW OF HMONG SOUD GRAMMAR  

In this chapter, I present an overview of Hmong Soud phonology, orthography, 

and grammar. 

3.1 Phonology 

Data in this study are presented orthographically. There are two main 

orthographies in use for Hmong languages: the Chuanqiandian Miao orthography (CQD) 

created by the Chinese government in the 1950’s based on the village of Dananshan in 

northwest Guizhou, and the Romanized Popular Alphabet (RPA) developed by two 

Western scholars based on White Hmong in Southeast Asia. Today, the CQD 

orthography is used for Hmong languages within China, while RPA is used for those 

Hmong languages outside of China. The texts and data in this paper use the CQD 

orthography. For RPA equivalents, see appendix 1. In the CQD orthography, 

multisyllabic words are written with a space between syllables. 

Below are the sounds of Hmong Soud in the CQD orthography, along with IPA 

equivalents in brackets where different. These charts follow the Asian practice of 

separating syllables into initials, finals, and tones, rather than the Western model of 

consonants, vowels, and tones. Initials include syllable-initial consonants and consonant 

clusters, while finals include vowels and any syllable-final consonants. 
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Qiubei Hmong Soud has fifty-six of the fifty-eight initial consonants represented 

in the official CQD Miao orthography. Kaiyuan Hmong Soud also has ndl and ntl, which 

elsewhere have merged with nd and nt.20 Table 1 shows all fifty-eight initials. 

Table 1: Initial Consonants (including clusters) 

 Bilabial Alveolar Alveo-
palatal 

Palatal Retroflex Velar Uvular 

Plosive 
b [p] 

p [ph] 
d [t] 

t [th] 
   

g [k] 

or [c] 

k [kh] 

gh [q] 
kh [qh] 

Pre-
nasalized 
Plosive 

nb [mp] 

np 

[mph] 

nd 

[nt] 

nt 

[nth] 

   
ng [ŋk] 

nk [ŋkh] 
ngh [ɴq] 
nkh [ɴqh] 

Fricative f 

v 
s 

 
x [ɕ] 

y [ʑ] 
 

sh [ʂ] 

r [ʐ] 
h [x] 

 
 

Pre-
nasalized 
Fricative 

      ngg [ɴʁ] 

Affricate 
bl [pl] 

pl 

[phl] 

z [ts] 

c 

[tsh] 

j [tɕ] 

q 

[tɕh] 
 

zh 

[ʈʂ] 

ch 

[ʈʂh] 

  

Pre-
nasalized 
Affricate 

nbl 

[mpl] 

npl 

[mphl] 

nz 

[nts] 

nc 

[ntsh] 

nj 

[ntɕ] 

nq 

[ntɕh] 

 

nzh 

[ɳʈʂ] 

nch 

[ɳʈʂh] 

  

Nasal 
m 

hm [m̥] 

n 

hn 

[n̥] 
 

ny 

[ɲ] 

hny 

[ɲ̥] 

   

                                                 

20 Phonological variations are what most differentiate Hmong and Hmongic languages and dialects (Wang 
1983:2). Even within a single dialect like Hmong Soud, there is still minor phonological variation.  
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 Bilabial Alveolar Alveo-
palatal 

Palatal Retroflex Velar Uvular 

Lateral 
Fricative 

 hl [ɬ]      

Lateral 
Affricate 

 

dl 

[tɬ] 

tl 

[tɬh] 

     

Pre-
nasalized 
Lateral 
Affricate 

 

ndl 

[ntɬ] 

ntl 

[ntɬh] 

     

Non-
sibiliant 
Affricate 

    

dr 

[ʈɻ]  

tr 

[ʈhɻ] 

  

Pre-
nasalized 
Non-
sibilant 
Affricate 

    

ndr 

[ɳʈɻ] 

ntr 

[ɳʈhɻ] 

  

Appro-
ximant 

w 

 
      

Lateral 
Appro-
ximant 

 
l 

 
     

Like other varieties of Hmong, Hmong Soud does not have any syllable-final 

consonants except the nasal [ŋ]. Because initials can include clusters of two consonants, 

Hmong Soud has six different syllable patterns: CV, CCV, CVN, CCVN, V, or VN, 

where N is the nasal [ŋ]. 
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Finals include six simple vowels, six diphthongs, and three simple vowels plus 

final nasals. Table 2 lists the syllable-final sounds of Hmong Soud in CQD with IPA 

equivalents.  

Table 2: Finals21 

Simple Vowels Diphthongs Vowels plus nasal 
a  ai  ang [aŋ] 
 ao [au]  
 e [ei] en [eŋ] 
 eu [əʉ]  
i [i] or [ɪ] or [ɿ]   
o ou ong [oŋ] 
u ua  

In addition to these native Hmong finals, Hmong Soud also has several additional 

finals used in recent loanwords from Chinese. Among these, there is one final consonant, 

[ɻ], as well as four diphthongs and four vowels plus final nasal. Table 3 shows the 

additional finals used in Chinese loanwords. 

Table 3: Finals used in Chinese loanwords 

Diphthongs Vowels plus nasal Vowel plus consonant 
iu in er [əɻ] 
iao [iau] iang [iaŋ]  
uai un  
ue uang [uaŋ]  

In both Hmong orthographies, tones are represented by a consonant at the end of 

the syllable. Table 4 lists the CQD tone letters and their phonetic values in Hmong Soud. 
                                                 

21 There are slight variations in vowels between different areas. The diphthongs [ai] and [eu] have merged 
to [ai] in Mile, while [a] and [ai] have merged to [a] elsewhere. 
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Table 4: Tones22 

Tone Letter Description Phonetic Value 
-b  high falling 43 
-x falling 41 
-d extra high level 55 
-l low falling breathy 21 
-t    high level 44 
-s low level breathy (“voiced aspirated”) 22 
-k mid level 33 
-f low falling-rising 212 

Tone is one of the greatest phonetic variants between different Hmong languages. 

Standard Flowery Hmong has eight tones, the categories of which remain mostly constant 

across dialects, though the phonetic realizations vary. Additionally, some varieties of 

Flowery Hmong have merged or split tone categories, such as Hmong Shib, in which the 

-s and -l tones have merged (see Table 4), and Hmong Buak, in which the -s and -f tones 

have split, together creating a ninth tone. 

Like the -l tone, the -s tone is also breathy, though the tone has an additional 

effect on the quality of the consonant. This effect has been described as “voiced 

aspiration” (Zhang 2009 personal communication). 

                                                 

22 The -b and -k tones have merged in Kaiyuan, both having a phonetic value of 32. 
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3.2 Grammar overview 

Hmong languages are isolating in morphology and largely head-initial in syntax. 

There is no case-marking or agreement morphology. Subject and object are determined 

by word order and context. 

3.3 Morphology 

A highly isolating language, Hmong morphology is limited primarily to 

compounding. Two or more morphemes can be combined to create a new word, as shown 

in (1), where the morphemes gud ‘younger brother’ and dix ‘older brother’ are combined 

in a coordinate compound to mean ‘brothers’.23 

(1) aob gud dix 
two brother   
‘two brothers’ 

3.4 Syntax 

Hmong Soud word order varies based on both sentence grammar and discourse 

factors. Possible word orders include SVO, SOV, OSV, SV, and VS.  

                                                 

23 As previously mentioned, multisyllabic words are written with a space between them in the official CQD 
orthography. I have followed this practice, writing multisyllabic words with a space between syllables and 
a single gloss (see §4.1). 
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3.4.1 Unmarked word order 

The most common or “unmarked” word order in Hmong Soud, as in other 

varieties of Hmong, is SVO for transitive verbs as seen in (2) and SV for intransitive 

verbs as seen in (3). This order is not affected by pronominal arguments or given versus 

new information. 

(2)    S         V        O 
beb  dol  nyuas  mol  keuk  lob  caod  maof. 
three CLF child go pick.up CLF grass hat 
‘...the three children went (and) picked up the grass hat.’ (SPQ 25)   

(3)         S     V 
dol  zhod  jeuf luas. 
CLF tiger and.then laugh 
‘...then the tiger laughed.’ (WBL 04) 

3.4.2 Ellipsis 

In certain situations, one of the arguments can be elided when clear from the 

context. In example (4), the verb is elided in the response, while in example (5), the 

object is elided. 

(4)      S       V 
Lenx dus  uat    lak? 
who      make  PFV 
‘Who made (it)?’ 
 
  S 
Naf. 
mother 
‘Mother.’ 
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(5)    S           V       O 
Gaox  gab    naox   chaik    lak? 
2SG   YNQ   eat    breakfast PFV 
‘(Did) you eat breakfast?’ 
 
  S                V 
Od    dub     naox  lak. 
1SG   already   eat    PFV 
‘I already ate.’ 

Hmong Soud is a pro-drop language, where the subject is commonly dropped in 

continuous discourse as in (6). 

(6) ∅  Mol   zos     ib    ndangt    gid,    
    go    arrive   one  middle   road 
 
∅  daf    drous   ib    dol    jaix    cheb    lol    nit. 
    hit    RES    one  CLF   ride   vehicle  come  PRT 
‘(He) arrived (at) the middle (of the) road (and) ran into someone riding a bicycle 
coming (towards him).’ (SPK 21-22) 

In example (6), there is no noun or pronoun subject expressed in the sentence 

because the subject is clear from the previous context. For more on pro-drop, see §3.6.5. 

3.4.3 Topic-comment structure 

Topic-comment form is common in Hmong, as noted by Fuller (1985:4).24 While 

Hmong is considered intermediate on the scale of topic-prominent versus subject-

prominent languages, on the discourse level, topic-comment is the most common or 

unmarked order (Fuller 1986:275), as predicted by Lambrecht for languages generally 

(1994:122, 132). In this structure, the topic is placed at the beginning of the sentence or 

                                                 

24 In analyzing topic, I am following the framework of Lambrecht 1994. 
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clause, followed by the comment. The topic is often marked with a topic marker, mens, 

zhes or nat.25 These topic markers are equivalent to mak, jek, and nuat in Green Hmong.  

Depending on whether the topic is grammatically a subject or an object, the 

syntax can be either SV(O) as in the basic sentence structure or OSV. Example (7) shows 

an SVO topic-comment sentence, while (8) shows an OSV one.  

(7)              S        V               O 
Dol  box  zhek  hot  dak  Pux Ndangb Ghongt  nangt. 
CLF wife SCP call say Pux Ndangb Ghongt SCP 
‘As for his wife, (she) was called Pux Ndangb Ghongt.’ (SHH 07) 

(8)          O      
Dol    ncaik   gaot   zhes   
CLF   girl    that   SCP 
 
              S                 V 
hnob ghangb  nil   jeuf     xik    lol    zos   lax zhud   nuaf... 
another.day   3SG  and.then  lead   come  to   landlord   see 
‘As for the girl, another day he then brought (her) to (the) landlord (to) see (her)...’ 
(OB 176-177) 

In both these examples, the topic could be analyzed as left-detached, occurring at 

the left boundary of the sentence, outside of the main clause (Van Valin and LaPolla 

1997:228). However, the evidence for detachment is unclear. There is no resumptive 

pronoun, though this could be due to pronouns being commonly omitted in Hmong (see 

§3.6.5). Also, the intonational evidence is ambiguous, as sometimes there is a pause 

following the topic, and other times there is no pause. 

                                                 

25 These words all have dialectal variants in different areas: mens / menk, zhes / zhek, and nat / nangt. Mens, 
zhes, and nat occur not only with topics, but also with topic-like adverbial settings and can more broadly be 
considered scope markers, following Iwasaki (1987:130). For more on scope marking, see §3.9. 
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The topic marker can also be omitted. Thus, sentences with SVO word order can 

be analyzed as having an unmarked subject topic as in (9).  

(9)  S     V   O 
las reb  lob  raol  zhit  muax  dlex  houk,   
3PL CLF village NEG have water drink 
‘...(as for) their village, (they) didn’t have water (to) drink...’ (LHG 06) 

In (9), the subject las reb lob raol ‘their village’ can be analyzed as an unmarked 

topic. Thus, the reason for SVO as the most common word order in Hmong could be due 

to the frequency of unmarked subject topics.  

Continuous discourse in Hmong Soud commonly uses topic chains, which consist 

of a topic followed by multiple comments (Li and Thompson 1981:659, Givón 1983:9). 

Each comment in the chain has the same topic, and the chain ends when a new topic is 

introduced. Example (10) illustrates a topic chain from a text. 

(10) Ik yax,  Pux Ndangb Ghongt   tab    Yenf Ndangb Ghongt  
INTJ    Pux Ndangb Ghongt   and   Yenf Ndangb Ghongt 
 
jeuf     xik    nik    dex   dob,   des    gis    zhek 
and.then  lead   POSS  CLF  son    CLF   child  SCP 
 
jeuf     zhid+d    zhid   zhid   zhid   zhid. 
and.then  flee-EMP   flee   flee   flee   flee 
‘Oh, Pux Ndangb Ghongt and Yenf Ndangb Ghongt then took their sons and fled; 
(they) fled (and) fled (and) fled (and) fled.’ 
 
Zhid   duax    zos    lob   deb qeuk   zhek,  
flee   come   arrive  CLF  place     SCP 
 
lob   deb qeuk   gaot   yaos   hot   dak   Vangb Langs   nangt zhek.   
CLF  place     that   be    call  say  Vangb Langs   SCP 
‘(They) fled to a place; that place was called Vangb Langs.’ (SHH 12-16) 
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In this topic chain, the two characters Pux Ndangb Ghongt and Yenf Ndangb 

Ghongt are the unmarked topic. After the first clause, the topic is not expressed until it 

changes to a new topic, lob deb qeuk gaot ‘that place’, in the fifth line. This change of 

topic begins a new topic chain. 

3.4.4 Object fronting 

Another variation on Hmong Soud syntax is object fronting for emphasis. Hmong 

uses two types of object fronting. In the first type, the object is placed at the beginning of 

the clause, resulting in OSV syntax. This construction shows contrast between two object 

topics as in (11). 

(11)     O      S           V 
Guat douf   od   zhit    nyaf   houk,  
soymilk    1SG  NEG   like   drink 
 
    O       S         V 
douf bangx   od   nyaf   naox. 
tofu       1SG  like   eat 
‘I don’t like (to) drink soymilk, (but) I like (to) eat tofu.’ 

The second type of object fronting uses a special construction with the verb muab, 

which means ‘to take’ or ‘to hold’. While it can still be used with this meaning, it has also 

become grammaticalized as an object-fronting marker. The purpose of this construction is 

to move the object into a position of focus (Xiong and Cohen 2005:57).26 

                                                 

26 The reason that Hmong uses two different types of object-fronting is not completely clear and warrants 
further investigation. 
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With muab ‘OBJECT-FRONTING’, the fronted object comes after the subject rather 

than at the beginning of the sentence, though the subject can also be null. This 

construction is similar to the Chinese 把 bǎ construction and has SOV syntax. Example 

(12) shows muab as a main verb, while example (13) shows it as an object-fronting 

marker. 

(12)  S                      V                                       O 
Nil   hax   muab   dout   aob   beb    lob   zid 
3SG  also  take   CMPL  two  three  CLF  fruit 
   
drout   aob   beb    dol   nyuas   geuf   ndeud   get      naox. 
give   two  three  CLF  child   study  book   together  eat 
‘He also took two (or) three (pieces of) fruit (and) gave (them to) the two (or) three 
students together (to) eat.’ (SPK 43) 

(13)  S    O   V  
las  jeuf  muab  nil  geut  zos  houd  lob  zhed  gaot.  
other and.then OFR 3SG close at in CLF house that 
‘...him, (the) other (person) shut inside that house.’ (NXT 150) 

3.4.5 Existential clauses 

The subject of an existential clause often introduces a new participant. Because of 

this, existential clauses are often called "presentational" (Givón 1990:742). The subject of 

a presentational clause is a focus, not a topic (Lambrecht 1994:39). Existential clauses in 

Hmong Soud consist of the verb muax ‘exist’ or ‘have’ plus a subject, resulting in VS 

syntax as shown in (14). 

(14)    V     S 
muax ib dol yeuf mol bel drongb dlet  zid. 
exist one CLF old.man go mountaintop pick fruit 
‘There was an old man (who) went up a mountain (to) pick fruit.’ (SPK 02) 
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3.4.6 Equative clauses 

In equative clauses, the semantic predicate is a noun or noun phrase. In Hmong 

Soud, the subject and semantic predicate are joined by the obligatory copula yaos. 

Equative clauses have SV syntax as shown in (15). 

(15)  S    V 
tox  gaot  yaos  tox nyax nat 
lump that be lump silver SFP 
‘...that lump is (a) lump (of) silver...’ (OB 202) 

3.4.7 Attributive clauses 

Attributive clauses in Hmong Soud are verbless clauses, consisting of the subject 

plus a predicate adjective as shown in (16). 

(16)                                              S    ADJ        
Keid  gaot  zhek+d+x  ndangd daox  ncangb  ncangb 
place that SCP-EMP hillside steep steep 
‘In that place, (the) hillsides (were) very steep...’ (SHH 30) 

For more on attributive clauses, see §3.7.3. 

3.4.8 Locative clauses 

The semantic predicate of a locative clause is generally a prepositional phrase 

often expressing location and possession (Kroeger 2005:175-76). In Hmong Soud, 

locative clauses require the verb nyaob ‘be at’ followed by an adverbial expression of 

location, usually in the form of a prepositional phrase. Locative clauses have SV syntax 

as shown in (17). 
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(17)                         S 
lax zhud  yif       dol   nat   ncaik    Nzeuf   gaot   zhes  
landlord  household  CLF  this  daughter  Nzeuf  that   SCP 
 
           V    
jeuf   nyaob   dif      shout   gaot   zhes.  
then   be.at   opposite  on     there  SCP 
‘...the landlord’s family’s daughter Nzeuf was (over there) opposite.’ (OB 27-28) 

3.4.9 Imperatives 

Though Meister (2010:14) and Fuller (1985:38) both claim that imperatives are 

VO sentences in Hmong languages, this is only because the subject can optionally be 

omitted. The word order is SVO as shown in (18). 

(18)             S 
Nix   aob   dol    mit dob   waif gof  
2PL  two  CLF  boy     foreign 
 
  V                               O 
jaox   rangx   douf dlangb   nad    mol   zos     ndangt   gid,  
carry  CLF    story       this   go    arrive   middle  road 
 
muab  nil   laif dangt    dreud   lol. 
OFR   3SG  throw.away  INT    come 
‘You two foreign boys carry this story, go to (the) middle (of the) road, (and) throw 
it away.’ (SHH Epilogue)  

In this sentence, nix aob dol mit dob waif gof ‘you two foreign boys’ is not a 

vocative but a true subject, as there is no pause between the subject and verb. 

The subject can also be elided, leaving VO syntax as in (19). 
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(19)   V                     O 
Jaox   rangx   douf dlangb   nad    mol   zos    ndangt   gid,  
carry  CLF    story       this   go    arrive  middle  road 
 
muab  nil   laif dangt    dreud   lol. 
OFR   3SG  throw.away  INT    come 
‘Carry this story, go to (the) middle (of the) road, (and) throw it away.’  

3.4.10 Questions 

Hmong content questions follow the normal rules of syntax, with the question 

word occurring in situ, replacing the constituent being questioned as shown in (20), (21), 

and (22). 

(20) Gaox  yaos   lenx dus? 
2SG   be    who 
‘Who are you?’ (NXT 22) 
 
Od   yaos   gaox  zaid. 
1SG  be    2SG   father 
‘I’m your father.’ (NXT 23) 

(21) Lenx dus   duax   leuf? 
who      come  PFV 
‘Who came?’ 
 
Naf loul    duax   leuf. 
older.sister  come  PFV 
‘Older sister came.’ 

(22) Naf yeuf,   gaox   mol   uat   dol   dlangb zhit? 
old.man   2SG   go    do   CLF  what 
‘Old man, what are you going to do?’ (BN 88) 
 
od   yuad   mol  uat   nuaf yais       ak. 
1SG  need  go   do   consult.spirits   INTJ 
‘...I need (to) go consult the spirits.’ (BN 90) 
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Hmong Soud has two strategies for forming yes-no questions. In the first, the 

Yunnan Chinese loanword gab ‘YES-NO QUESTION’ is inserted before the verb as in (23). 

The native Hmong buak ‘YES-NO QUESTION’ functions in the same way but is rarely used 

in Hmong Soud. 

(23) Nix  gab  shed def  nix  nit  nik  ndif  jok...? 
2PL YNQ be.willing 2PL POSS little bowl rice 
‘Are you willing (to give us a) bowl (of ) your rice...?’ (SHH 55) 

The second yes-no question strategy is to repeat the verb or predicate adjective 

with the negative marker zhit as shown in (24). 

(24) Hof zhit hof? 
correct NEG correct 
‘(Is that) correct (or) not?’ 

3.5 Verbs and related elements 

Because Hmong Soud is an isolating language, verbs are not inflected to show 

agreement with the subject or object. They can be modified by adverbial expressions 

(§3.8), postverbal intensifiers (§3.5.6), verbal complements (§3.5.2), direct objects, and 

aspectual particles (§3.5.1.2). The constituent order of the verbal phrase as shown in (25) 

and (26) is:  

(adverbial)27 (negation) V (postverbal intensifier) (verbal complement) (O) (aspect)  

                                                 

27 Only those adverbial expressions which are preverbal and function as verb modifiers are part of the 
verbal phrase (see §3.8). 
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(25)         ADV        V     INT   COM     O   ASP 
Nil   nax   hnob  naox   hlaot   dangl   maod   leuf, 
3SG  every  day   eat   at.once CMPL   rice    PFV 
 
jeuf     mol   houd    deb   uat nof. 
and.then  go    in     field  work 
‘Every day, (after) he quickly eats up all (his) rice, then (he) goes to (the) field (to) 
work.’  

(26)    ADV NEG   v 
Ncaik  Nzeuf  zhas  zhit  hak... 
girl Nzeuf  again NEG speak 
‘The girl Nzeuf didn’t speak again...’ (OB 41) 

3.5.1 Tense, aspect, and modality 

3.5.1.1 Tense 

Hmong clauses do not have grammatical tense. Generally, the time of an action is 

determined by context. Often, time is indicated by a temporal expression at the beginning 

of the sentence as in (27) and (28). 

(27) Aob touk,     dol   nenb    laix    dout   dol    duf 
another.time  CLF  person  plow  VDEP  CLF   water.buffalo 
 
laix    deb. 
plow  field 
‘Long ago, a man plowed his field (with) a water buffalo.’ (WBL 01-02) 

(28) Jat gil od mol nuaf  shaib. 
tomorrow 1SG go look see 
‘Tomorrow I (will) go look (and) see.’ (NXT 68) 

In example (27), the phrase aob touk ‘another time, long ago’ makes it clear that 

the event happened in the past. Similarly, in (28), the mention of jat gil ‘tomorrow’ marks 

the activity as one that will take place in the future. 
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In many cases, however, the time of an event is clear from context alone without 

any explicit temporal markers. In a narrative, events generally occur in the past, so an 

indicator of past time at the beginning of the story means that subsequent events also 

occurred in the past unless otherwise marked (Arisawa 2006:105). 

Though Li (1991:52) claims that in Green Hmong the auxiliary yuad has been 

grammaticalized to future tense, the Hmong Soud equivalent yad, though used to refer to 

events in the future, does not have the same grammatical properties as Green Hmong 

yuad and is not a tense marker (see §3.5.1.3). 

3.5.1.2 Aspect 

Most languages without grammatical tense have a clear method of marking verbal 

aspect, and Hmong Soud is no exception. Hmong Soud has markers for perfective, 

inchoative, completive, progressive, durative, and experiential aspect. Aspectual particles 

follow the verb. 

Perfective aspect is often unmarked, but it is sometimes marked by the particle 

leuf or lak as shown in (29). As perfective markers, no clear distinction in meaning has 

been observed between leuf and lak, though leuf is a native Hmong word and lak is a 

loanword from Chinese. 
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(29)   nil   jeuf     nghel    hlaot    leuf,    muab   deb qeuk   let    daot bangf,  
3SG  and.then  go.down  at.once  PFV   take    place     POSS  stick   
 
muab  daot bangf    vaif   uat   aob   beb    dol    dled   vaif  duas  leuf. 
take   stick        hit   make  two  three  CLF   dog   hit   die   PFV 
‘...then he went down at once, took a stick (from) that place, took (the) stick (and) 
beat the two (or) three dogs (until they) died.’ (NXT 191-192) 

In example (29), the two usages of leuf show that the actions of climbing down 

the tree and killing the dogs are viewed as completed. 

The particle lak can be used with adjectives and some stative verbs for inchoative 

aspect, expressing a change in process (Kroeger 2005:157) as in (30). 

(30) Ngeuf  kout  nat  langf  lak. 
pair  shoe this worn.out INC 
‘This pair (of) shoes (has started to) wear out.’ 

In (30), the particle lak shows that a change has begun, with the implication that it 

is still in process (Xiong and Cohen 2005:55). 

While the inchoative lak shows a change in process when used with adjectives 

and stative verbs, leuf retains its perfective meaning, expressing a completed change of 

state as in (31). 

(31) Ngeuf  kout  nat  langf  leuf. 
pair  shoe this worn.out PFV 
‘This pair (of) shoes (has become) worn out.’  

In (31), the perfective leuf expresses that the wearing out of the shoes is 

completed rather than in process. 
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Two verbal complements (see §3.5.3), dout and dangl, are used to express 

completive aspect, showing that an action has been carried through to completion (Bybee 

et al. 1994:318). The verbal complement dout ‘COMPLETIVE’, as shown in (32), has been 

grammaticalized from the lexical verb ‘obtain’ or ‘get’. 

(32) Ndet   dout      aob    lob,   
pick    CMPL   two   CLF   
 
nil   draod   mol   njet    dout   shout  zhaob   ndongt  mol  ndet   zid. 
3SG  again   go    climb  CMPL  on    CLF    tree    go   pick    fruit 
‘(After) he finished picking two (baskets of fruit), he climbed up (on) the tree again 
(and) picked fruit.’ (SPQ 03-04) 

In (32), the use of the particle dout ‘CMPL’ expresses that the man put in the effort 

to complete the task of picking two baskets’ worth of fruit.  

The verbal complement dangl ‘COMPLETIVE’ comes from the verb meaning 

‘finish’ and can often be used interchangeably with dout ‘COMPLETIVE’. This usage, as 

shown in (33), is similar to the Chinese use of 完 wán for completive sense. 

(33) Nyuas   geuf   ndeud   bof   nil   nit   zid   nquad   dangl,  
child   study  book   see  3SG  POSS fruit  spill    CMPL 
 
hax    tab    nil   muab  zid   keuk   dout   houd   lob   deub... 
also   with   3SG  OFR   fruit  put   CMPL  in    CLF  basket 
‘The students saw (that) his fruit (had) spilled and helped him put (it) in the 
basket.’ (SPK 34-35) 

The use of dangl in (33) means that the students started picking up the fruit once 

it had stopped spilling, rather than while it was still spilling out of the baskets. According 

to Xiong and Cohen, dangl emphasizes the “finishing point” of the action, while leuf 
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‘PFV’ only marks that the action occurred prior to another action or point in time 

(2005:56).  

Hmong has two ways of marking progressive aspect. The progressive aspect 

particle hax zhenf marks that an action is currently in process as shown in (34). Zhenf is 

derived from the Chinese progressive aspect marker 正 zhèng or 正在 zhèng zài and 

functions in a similar manner. 

(34) Od dol yeus draod lol, od  hax zhenf  nuaf ndeud. 
1SG CLF husband return come 1SG PRG look book 
‘(When) my husband returned (home), I was reading (a) book.’ 

Another way of marking progressive aspect is with the postverbal particle let or 

nit as in (35).28  

(35) muax  dol  nyuas  hluak  jeuf  jangb  let  dol  chik. 
exist CLF child young and.then  lead.with.rope PRG CLF goat 
‘...then there was a young child leading a goat.’ (SPM 14-15) 

The child was performing the ongoing, progressive action of leading the goat at 

the point at which he is mentioned in (35). 

Durative aspect is shown through reduplication of the verb. Two identical verbs in 

a row show a long duration of the action as in (36). 

(36) Chod  chod  ek,  huaf nat  od  dub  xof  dout  lak.  
 blow blow SCP now 1SG already learn CMPL PFV 
‘(He) played (so long that) now I’ve already learned (the song).’ (NXT 65) 

                                                 

28 The particles let and nit are variants. Nit is a loan from the local dialect of Chinese. 
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In (36), the reduplication of the verb chod ‘blow’ emphasizes that the character 

didn’t just play the flute for a short time, but he played for such a long time that his wife 

was able to learn the song just by listening. 

The particle dluat, derived from the verb meaning ‘to cross’, ‘to pass’, or ‘to 

exceed’, shows experiential aspect, meaning that the subject has previously experienced 

the action. This marker is equivalent to the Chinese experiential marker 过 guò and is 

shown in (37). 

(37) Nil  zhit dout duax dluat beb raol. 
3SG has.not come EXP 1PL village 
‘S/he has never come (to) our village.’ 

In (37), the speaker uses dluat ‘EXPERIENTIAL’ to express that the subject has 

never had the experience of visiting the village. 

3.5.1.3 Modality 

Modality in Hmong Soud is expressed through modal verbs and negative markers. 

These markers are used to express modal meanings such as probability, volition or desire, 

and irrealis. 

As independent verbs, yuad and yad are lexically modal verbs that can be 

translated ‘need’ or ‘want’ as in (38).  

(38) las reb  jeuf  yuad  od  zhid  duas  zhes...  
3PL and.then want 1SG flee die SCP 
‘...they wanted me (to) run away (and) die...’ (BN 207) 
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As auxiliary verbs, yuad and yad have distinct meanings. Yuad retains the 

meaning ‘want’ or ‘need’ as in (39), while yad is used to show that an action takes place 

in the future as in (40). Auxiliary verbs in Hmong directly precede the main verb. 

(39) Od   dol   Bangx   tab   od   dol   Nzhis   maob   maob   ek  
1SG  CLF  Bangx  and  1SG  CLF  Nzhis   sick    sick    CONJ 
 
od   yuad   mol  uat   nuaf yais      nat. 
1SG  need  go   do   consult.spirits  SCP 
‘My Bangx and my Nzhis are really sick, so I need (to) go consult the spirits.’ (BN 
89-90) 

(40) At nit,  beb  aob  dol  yad  naox  dlangb zhit?   
INTJ 1PL two CLF FUT eat what 
‘Oh, what will we two eat?’ (OB 189) 

Some Hmong languages do not use yad, instead using yuad to cover both these 

meanings. These usages are similar to that of the Chinese 要 yào construction which can 

also cover both meanings. 

The verb nchait means ‘be afraid’ or ‘fear’. When used modally, it expresses 

probability. The range of probability it expresses is comparatively large, expressing both 

probable and possible situations as in (41). 

(41) Gaox  zaid    zhit    kot   zhes   gaox   aob   dol   ncaik    nat, 
2SG   father   NEG   heal  SCP   2SG   two  CLF  daughter  in.that.case 
 
nchait     nyaob   lob    ghangb zhab     nat    jeuf   yad   duas. 
probably  at     CLF   end.of.the.year   this   then   FUT  die 
‘Father, if you don’t heal your two daughters, (by) the end of the year, they’ll 
probably die.’ (BN 131-132) 

The verb xangd ‘think’ is also used in Hmong Soud to express volition or desire. 

As a loanword from 想 xiǎng, it has a similar function as in Chinese. In some other 
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dialects, the native Hmong word sangd is used instead. Example (42) shows xangd 

functioning as a modal verb expressing desire. 

(42) Nil  xangd  naox  lob  lox buf  gat  nat zhes...  
3SG want eat CLF radish that SCP 
‘She wanted to eat that radish....’ (LHG 15) 

Xangd, yuad, and yad are all expressions of irrealis, referring to situations which 

have not taken place. Another common irrealis marker is negation. In Hmong Soud, verbs, 

as well as adjectives and adverbs, are negated with zhit ‘NEGATIVE’, which precedes the 

word it modifies as in (43). 

(43) nil zhit nuf rongx. 
3SG NEG pay.attention 
‘...he didn’t pay attention.’ (SPK 13) 

In addition to the basic negative zhit ‘not’, common negative expressions include 

(hax) zhit dout ‘not yet’, zhit guaf ‘have not’, and zhit dek ‘do not’. 

3.5.2 Verb types 

In Hmong Soud, the two main classes of verbs are dynamic and stative verbs. 

Dynamic verbs such as naox ‘eat’ express some kind of action, whether an event or a 

process. In contrast, stative verbs such as muax ‘have, exist’ express a static state. 

Dynamic and stative verbs in Hmong Soud can be identified by their ability to occur with 

progressive aspect; dynamic verbs can occur with progressive aspect, while stative verbs 

cannot. 
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In (44), the dynamic verb jaox ‘carry’ is able to take the progressive, while in (45), 

the stative verb muax ‘have’ cannot. 

(44) nil  hax  jaox  let  beb  lob  geuf  mol  dlet  zid. 
3SG also carry PRG three CLF back.basket go pick fruit 
‘...he was also carrying three back baskets (and) went (to) pick fruit.’ (SPM 07) 

(45) *nil  hax  muax  let  beb  lob  geuf  mol  dlet  zid. 
3SG also have PRG three CLF back.basket go pick fruit 
‘...he was also having three back baskets (and) went (to) pick fruit.’      

3.5.3 Verbal complements 

Verbal complements in Hmong are “verb-like words” following the verb that 

specify the result of an action (Xiong and Cohen 2005:55).29 In addition to the aspectual 

complements (§3.5.1.2), common verbal complements include dout ‘POTENTIAL’ and 

doul ‘CAPABILITY’.   

Doul ‘CAP’ is used to indicate one’s physical capability to perform an action and 

is most often used in the negative as in (46). 

(46) Dex  leud nghax daf  shangb,  toux  zhit  doul  las reb.  
some hunt hit wound carry.on.back NEG CAP 3PL 
‘The hunters wounded (him), (so he) couldn’t carry them on (his) back.’ (NXT 
231) 

The verbal complement dout ‘POT’ marks permission or potential to complete an 

action as in (47). 

                                                 

29 Smith calls these “resultative verb complements” in Mandarin (1997:68), though this term is not as 
common as “verbal complements.” 
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(47) Zhos nzox  Bangx  tab  Nzhis,  aob  dol  zhes  uat  uat  zhes  
only remain Bangx and Nzhis two CLF SCP do do SCP  
 
mol  zhit  dout  zhes...  
go NEG POT SCP 
‘(There) remained only Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of them); (they) weren’t allowed 
(to) go...’ (BN 307-308) 

3.5.4 Serial verb constructions 

Like Chinese, Hmong Soud commonly uses verbs in a series. As seen in (48), 

Hmong serial verb constructions often consist of more than two verbs. 

(48) nil   draod  ∅   mol   ∅   njet    dout   shout   zhaob   ndongt  
3SG  return     go       climb   CMPL  on     CLF    tree 
 
∅   mol   ∅   ndet  zid. 
   go       pick  fruit 
‘He climbed back up on the tree (to) pick fruit.’ (SPQ 04) 

In (48), the entire sequence of five verbs shares the same grammatical subject (nil 

‘3SG’). Sentence (49) is spoken as a single intonational unit without a pause or connectors. 

The actions expressed by the verbs refer to a single, though complex, event. According to 

Kroeger (2004:229), these are all defining features of serial verb constructions. Though 

serial verb constructions can take more than one direct or indirect object, only one aspect 

marker can be used in the series. 

The directional verbs mol ‘go’ and lol ‘come’ are frequently used in Hmong Soud 

serial verb constructions. Similar to the Chinese use of a verb followed by 去 qù ‘go’ or 

来 lái ‘come’, they mark the subject’s movement away from or towards a reference point 

as in (49). 
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(49) nil   bof   ib    dol   naf bos      loul  loul  nit,   
3SG  see  one  CLF  grandmother  old  old  PRT   
 
mol   dleb   dleb   nit,  nghangt   dout   ib    uat    dlex   lol.   
go    far    far    PRT  carry    CMPL  one  MEAS  water  come 
‘...she saw a very old grandmother very far (away) come carrying a load (of) 
water.’ (LHG 36-37) 

In (49), lol ‘come’ serves a clear directional function, showing that the 

grandmother was walking towards the girl.   

3.5.5 Passive form 

Hmong Soud has a construction considered by some scholars to be a passive 

(Xiong and Cohen 2005:82). In this construction, the passive marker drous, derived from 

the verb meaning ‘hit, come into contact’, precedes the verb. In the passive construction, 

the person or object which experiences the action is the subject of the sentence, while the 

agent optionally follows drous ‘PASSIVE’ as in (50). 

(50) Yaos   nil   zhit    jaox   dol   nyuas   dras    
if    3SG  NEG   carry  CLF  child   knife  
 
houd    jid    caik   kout   mens, 
inside   body  CLF   shoe   SCP 
 
nil   jeuf     drous   las    duat   naox   leuf   lak.  
3SG  and.then  PASS   other  kill   eat    PFV   PFV 
‘If he (had) not carried the small knife in (his) shoe, then he (would have) been 
killed (and) eaten by (the) other people.’ (NXT 143) 

In (50), the agent las ‘others’ is explicitly mentioned. Hmong speakers prefer to 

express the agent in passive sentences, though sometimes it is left out as in example (51). 
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(51) Od nit zax drous nyas  leuf. 
1SG POSS money PASS steal PFV 
‘My money was stolen.’ 

Some scholars do not accept this construction as a passive, because the agent in 

Hmong passive constructions is usually expressed, a situation which is atypical when 

considering the cross-linguistic characteristics of passives (Creswell and Snyder 2000:77). 

Though the drous construction in Hmong Soud and other Hmong languages does 

not fit the prototypical form for passives, it functions in a similar way to passives in other 

languages (Creswell and Snyder 2000:84). For that reason, I follow those scholars who 

consider drous a passive marker (Xiong and Cohen 2005:82, Creswell and Snyder 

2000:84).  

3.5.6 Postverbal intensifiers 

Hmong has a special category of postverbal intensifiers which modify a verb or 

adjective.30 Known as 状词 zhuāngcí in Chinese, these words generally do not have 

meaning on their own but add additional information specifying features such as speed, 

appearance, color, and sound (Luo and Yang 2004:119). Though similar to adverbs in 

some ways, they do not follow the same grammatical pattern as adverbs (Xiong and 

Cohen 2005:72). 

                                                 

30 There is no standard English term for this category. The term postverbal intensifier was first used by 
Heimbach (1979:468). 
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Postverbal intensifiers follow the verb, adjective, or phrase that they modify. Most 

postverbal intensifiers have a very limited set of words that they can modify. Color terms, 

for example, each have distinct postverbal intensifiers with which they collocate. 

One of the most common postverbal intensifiers in Hmong Soud is hlaot ‘at once, 

immediately’, as it can be used with a wide variety of verbs. It is used to mark the speed 

or immediacy of an action as shown in (52). 

(52) Mix   nuaf   hlaot    zhek,  
3PL  see   at.once  SCP  
 
nat   ndrangl   dlangd    dlangd    rongt    rongt    uat   naox. 
this  plain    wide    wide    good   good   do   eat 
‘They immediately saw (that) the plain (was) very wide (and) very good (for 
growing crops to) eat.’ (SHH 17-18) 

The use of hlaot in (52) expresses that the land was so good that they could see its 

benefits with just a quick glance. 

Some postverbal intensifiers do not seem to have a particular meaning of their 

own but instead intensify the meaning of the word they modify. This is particularly 

common with those postverbal intensifiers used to modify colors as shown in (53). 

(53) nil  muab  od laif  dlob  dlas... 
3SG OFR 1SG lick black INT   
‘...he licked me (until I was) very black...’ (BN 212)  

Postverbal intensifiers can also be used in combination as in (54). 

(54) Hmaot  gat  nil  mol  hnaod  nzhaot  hlaot zhes... 
night that 3SG go hear instantly at.once SCP  
‘That night, he went (and) immediately heard...’ (BN 178) 
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3.5.7 Dout ‘VERBAL DEPENDENT’ 

The particle dout ‘VERBAL DEPENDENT’ has several different usages. It can occur 

between a verb and an adverb of manner or an adjective used adverbially as in (55).  

(55) Dol  nat  dangf zhengb  chod,  dol  naf hluak  nongs  dout  rongt.  
CLF this really blow CLF aunt listen VDEP good 
‘That one was really playing (the flute), the aunt listened well.’ (NXT 274) 

This construction of dout plus adverb or adjective is similar to the Chinese use of 

得 de, which can be followed by an adjective to mark a complement of degree, also 

called complement of extent (Chao 1968:355). 

Another usage of dout is instrumental as in (56). 

(56) Aob touk,  dol    nenb  laix  dout  dol  duf  laix  deb. 
another.time   CLF person plow VDEP CLF water.buffalo plow field 
‘Long ago, a man plowed (his) field (with) a water buffalo.’ (WBL 01-02) 

In (56), dout signals the instrument (the water buffalo) with which the man 

plowed the field. 

A third usage of dout is to show temporal extent as in (57). 

(57) Laix  dout  aob  gab  hax zhit dout  laix  dangl. 
plow VDEP two week not.yet plow CMPL 
‘(The young orphan had) plowed (for) two weeks, and (he) hadn’t yet finished 
plowing.’ (OB 64) 

In (57), dout plus the temporal phrase aob gab ‘two weeks’ conveys the amount 

of time used to plow the field. 

A fourth usage of dout is to show the result of an action as in (58). 
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(58) Nil   jeuf     yuad   aob   dol   gud ved   nat   nyaob   deb qeuk  
3SG  and.then  want  two  CLF  sister    this  live    place 
 
uat   dout    naox   uat   dout   houk  ek,   
do   VDEP   eat    do   VDEP  drink  CONJ 
 
uat   dout   maod nblex   draod   maod nblouf. 
do   VDEP  white.rice    again   sticky.rice 
‘Then he married the two sisters (and they) lived (in that) place, (they were able to) 
eat (and) drink (and have) white rice as well as sticky rice.’ (NXT 296-298) 

In (58), dout links the verb uat ‘do’ with both verbal and nominal complements. 

These complements show the result of the characters’ living; they lived well enough to 

eat, drink, and have both white rice and sticky rice. 

Because all four of these different usages of dout connect the verb with a 

dependent constituent, I gloss dout ‘VERBAL DEPENDENT’. 

Additionally, there are three homonyms with dout ‘VDEP’, a main verb meaning 

‘obtain’, the completive aspect particle discussed in §3.5.1.2, and the verbal complement 

with the meaning of ‘capability’ or ‘potential’ discussed in §3.5.3. 

3.6 Nouns and pronouns 

Like verbs, Hmong Soud nouns are not inflected. The difference between singular 

and plural is generally derived from context or quantifiers. 
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3.6.1 Noun phrases 

The constituent order of noun phrases, as shown in (59), is:  

(Possessor) (NUM) (CLF) (ADJ)31 N (ADJ) (DEM). 

(59) nil beb dol nik  nyuas  Hmongb  gaot 
3SG three CLF little child Hmong there 
‘those three little Hmong children of hers’ 

Though all constituents can co-occur as in (59), it is rare for a noun phrase to have 

more than four constituents. 

3.6.2 Classifiers 

Hmong uses a set of noun classifiers that optionally precede the noun. A classifier 

is normally required when used with a number or quantifier as in (60). 

(60) beb  dol  xangb  
three CLF incense.stick 
‘three sticks (of) incense’ (BN 79) 

Use of a classifier with the number ib ‘one’ can function as an indefinite noun 

marker as in (61), which is an existential clause (see §3.4.5). 

(61) Muax  ib dol nenb jangb ib dol chik... 
exist one CLF person lead.with.rope one CLF goat 
‘There was a person leading a goat...’ (SPQ 05) 

                                                 

31 Only certain adjectives can occur before the noun (see §3.7). 
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In contrast, when there is no numeral, a classifier followed by a noun is usually 

definite as in (62).  

(62) dol  ncaik  Nzeuf  jeuf  hak.  
CLF girl Nzeuf and.then speak 
‘...then the girl Nzeuf spoke.’ (OB 43) 

A numeral plus classifier can stand in for a previously mentioned noun as in (63). 

(63) (nil) xangd  muab ib lob naox. 
3SG want OFR one CLF eat 
‘...(he) wanted to eat one.’ (SPQ 10) 

In (63), the noun ‘pear’ can be elided because it is already clear from the 

preceding context. 

3.6.3 Possessives 

Possessives in Hmong are formed with the noun or pronoun plus the appropriate 

classifier as in (64). 

(64) lax zhud  dol  ncaik   gaot   
landlord CLF daughter that 
‘the landlord’s daughter’ (OB 20) 

A limited number of nouns do not use classifiers in possessive constructions as in 

(65). 

(65) od naf od  zaid  
1SG mother 1SG father 
‘my mother (and) my father’ (BN 202) 
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When modified by a numeral, the numeral comes between the possessor and the 

classifier as in (66). 

(66) gaox aob dol ncaik 
2SG two CLF daughter 
‘your two daughters’ (BN 131) 

Additionally, possessives can be formed by using the particle let ‘POSSESSIVE’ or 

nit ‘POSSESSIVE’ in place of the classifier as shown in (67) and (68). This construction is 

borrowed from the Chinese use of 的 de to form possessives and is particularly common 

with younger speakers. 

(67) nil let zid ndongt 
3SG POSS fruit  
‘his fruit’ (SPQ 02) 

 

(68) “Lob  nik  shuab  nat  yaos  Ncaik  Nzeuf  nit  shuab.” 
  CLF little voice this be girl Nzeuf POSS voice 
‘This voice is (the) voice of Nzeuf.’ (OB 45) 

3.6.4 Pronouns 

Pronouns vary widely among different varieties of Hmong and even within 

Hmong Soud. Table 5 shows the basic pronouns used in the four areas of Hmong Soud. 
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Table 5: Hmong Soud Pronouns 

 Qiubei Kaiyuan Yanshan Mile 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

First 
person 

od beb reb ud beb od beb od beb 

Second 
person 

gax nix reb gaox menx gaox 
nix 
reb 

gaox 
nix, 
nex 

Third 
person 

nil 
mex 
reb 

nil las reb lal, nil 
las 
reb 

nil 
mix, 
reb 

The first person plural pronoun can be either inclusive or exclusive. The third 

person pronouns are normally used only of people and animals. With a few exceptions, 

inanimate objects are usually referred to either with noun phrases or null reference.  

Hmong also has a set of dual pronouns, but they are no longer commonly used in 

Hmong Soud, having been replaced by phrases such as beb aob dol ‘we two’ (‘1PL two 

CLF’) or nil aob dol ‘they two’ (‘3PL two CLF’). 

3.6.5 Null reference 

As previously mentioned, since Hmong Soud is a pro-drop language, the subject 

is commonly elided when it can be understood from context. If the subject of a clause is 

the same as the subject of the previous clause, the default is for the second subject to be 

null. Fuller attributes this to the continuation of a topic chain (1986:265).   

However, there are three major exceptions to this rule, all of which involve 

"overcoding", the use of an expression that is heavier than the default. First, the subject is 
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explicitly mentioned with either a pronoun or noun phrase at the beginning of a new 

discourse unit, such as a paragraph or episode as in (69). 
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(69) Mix    jeuf     mol  tab   ib    dangt  nik   box     Mangb  khed 
3PL    and.then  go   with  one  group  little woman  Yi     slave 
       
nyaob   hed    gaot   zhek. 
live    place  that   SCP 
‘Then they went (and) lived with a group (of) Yi slave women (in) that place.’    
 
∅  Jeuf     mol   tab    deb zhud   yif       zub   dout   zhek  
    and.then  go    with   landlord   household  rent  CMPL  SCP 
 
gek   nik   aob   beb    jub   deb    uat.  
give  little two  three  mu  land   do 
‘Then (they) rented two (or) three mu [1/15 hectare] (of) land (from a) landlord (to 
plant).’ 
 
∅  Uat   dout   aob   beb    xongk,  
    do   VDEP  two  three  year 
 
daof ghangb   nangt zhek   ∅  kud        kud    
after       SCP          work.hard   work.hard   
 
dex   ghongb   gaot   zhek,  
CLF   crop     that   SCP 
 
∅  shangk  shangk  shet   dout   zhek  
    send   send   rent   CMPL  SCP 
    
∅  jeuf     zhit    zouk      naox   zhek.32 
    and.then  NEG   be.enough  eat    SCP 
‘(They) worked (for) two (or) three years; afterwards, (they) worked hard (at) the 
crops, (they) paid (the rent), then there wasn’t enough (left to) eat.’ 
 
Muax  ib    hnob   mix  mol  jaos   mil   zhek, 
exist  one  day   3PL  go   plant   corn  SCP 
 
∅  jeuf     chaib   chaib+d+b    blangb    nit... 
    and.then  hungry  hungry-EMP   stomach  PRT 
‘One day, they went (to) plant corn, and (they) were really hungry...’ (SHH 33-43) 

                                                 

32 Though the topic is still mix ‘3PL’, the subject in this clause is no longer mix ‘3PL’ but the understood 
subject food.  
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In (69), the subject is mentioned with the pronoun mix ‘3PL’ in the first line. Then 

it is null until the second to last line, which begins a new episode. The pronoun is 

repeated in the first line of the new episode, then the subject is again null as before, since 

a topic chain must be re-initiated at the beginning of a new discourse unit. 

Another exception where the subject is overtly mentioned instead of being null 

occurs in key events or sections such as the peak as in (70). 
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(70) Hnob  gat   nil   mol  bof   dol   naf bos    
day   that  3SG  go   see  CLF  grandmother  
 
ghous     lak   yif heux,  
fall.down  PFV  after 
 
nil   jeuf     ched   zous   ched   deul     ched   ghuk  mol.  
3SG  and.then  take   chisel  take   firewood take   club   go 
‘After that day (when) she went (and) saw the grandmother fall down, then she 
took (a) chisel, took firewood, took (a) club (and) went.’ 
 
Nil  jeuf     hot   lob   raol     dak: 
3SG  and.then  call  CLF  village  say 
 
“Mol   lak,   od  xik  nix  mol  zhaod    dlex   houk   lak.”   
go    SFP  go  lead  2PL  go   look.for  water  drink  SFP 
‘Then she called (the people of) the village, saying: “Come, I (will) take you (to) 
look for water (to) drink.” ’ 
 
Nil   jeuf     dlaod   hlaot    lob   lox buf   lol,  
3SG  and.then  pull.up  at.once  CLF  radish    come 
 
nil   jeuf     muab  dol   ghuk   kaob   ros reul,    kaob   ros reul    nit,  
3SG  and.then  OFR   CLF  club   strike  repeatedly  strike  repeatedly  PRT 
 
muab  lob   lox buf  kaob   dlex   leuf,  
OFR   CLF  radish  strike  water  PFV 
 
jeuf     guak   lak   lob   raol    nat   dex   nenb  
and.then  order  PFV  CLF  village  this  CLF  person 
 
zous   lob   khaod   lox   lox   nit,   dlex   jeuf     ndlul   lox.  
chisel  CLF  hole    big  big  PRT  water  and.then  flow  SFP 
‘Then she went (and) pulled out the radish, then she continually struck (with) the 
club (until the radish) struck water, then (she) ordered the people (of) the village 
(to) chisel the hole very big, and then water flowed.’ (LHG 51-59) 
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In (70), the subject doesn’t change until the last line, but the girl is referred to 

with the pronoun nil ‘3SG’ in almost every clause. This section is part of the peak, and the 

overcoding of the subject serves to highlight this important episode.33 

The third exception relates to establishing and distinguishing participants. Explicit 

subjects are used to clarify when there is a possibility of confusion between characters, as 

well as to establish the role of a central character. Central characters are normally 

referred to with either null reference or pronouns after the first mention unless there is 

possibility of confusion. In the beginning of the narrative, the central character is often 

referred to several times with an explicit subject as in (71).34 

(71) Muax   ib    hnob,  
exist   one  day 
 
muax  ib    dol   yeuf     mol   bel    drongb    dlet   zid,  
exist  one  CLF  old.man  go    on.top mountain  pick  fruit 
 
nil   jaox   beb    lob   deub,  
3SG  carry  three  CLF  basket 
 
nil   dlet    dout   aob   deub. 
3SG  pick   CMPL  two  basket 
‘One day, there was an old man (who) went on top (of a) mountain (to) pick fruit. 
He carried three baskets, (and) he picked two baskets’ (worth).’ (SPK 01-04) 

In (71), the old man is the subject in every clause after the initial temporal setting, 

yet he is referred to with an overt subject, the pronoun nil ‘3SG’, after the first reference. 

                                                 

33 There was not enough evidence in the texts to determine if subject overcoding here is specifically a peak-
marking device or is used more broadly with pivotal events (see §6.5). 
34 This discourse operation is called integration (Longacre and Hwang 2012:84). 
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This section occurs at the beginning of the text and establishes the man as the central 

character. 

There is slight variation between speakers in how often overt subjects are used. 

Some speakers use overt subjects slightly more often than others, especially in relation to 

establishing and distinguishing participants (Fuller 1986:266). 

3.7 Adjectives 

Adjectives in Hmong Soud generally follow the noun they modify as shown in 

(72). 

(72) dol mit nyox  zaix  
CLF calf dappled 
‘the dappled calf’ (BN 38) 

A limited number of adjectives, however, precede the noun, such as naf ‘large’ in 

(73).35  

(73) ib  lob  naf  ghangb zhuat,  
one CLF large cliff.overhang  
‘a large cliff overhang’ (NXT 99) 

3.7.1 Nouns used as modifiers 

Additionally, some nouns can function as modifiers within a noun phrase (Dixon 

2010:60). Like adjectives, they follow the head noun as shown in (74). 

                                                 

35 Xiong and Cohen call these restrictive adjectives, claiming that they often “identify or restrict the noun, 
rather than describing it” (2005:66). 
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(74) ib lob zhed ndongt 
one CLF house tree 
‘a wooden house’ 

3.7.2 Reduplication 

Adjectives can be reduplicated to show greater intensity. Sometimes the 

reduplicated adjective is followed by the particle nit or let as in (75).  

(75) guaf  dleub  dleub  nit,  
flesh white white PRT 
‘very white flesh’ (NXT 153) 

In disyllabic adjectives, only the first syllable is reduplicated, as in (76), where 

only kuat in kuat shab ‘full of emotion’ is repeated. 

(76) nil  jeuf  hak  nik  rangx  kuat kuat shab  nit. 
3SG and.then speak little CLF full.of.emotion PRT 
 ‘...then she sang (a) very emotional (song).’ (OB 127) 

Another way to intensify an adjective is to repeat it with the verb uat ‘do, make’ 

in the middle as in (77). 

(77) Yaos  gaox  yif  nyox dlangb  ek  hend uat hend zhes, 
if 2SG household spirit.cow SCP very.fierce SCP  
‘If your family’s spirit cow (is) very fierce...’ (BN 97) 

3.7.3 Predicate adjectives 

In Hmong, predicate adjectives have sometimes been analyzed as stative verbs 

(Xiong and Cohen 2005:531), though there is no conclusive evidence to support this. 

Predicate adjectives in Hmong Soud do not take a copula like predicate nominatives and 
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are negated the same way as verbs. However, adjectives and verbs behave differently 

with respect to reduplication. When an adjective is reduplicated, the semantic effect is 

‘intensification of the quality’ whether the adjective is functioning as a modifier within a 

noun phrase as in (75) or a predicate adjective as in (78). When a verb is reduplicated the 

semantic effect is durative aspect as previously illustrated in (36).  

(78) Muax   ib    hnob   zhek, 
exist   one  day   SCP 
 
lob   ndox   dlob    dlob+d+t    ax, 
CLF  sky   black   black-EMP  INTJ 
 
lob   deb    zhouk   zhouk   zhes. 
CLF  earth  dark   dark   SCP 
‘One day, the sky (was) very black, (and) the earth (was) very dark.’ (SHH 9-11) 

In (78), the predicate adjectives dlob ‘black’ and zhouk ‘dark’ are reduplicated to 

express intensity. That predicate adjectives can be reduplicated like attributive adjectives 

shows that they are more likely to be predicate adjectives than verbs. Adjectives and 

verbs also have different aspectual possibilities when functioning as intransitive 

predicates; while most verbs can occur with several different aspectual markers, predicate 

adjectives can only occur with inchoative aspect. 

3.8 Adverbial expressions 

Adverbial expressions can be realized by a variety of grammatical categories, 

such as adverbs, noun phrases, and prepositional phrases. The position of adverbial 

expressions varies depending on the type of expression. Immediate preverbal position 
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(see §3.5) is the default or only position for adverbials of the following semantic types: 

temporal location, manner, argument modification, and scale, while adverbials of 

temporal and spatial degree or extent occur after the verbal phrase. In the remainder of 

this section, adverbial expressions of time, manner, and degree are further described.  

3.8.1 Temporal adverbial expressions 

Time and frequency adverbial expressions precede the verb they modify as in (79) 

and (80). 

(79) Yenf Ndangb Ghongt   tab   Pux Ndangb Ghongt  
Yenf Ndangb Ghongt   and   Pux Ndangb Ghongt  
 
draod   muab    dex    dob    dex    ncaik    draod   xik   zhid... 
again   take    CLF   son   CLF   daughter  again   lead   flee 
‘Yenf Ndangb Ghongt and Pux Ndangb Ghongt again took their sons (and) 
daughters (and) fled again...’ (SHH 024-026) 

(80) Nongx Xongk  zhes  nax  hnob  mol  laix  deb,  
Nongx Xongk SCP every day go plow field 
‘Nongx Xongk went (to) plow (the) field every day...’ (NXT 08) 

They can also be placed at the beginning of the sentence when used as a temporal 

setting for the utterance as in (81). 

(81) Jat gil  od  mol  nuaf  shaib. 
tomorrow 1SG go see look 
‘Tomorrow I (will) go look (and) see.’ (NXT 08) 

3.8.2 Adverbial expressions of manner 

Adverbial expressions of manner also precede the verb they modify as in (82). 
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(82) Mangx mangf bof gid... 
slowly be.daylight 
‘(It) slowly became daylight...’ (NXT 185) 

They can also follow the verb, preceded by the particle dout ‘VDEP’ or dak 

‘PARTICLE’. This particle is required when adjectives are used adverbially (see §3.5.7).  

3.8.3 Adverbial expressions of degree 

Adverbial expressions of degree or extent, unlike adverbials of time and manner, 

generally follow the verb they modify as in (83). 

(83) Aob  dol  kuangd  kuangd bef  jeuf  kuangd  ndout  leuf. 
two CLF chat chat and.then   chat a.lot PFV 
‘The two (of them) chatted (and) chatted, (they) chatted a lot.’ (OB 151-152) 

3.9 Scope markers 

Traditionally, particles such as zhes, mens, and nangt zhes have been analyzed as 

topic markers (see §3.4.3). In addition to marking topics, these particles can also be used 

with adverbial phrases of setting as shown in (84). 

(84) Hmaot  gaot   zhes,   aob    dol   nyuas   ncaik  gaot   
night   that   SCP   two   CLF  child   girl   that   
 
geut   tab    uat get. 
close  with   together 
‘That night, those two girls (were) shut (in) together with (him).’ (NXT 157) 

 In (84), the particle zhes is used with the adverbial phrase hmaot gaot ‘that night’. 

It functions to set the scope for the rest of the predication and can thus be considered a 

scope marker (Iwasaki 1987:130). Topics have also been described as establishing a 
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“spatial, temporal, or individual framework” for the predication; thus, topic marking can 

be considered a type of scope setting (Chafe 1976:50).  

When used with temporal phrases of setting, scope markers often accompany a 

contrast with what happened previously or what could have happened (Iwasaki 1987:129) 

as in (85). 

(85) Daof ghangb  nat,  ndox   khuad   khuad   nit,  
after       SCP  sky   dry    dry    PRT 
 
las reb   lob   raol    zhit    muax   dlex   houk,   
3PL    CLF  village  NEG   have   water  drink 
 
zhit   muax   maod   naox. 
NEG   have   rice    eat 
‘Afterwards, (the) weather (was) very dry, (and) their village didn’t have water (to) 
drink, (and) didn’t have rice [food] (to) eat.’ (LHG 05-07) 

In (85), the scope marker nat not only marks the temporal context in which the 

event takes place, but also contrasts the time of the future events with that before; 

presumably, there was previously rain and enough food and water for the villagers. This 

contrast is not present when with the same temporal phrase is used without the scope 

marker as in (86). 

(86) Daof ghangb,   las reb   lob   raol    dex   ghak loul,   dex   nenb,  
after        3PL    CLF  village  CLF  old.person   CLF  person 
 
dex   mit nyuas   nkhek  dlex,   chaib   blangb,   jeuf     chaib   duas  leuf. 
CLF  child     thirst  water  hungry  stomach  and.then  hungry  die  PFV 
‘Afterwards, old people, (young) people, (and) children (in) their village (were) 
thirsty (and) hungry, then (they) died (of) hunger.’ (LHG 33-34) 
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In (86), daof ghangb ‘afterwards’ occurs without a scope marker. The events 

during the time described in this sentence are similar to those previously; the author has 

already mentioned earlier in the story (such as in (85)) that there was not enough food or 

water, so naturally, people would have been hungry and thirsty. Possibly, the scope 

marker in (85) highlights the scope function because of the intended contrast. 

Scope markers are also used with clauses and paragraphs to set the scope for a 

following paragraph or discourse unit as shown in (87).36 

(87) Uat   dout   aob   beb    xongk,  
do   VDEP  two  three  year 
 
daof ghangb   nangt zhek   kud       kud       dex   ghongb  gaot  zhek,  
after       SCP       work.hard  work.hard  CLF  crop    that  SCP 
 
shangk  shangk  shet   dout   zhek  
send   send   rent   CMPL  SCP 
 
jeuf     zhit    zouk       naox   zhek. 
and.then  NEG   be.enough   eat    SCP 
‘(They) worked (for) two (or) three years; afterwards, (they) worked hard (at) the 
crops, (they) paid (the rent), then there wasn’t enough (left to) eat.’ (SHH 38-41) 

In (87), the scope marker zhek at the end of the sentence marks the entire sentence 

as setting the scope for the events that follow. The characters’ lack of food is the 

foundation for the following events where they become so hungry that they are unable to 

work. 

                                                 

36 While in Hmong Soud, scope markers can occur with a clause or paragraph, the Japanese scope marker 
wa has only been described as occurring with word-level and phrase-level expressions (Iwasaki 1987:129). 
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In addition to these grammatical functions, scope markers in Hmong Soud can 

also be used as hesitation particles, marking hesitations or pauses like the English “um.” 

As hesitation particles, these words can occur in the same position as scope markers or in 

other positions as shown in (88). 

(88) Mens,   jeuf     muax   dol   nyuas   hluak  
HES    and.then  exist   CLF  child  young 
 
jeuf     jangb         let   dol   chik 
and.then  lead.with.rope   PRG  CLF  goat 
‘Um...then there was a young child leading a goat...’ (SPM 14-15) 

In (88), mens occurs at the beginning of a sentence. Both its position and the 

pause after it signify that it is a hesitation particle rather than a scope marker. 

Scope markers also have additional discourse functions which are described in 

§5.12. 

3.10  Prepositions 

Prepositions precede the noun phrase they head as shown in (89). Some common 

prepositions include shout ‘on’, houd ‘in’, ghangb / daof ghangb ‘under, behind’, ndex / 

daof ndex ‘above, in front’, zos ‘to’, nyaob ‘at’, and drout ‘to, toward’.  

(89) Naf yeuf  ngouf  dax yul  houd  khaod gux dles. 
old.man hide secretly in ravine 
‘(The) old man (was) secretly hiding in (the) ravine.’ (OB 102) 

According to Xiong and Cohen, many Hmong prepositions are actually localizers, 

that is, nouns which function grammatically as prepositions and specify location 
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(2005:73). As a noun, shout refers to the top of an object as in (90). As a localizer, it 

shows that something is located on top of something else as in (91).  

(90) Muax  ib    lob   laos reb   dax   dax   nit,  
exist  one  CLF  rock     flat  flat  PRT 
 
shout  muax  ib    lob   lox buf, 
top   have  one  CLF  radish 
‘There was a very flat rock, (and on the) top was a radish.’ (LHG 12-13) 

(91) nil  jeuf  mol  shout  ib  lob naf drongb. 
3SG and.then go on one CLF large mountain 
‘...then she went (up) on (top of) a large mountain.’ (LHG 11) 

Prepositions and localizers commonly occur together. In this construction, the 

preposition precedes the localizer as in (92). 

(92) Nil   lob  cheb   jaix  njet   drout     shout    
3SG  CLF  vehicle  ride  go.up  toward   top  
 
lob     baob reb   leuf. 
CLF    rock      PFV 
‘His bicycle went up toward (the) top (of) the rock.’ (SPK 27) 

3.11  Demonstratives 

Hmong Soud has several demonstratives. Some demonstratives can be used in an 

adverbial sense to refer to locations as in (93). These include nad or nangt ‘here’, ndeuf 

‘over there’, gaot ‘there’, dif ‘far away and directly across’, and daof ‘far away to the 

side’.  

(93) Dol  nenb  jangb  chik  ndeuf  heid  gat... 
CLF person lead.with.rope goat over.there place that 
‘That person lead (the) goat over there...’ (SPQ 06) 
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When used pronominally, there is a basic two-way division between the 

demonstratives nad ‘here’ and gaot ‘there’.37 Nad ‘here’ and gaot ‘there’ can also be 

used alone or with a classifier with the meanings ‘this’ and ‘that’ as in (94).  

(94) Dol gaot it chuangd  drous nil lob maof. 
CLF there DEM hit PASS 3SG CLF hat 
‘That (person) previously mentioned was hit (by) his hat.’ (SPK 24) 

When used as modifiers, demonstratives follow the noun they modify as shown in 

(95).  

(95) dol  hout  nangt 
CLF leader this 
‘this leader’ (SHH 082) 

Additionally, the demonstrative gaot can be followed by another demonstrative it 

or ot as in (94) and (96). It is anaphoric, referring to something previously mentioned in 

the discourse, while ot refers to something a great distance away. These particles can 

have both spatial and temporal meanings. 

(96) aob beb dol nyuas geuf ndeud gaot it 
two three CLF child study book there DEM 
‘those two (or) three (previously mentioned) students’ (SPK 45) 

3.12  Intraclausal and interclausal relations 

Hmong Soud has three different types of conjunctions: word and phrase level 

conjunctions, coordinating conjunctions, and subordinating conjunctions. A few of the 

                                                 

37 Nangt ‘here’ and gat ‘there’ are variants of these demonstratives. 
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word and phrase level conjunctions can also be used as coordinating conjunctions 

connecting clauses as shown in (97) and (98). 

(97) nil  tab  nil  naf hluak  hab  naf hluak  nzeuf   dak:  
3SG with 3SG aunt and aunt youngest say 
 ‘...he said to his aunt and youngest aunt...’ (NXT 268)         

(98) Bangx   tab   Nzhis   zhes   aob   dol   nyuas  loul zhoul 
Bangx  and  Nzhis   SCP   two  CLF  child  old 
  
hab   zhit guaf   mol  uat nyangb  let.   
and   not.yet    go   get.married  PRT 
‘Bangx and Nzhis (were) old, (but) they hadn’t gotten married.’ (BN 09-10) 

Though hab ‘and’ is normally used to join words and phrases as in (97), it can 

also join clauses as in (98). 

3.12.1 Word and phrase level conjunctions 

The same set of conjunctions in Hmong can be used to join words and phrases. In 

(99), tab ‘and’ joins single words, while in (100), it joins phrases. 

(99) Bangx  tab  Nzhis  aob  dol  shab  zhit  rongt zhes,  
Bangx and Nzhis two CLF liver NEG good SCP 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of them), (their) hearts (were) not good...’ (BN 16) 

(100) Od   yad   mol  nuaf   od   dol   box   
1SG  FUT  go   see   1SG  CLF  wife  
 
tab   od   dol   nyuas. 
and  1SG  CLF  child 
‘I’m going (to) see my wife and my child.’ (NXT 210) 
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3.12.2 Coordinate clauses 

In coordinating relationships, two independent clauses are joined together. 

Coordinating relationships include contrastive, alternative, and sequential relationships. 

The two clauses in a coordinating relationship are often joined by a coordinating 

conjunction. Commonly used coordinating conjunctions include dangb shif ‘but’, jeuf 

‘and then’, and lal shik / lal ‘or’. The coordinating conjunction usually follows the pause 

between clauses as shown in (101).  

(101) dol  dlet  zid  muab  ib   deub   zid  zhit  bof   leuf, 
CLF  pick  fruit  OFR   one  basket  fruit  NEG  see  PFV 
  
dangb shif  rongx bof  aob  beb   dol  nik   nyuas  gaot... 
but       see      two  three  CLF  little child  that 
‘...the fruit picker didn’t see one basket (of) fruit, but (he) saw those two (or) three 
little children...’ (SPK 48-49) 

Traditionally, the conjunction zeuf marks sequentiality between clauses in Hmong 

as shown in (102). In Hmong Soud, zeuf has been replaced by jeuf, a loanword from 

Chinese 就 jiù.38 Jeuf occurs after the subject. 

(102) Nuaf  hlaot  guangb  yaos  muax  Shuad  zhek,  
see at.once only is exist Chinese SCP 
 
mix  jeuf  nchait  zhes... 
3PL and.then  afraid SCP 
‘(They) saw at once (that) there were only Chinese (people there), then they were 
afraid. (SHH 22-23)  

                                                 

38 In addition to its sequential meaning, jeuf can also have adverbial meanings similar to Chinese 就 jiù, 
which often means ‘as soon as’ or ‘only’. 
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The jeuf in (102) marks that their being afraid sequentially follows the act of 

seeing.  

In addition to joining clauses within a sentence, jeuf can also join sentences as 

shown in (103). 

(103) Nil   xangd   naox   lob   lox buf  gat   nat zhes, 
3SG  want   eat    CLF  radish  that  SCP 
 
nil   dlaod   hlaot    sheud   lol. 
3SG  pull.up  at.once  get.up  come 
‘She wanted (to) eat that radish, (so) she pulled (it) up at once.’ 
 
Lob   lox buf   gat   lob   khaod   
CLF   radish   that  CLF  hole  
 
jeuf      ndlul   ndlul   dlex   nit   deuf    lol. 
and.then   flow  flow  water  PRT  go.out  come 
‘Then water flowed out (of) the hole (from) that radish.’ (LHG 15-18) 

In (103), the conjunction jeuf links the two sentences, showing that the flowing of 

water follows the girl’s pulling up of the radish.  

Coordinate clauses are are commonly juxtaposed as in (104) with only a pause 

separating the two clauses, rather than using a conjunction. 

(104) Nil jaox beb lob deub,     
3SG take three CLF basket   
 
nil dlet dout aob  deub. 
3SG pick CMPL two basket 
‘He took three baskets, (and) he picked two baskets (worth of fruit).’ (SPK 03-04) 

In (104), the two clauses have a sequential relationship. In cases such as this 

where the conjunction is omitted, the relationship between the two clauses is determined 
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by context. In this case, the first clause is assumed to occur before the second clause, as 

coordinate clauses have the property of temporal iconicity, where the event mentioned 

first takes place before the one mentioned second (Haspelmath 1995:14).39  

3.12.3 Subordinate clauses 

In subordinating relationships, independent clauses are joined with dependent 

clauses.  

3.12.3.1 Adverbial subordinate clauses 

Types of subordinating relationships in adverbial clauses include temporal, 

conditional, and purpose or reason. Like coordinate clauses, subordinate clauses are often 

joined by a conjunction. Common subordinating conjunctions in Hmong Soud include 

touk ‘when’ and yaos ‘if’.  

Most subordinating conjunctions precede the clause they modify, like touk ‘when’ 

in (105). 

(105) Touk  od dol yeus draod lol, od  hax zhenf  nuaf ndeud. 
when 1SG CLF husband return come 1SG PRG look book 
‘When my husband returned (home), I was reading (a) book.’ 

                                                 

39 Haspelmath uses the term “tense iconicity”, but because many languages, including Hmong Soud, do not 
have tense, “temporal iconicity” is more appropriate (see Dooley 2010:8). 
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The conjunction yaos ‘if’ is used in the protasis of conditional sentences in 

combination with nangt (zhek) or nat (zhek) as in (106). This structure is similar to the 

Chinese hypothetical construction 要是 yào shì … 的话 de huà. 

(106) Yaos rongt  nangt zhek,  nix  jaox  mol  zos  zhed. 
if good in.that.case 2PL carry go arrive house 
‘If (it’s) good, take (it) home (with you).’ (SHH Epilogue) 

The yaos is sometimes omitted, with only nangt (zhek) or nat (zhek) to mark the 

sentence as conditional as in (107). 

(107) “Gaox   zaid   zhit   kot   zhes  gaox   aob   dol   ncaik      nat,   
  2SG   father  NEG  heal  SCP  2SG   two  CLF  daughter  in.that.case  
 
nchait    nyaob   lob   ghangb zhab    nat   jeuf     yad   duas.  
probably  at     CLF  end.of.the.year  this  and.then  FUT  die 
‘ “Father, if you don’t heal your two daughters, (by) the end of the year, they’ll 
probably die.” ’ (BN 131-132) 

Though touk ‘when’ and yaos ‘if’ are native Hmong words, most subordinating 

conjunctions in Hmong are borrowed from Chinese, either as direct loanwords like yenb 

wef ‘because’ or as calques, combining Hmong vocabulary with Chinese grammar. This 

phenomenon of borrowing most of a language’s subordinating conjunctions from a 

dominant language has been recognized in several North American languages (Thompson 

et al. 2007:267). 

These borrowed conjunctions usually follow the clause they modify, creating a 

hybrid system of preposed and postposed conjunctions. For example, while the native 

Hmong touk ‘when’ precedes the clause it modifies, the calque let touk ‘when’ follows 

the clause as in (108). 
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(108) Nil   draod   njet   mol  let touk, 
3SG  return   climb  go   when 
 
hnaod muax  ib   dol  jangb        chik    
hear   exist  one  CLF  lead.with.rope  goat  
 
mol   yos   dluat  gid   nit... 
go    graze  cross  road   PRT          
‘When he climbed back up, (he) heard someone leading a goat (to) go graze cross 
(the) road...’ (SPK 03-05) 

The clause-final conjunction let touk ‘when’ in (108) follows Chinese, which uses 

the subordinating conjunction 的时候  de shíhòu after a clause to show temporal 

relationships. 

3.12.3.2 Relative clauses 

Hmong Soud has three different relative clause constructions, all of which use a 

gapping strategy. The traditional construction is postnominal, the relativizer gus follows 

the head noun being modified (e.g., box ‘wife’ in (109)), and the head noun is gapped 

inside the relative clause as in (109). 

(109) Nongx Xongk  dol  box  [gus nil  zaid  xik  ∅ gaot] 
Nongx Xongk CLF wife REL 3SG father lead  there 
‘Nongk Xongk’s wife who his father brought there (to him)’ (NXT 129) 

If a sentence is not overly complex, modern Hmong speakers prefer not to use the 

relativizer gus (Xiong and Cohen 2005:68) as in (110).  

(110) Bangx  tab  Nzhis,  aob  dol  nat  [∅ duat  nchangd] gat    
Bangx and Nzhis two CLF this  kill blood that 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, those two (who were) blood killers...’ (BN 50) 
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The third relative clause construction is prenominal, following the Chinese use of 

的 de in relative clauses. This construction uses the particle let directly before the noun 

being modified as shown in (111). Again, the head noun is gapped inside the relative 

clause. In (110) and (111), the grammatical subject is relativized, whereas in (109) the 

object is relativized. 

(111) Muax ib dol [∅ jaos zid ndongt] let ghak loul...  
exist one CLF  plant fruit PRT old.person 
‘There was an old man who planted fruit...’ (SPQ 01) 

In (111), the relative clause occurs before the particle let and between the 

classifier and the noun.  

3.12.3.3 Complement clauses 

Complement clauses following verbs of speech are sometimes introduced with the 

complementizer dak ‘say’. Dak ‘say’, hak ‘speak’, or the two together precede both direct 

and indirect quotations. Example (112) is a direct quotation, while (113) is an indirect 

one. 

(112) jeuf     nil   hak   dak: 
and.then  3SG  speak say 
 
“Naf yeuf,   gaox  mol  uat   dol   dlangb zhit?” 
  old.man   2SG  go   do   CLF  what 
‘...then she said, “Old man, what are you going to do?” ’ (BN 87-88) 
 

(113) nil zhit gangd hak beb dol nyuas nyas. 
3SG NEG dare say three CLF child steal 
‘...he didn’t dare say (that the) three children stole (the fruit).’ (SPQ 35) 
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 In addition to quotations, dak ‘say’ can also introduce other types of “speech” 

such as singing and thoughts as in (114). 

(114) Od xangd dak hnob nat lob ndox yad shod shod. 
1SG think say today CLF sky FUT warm warm 
‘I thought (that the) weather would (be) very warm today.’ 

Other complement clauses are unmarked, such as in (115) and (116). 

(115) Dol  zaid  khat nil chod  rangx  nat. 
CLF father teach 3SG blow CLF this 
‘(His) father taught him (to) play this (song).’ (NXT 42) 

(116) Hnob nat  od  shif  shif  rouf  ndeuf  nat  ib  hnob. 
today 1SG try try sit over.there here one day’ 
Today, I (will) try (to) sit over here (for) a day.’ (OB 46) 

The complement clauses in (115) and (116) function as an object of the matrix 

verb and thus occur in the normal position for objects, following the verb. 

3.13  Sentences  

The sentence in Hmong Soud is composed of optional introducers and one or 

more clauses joined by optional connectors as shown in (117): 

Sentence → (Introducer) Clause ((Connector) Clause)n 
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(117) Introducer           Clause 1 
Muax  ib    hnob    mix  mol  jaos   mil    zhek, 
exist  one  day    3PL  go   plant   corn   SCP 
 
Connector            Clause 2  
jeuf        chaib   chaib+d+b    blangb    nit, 
and.then     hungry  hungry-EMP   stomach  PRT 
 
Connector            Clause 3 
jeuf        uat   uat   zhit   doul   dex    nof, 
and.then     do   do   NEG  CAP   some  work 
 
      Clause 4 
jaos   jaos   zhit   doul. 
plant  plant  NEG  CAP 
‘One day, they went (to) plant corn, and (they were) really hungry, so (they) 
weren’t able (to) work, (they) weren’t able (to) plant.’ (SHH 42-45) 

Introducers are adverbial phrases, most commonly temporal phrases. In narrative 

texts, temporal introducers are commonly used in transitions and new episodes to ground 

the story in time and provide additional details as in (118). 

(118) Aob touk,     daof ndex   aob xongk  nzod,  muax  ib    dol   ncaik, 
another.time   before     long.ago        exist  one  CLF  girl 
     
nil   hot      nded   bloub hout   nit    ncaik.   
3SG  be.called  long   hair       POSS  girl 
‘Long, long ago, there was a girl, she was called (the) Long-Haired Girl.’ (LHG 01-
02) 

The introducers aob touk, daof ndex, and aob xongk nzod, all meaning ‘long ago’, 

are used in (118) in the formulaic aperture of the story to provide temporal information 

about when the story takes place. 

Connectors, as described in §3.12, are usually coordinating or subordinating 

conjunctions. Some connectors, such as the sequential conjunction jeuf ‘and then’ occur 
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after the subject of the second clause rather than between the clauses. As previously 

mentioned, conjunctions are optional between clauses; some clauses are joined only by a 

pause. 

In many languages with multiple clauses in a sentence, clause order normally 

follows the principle of background first, then foreground, unless otherwise marked, as 

shown in (119) (Chu 1998:222).  

(119)          background 
Muax  ib    lob   laos reb   dax   dax   nit,  
exist  one  CLF  rock     flat  flat  PRT 
 
         background 
shout  muax  ib    lob   lox buf, 
top   have  one  CLF  radish 
 
         foreground 
nil   jeuf     muab  lob   lox buf  nat   dlaod   hlaot     sheud   lol.  
3SG  and.then  OFR    CLF  radish  this  pull.up  at.once   get.up  come 
‘There was a very flat rock, (and on) top was a radish, so she pulled up the radish at 
once.’ (LHG 12-14) 

Though Hmong Soud generally follows the background to foreground progression, 

foreground – foreground sentences are also common as shown in (120). 

(120)    foreground 
Dol  zhod   lol    bof,  
CLF  tiger  come  see 
 
    foreground 
dol   zhod   jeuf     luas. 
CLF  tiger  and.then  laugh 
‘The tiger came (to) see, and then the tiger laughed.’ (WBL 03-04) 
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4  METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the methods used for text collection and 

analysis. 

4.1 Text collection and preparation 

The analysis in this study is based on a corpus of ten oral narrative texts of 

different genres, including folk tales, an animal folk tale, third person narratives, a 

historical account, and a first person narrative. The corpus was selected from six texts 

collected by colleagues during language survey plus four texts that I collected myself 

from native Hmong Soud speakers. Storytellers were selected from villages in Yunnan 

Province, China by the following criteria: Hmong Soud/Ndrous as his/her first language, 

recognized as being a good speaker of the language, and no more than three texts from a 

single storyteller. Every effort was made to find speakers who are recognized as good 

storytellers, though it was not always possible to verify this.  

Once the texts were selected, I transcribed, translated, and interlinearized them. 

Transcriptions and glosses were verified with native speakers. Additionally, a native 

speaker helped with minimal editing of the texts by removing false starts, self-corrections, 

and other errors. 
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Defining and dividing sentences in Hmong Soud is not always an easy task. In 

narrative discourse, sentences tend to be long, consisting of several clauses. Oral 

recordings of the survey texts were transcribed and segmented into sentences by a native 

speaker of a related dialect. The texts I collected were also recorded orally, and I based 

sentence divisions and commas on pauses.   

Dividing words in Hmong is also a complicated issue. Following Chinese practice 

in writing minority languages, in the official CQD orthography, each syllable is written 

with a space after it as if it is a single word. However, Hmong does have multisyllabic 

words. In the texts, I glossed words rather than morphemes, basing word divisions on 

their ability to function grammatically as a single unit as well as whether or not they are 

listed as single entries in Hmong dictionaries. For example, throughout the BN text nyuas 

nyox is glossed as ‘calf’, though it is a combination of the morphemes nyuas ‘child’ and 

nyox ‘cow’. 

Table 6 is a chart describing the texts used in this study. 

Table 6: List of Texts 

Title Abb Genre Location Speaker Age Lines 
Bangx and 
Nzhis 

BN Folk tale 
Awen village, 
Yanshan county 

Male 50’s 310 

The Orphan 
Boy and Nzeuf 

OB Folk tale 
Awen village, 
Yanshan county 

Male 50’s 216 

Nongx Xongk 
and the Tiger 

NXT Folk tale 
Awen village, 
Yanshan county 

Male 50’s 298 

The Long-
Haired Girl 

LHG Folk tale 
Hongtangchi village, 
Yanshan county 

Female 50’s 83 
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The text corpus includes narratives recorded in each of the main Hmong Soud 

areas: Qiubei, Yanshan, and Mile counties, and Kaiyuan district. Seven of the stories 

were told by men and three by women. Speakers ranged in age from 32 to over 50. The 

stories vary in length from 31 to 310 lines of glossed text. 

While many cultures categorize stories according to whether or not they are true, 

in Hmong the main division is based on the time the story takes place. Stories about 

events from long ago are called douf dlangb in Hmong Soud (lol ndrual in other varieties 

of Hmong); this category includes legends, myths, and folk tales as well as historical 

accounts. Stories with more recent settings, primarily true accounts, are called guf shif, 

taken from the Chinese word for ‘story’. According to this classification, six of the texts 

(BN, LHG, OB, NXT, SHH, and WBL) are douf dlangb, while four are guf shif (SPK, 

SPM, SPQ, and WB). 

A Short History 
of the Hmong 

SHH 
Historical 
account 

Dahongtang village, 
Mile County 

Female 
45-
59 

98 

Stealing Pears SPK 
Retelling of 
video clip 

Niutangzi village, 
Kaiyuan City 

Male 32 52 

Stealing Pears SPM 
Retelling of 
video clip 

Dahongtang village, 
Mile County 

Female 
45-
59 

98 

Stealing Pears SPQ 
Retelling of 
video clip 

Xiligu village, 
Qiubei County 

Male 
31-
44 

35 

The Water 
Buffalo Laughs 

WBL 
Animal folk 
tale 

Dahongtang village, 
Mile County 

Male 
31-
44 

33 

Wild Boar WB 
First person 
narrative 

Xiligu village, 
Qiubei County 

Male 52 31 
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4.2 Summaries of texts 

Below are brief summaries of the plot of each text in the collection. 

4.2.1 Three traditional stories  

I collected three traditional stories, “Bangx and Nzhis”, “Nongx Xongk and the 

Tiger”, and “The Orphan Boy and Nzeuf” from a storyteller named Yang Shuqing in 

Yanshan County. These are the three longest texts, ranging from 216 to 310 lines. 

“Bangx and Nzhis” (BN) is a story of a couple who finally have a son in their old 

age. Their two spinster daughters are jealous and try to get rid of the boy by killing him 

and feeding him to the cow. After eating the boy, a year later, the cow gives birth to a calf 

who becomes the father’s special pet. The two daughters again conspire to get rid of the 

calf who they know is their brother. They fake illness and trick their father into planning 

to sacrifice the calf. The calf, however, runs away and goes to heaven. During the day, he 

helps Nzux Nyongs Loul, the Hmong version of the devil, and Nzux Nyongs Loul’s 

daughter take care of cows. At night, he takes off his cow hide and becomes a boy. The 

daughter discovers his secret and falls in love with him. Nzux Nyongs Loul approves the 

marriage and sends them back to earth to bring the boy’s parents to live with them, while 

the two spinster daughters are left behind.   

In “Nongx Xongk and the Tiger” (NXT), twelve years after Nongx Xongk’s 

father dies, he returns as a tiger. He teaches Nongx Xongk to play the flute, then gives 
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him a new wife and takes them away. He leaves a little food with them and tells them if 

they are ever in trouble to call on him for help.  

After three years, their food runs out and Nongx Xongk goes off looking for 

something to eat. The place where he ends up is full of cannibals who capture him and 

lock him up, planning to eat him the next day. Nongx Xongk escapes and returns to his 

wife. Only then do they remember the father’s promise to help them if they are ever in 

trouble. When they call on him, the father comes and returns them to their home, though 

he is injured on the way. Nongx Xongk and his wife interrupt their own memorial 

ceremony which is in process and are happily reunited with the rest of their family.   

In “The Orphan Boy and Nzeuf” (OB), an orphan falls in love with the landlord’s 

daughter Nzeuf, but her family refuses the marriage, so she hangs herself. Later, the 

orphan hears Nzeuf’s voice singing while he’s working in the field. He brings her to the 

landlord, who blesses the marriage and sends them away with a share of his household 

property. They live under a cliff and eventually run out of food to eat. But Nzeuf reveals 

that the cliff is full of silver, so they dig some of it out and sell it at the market. From then 

on, they have all that they need. 

4.2.2 “The Long-Haired Girl”  

“The Long-Haired Girl” (LHG) is a medium-length traditional story that I 

recorded. It was told by a woman named Nox from Yanshan County. After her father’s 

death, the Long-Haired Girl lives alone with her mother. During a drought, one day she 
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goes up in the mountains and pulls up a radish to discover a spring. However, an evil 

spirit threatens to kill her if she reveals the spring to anyone. 

Villagers are dying of hunger and thirst, and one day the girl sees an old woman 

fall while carrying a basket of water, spilling the precious water on the ground. She is so 

moved with pity that she shows the villagers the spring. They eagerly collect water from 

the spring and are able to survive again. The spirit changes the girl into a rock to stop up 

the spring, but the villagers all remember her as the one who saved them.  

4.2.3 “A Short History of the Hmong” 

“A Short History of the Hmong” (SHH) is a historical account of a Hmong couple 

in the first half of the twentieth century who fled their home in Vietnam. The first place 

they went to was fertile, but they left because there were only Chinese people living there. 

In the next place, they were able to rent land and farm. They worked hard, but after they 

paid their rent, they didn’t have enough food left to eat. One day they were so weakened 

from hunger that they collapsed, unable to continue working. They had to drink rice 

water from their neighbors to survive. Finally, when Mao came to power and divided up 

land, they were able to eat well enough to live.  

4.2.4 The Pear Stories 

The three texts entitled “Stealing Pears” (SPK, SPM, SPQ) are retellings of a 

video clip. Speakers were shown a short video clip and then asked to tell the story in 
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Hmong Soud. Each version was recorded by surveyors in a different location. This video 

clip was created for comparing linguistic data and has been used around the world (Chafe 

1980).  

The story depicted in the video is of an older man picking pears from a tree. 

While a man with a goat passes him by with little notice, a young boy steals one of the 

baskets of harvested pears while the man is up in the tree. The boy puts the basket on his 

bike and rides away, only to run into another bicyclist, spilling the basket of fruit. Then 

three boys come along and help him pick up the fruit and his hat, for which he gives them 

each a pear. The three boys pass by the man picking pears, who discovers that one basket 

is missing and sees the three boys eating pears but no other evidence of the basket. 

4.2.5 “The Water Buffalo Laughs” 

“The Water Buffalo Laughs” (WBL) is a short animal folk tale collected by 

surveyors. It is a well-known story among the Hmong, though there are slight variations 

between different versions. It explains how the tiger got its stripes and why the water 

buffalo doesn’t have any upper teeth.  

In this version, the tiger mocks the water buffalo for laboring for weak humans. 

The water buffalo replies that people have a way of showing their power. He tells the 

tiger to go lie in the grass, whereupon the man lights a fire, burning the tiger’s fur and 

giving him stripes. The water buffalo then laughs so hard that his upper teeth fall out.  
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4.2.6 “Wild Boar Story” 

“Wild Boar Story” (WB) is a short, first person narrative collected by surveyors. 

It tells the story of a man who went into the forest to chop wood and encountered a wild 

boar. The boar chased him, so he had to run away, only to meet a snake sitting on its eggs. 

In the end, he ran away without taking the wood he had chopped. 

4.3 Steps in analysis 

Once the texts were prepared, I charted the primary ones according to the 

Longacre/Hwang method, preserving word order while separating preposed clauses, 

independent clauses, and postposed clauses into separate columns, with the independent 

clauses further subdivided by grammatical function (Longacre and Hwang 2012:46-47). I 

also analyzed the surface structure macrosegmentation of the texts, marking the 

boundaries of the different episodes such as title, aperture, stage, peak, prepeak and 

postpeak episodes, closure, and finis.   

For my analysis, I used semantic factors following Longacre’s “peeling off” 

model to classify the clauses from each text according to information type (Longacre 

1996a:27). I classified clauses using criteria such as the following: back-reference and 

thematic information (cohesion), evaluation and authorial comments (evaluation), irrealis, 

static descriptions (setting), actions and events out of sequence (flashback), durative 

activities (backgrounded activities), non-asserted actions and events (backgrounded 

events), and script-predictable actions and events (routine). As storyline is the default in 
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narrative and is often unmarked (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:84), clauses that did not fit 

any of these criteria were evaluated as storyline, with any clauses marked with special 

prominence classified as pivotal storyline, and any clauses marked as less prominent 

classified as secondary storyline. 

I classified both independent and dependent clauses, including adverbial 

subordinate clauses. However, I did not separately analyze embedded clauses such as 

relative clauses, since they are considered part of the clause in which they are embedded. 

Similarly, I analyzed the content of direct quotations as complements of the quotation 

formula rather than as independent clauses.  

After the clauses were classified, I determined what linguistic elements help to 

signal different kinds of information. I also identified devices used to change the 

information type of a particular clause by promoting or demoting between storyline and 

background bands. 

4.4 Limitations 

Though I did go through the texts with a native speaker, editing was minimal and 

limited to removing false starts, obvious errors, and extra-textual comments. I was unable 

to find a literate native speaker of Hmong Soud to help with further editing of the texts. 

In one area in particular, it would have been beneficial to have a native speaker’s editing 

- the scope markers mens and zhes. As noted in §3.9, these particles can also be used as 

hesitation particles, marking hesitations or pauses. The speakers of “A Short History of 
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the Hmong” and “Stealing Pears” (SPM) used these particles excessively, with many of 

them obviously being hesitation particles. However, without a native speaker’s intuition, 

I could not always distinguish which ones were hesitation particles and which were 

necessary to the text. Where evidence related to scope markers from one or both of these 

texts contradicted that found in other texts, I assumed this was due to their usage as 

hesitation particles. 
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5  ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, I present my analysis of the bands of the Hmong Soud narrative 

salience scheme and their linguistic signals. 

5.1 Overview of bands  

Table 7 shows the different bands in the Hmong Soud salience scheme. 

According to my analysis, Hmong Soud has a total of nine bands: three storyline bands 

and six background bands.40 Of Longacre’s etic salience bands, Hmong Soud has distinct 

bands for all except backgrounded events and flashback. 

Table 7: Hmong Soud salience bands 

Foreground 
Pivotal Storyline 
Primary Storyline 
Secondary Storyline 

 
Background 

Routine 
Backgrounded Activities 
Setting 
Irrealis 
Evaluation 
Cohesive 

                                                 

40  Though Longacre occasionally uses the term “background” to refer to a specific salience band in 
languages which do not have both backgrounded events and backgrounded activities bands, I reserve the 
term for more general use as non-foreground material. 
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I present a detailed analysis of each band beginning in §5.3, starting from the 

bottom of the chart with cohesive and working up to pivotal storyline, following 

Longacre’s example of using semantic parameters to “peel off” background bands 

(1996a:27). 

5.2 Macrosegmentation of Bangx and Nzhis text 

In the analysis that follows, I use “Bangx and Nzhis” (BN) as my primary text for 

examples, supplemented by examples from the other texts. Though in many languages, 

traditional folk tales use special language or other features that are distinct from other 

third person narratives, in the corpus, Hmong Soud folk tales such as BN appear to have 

the same vocabulary and ways of signaling information types as other narratives and are 

thus taken as representative of narrative texts in general. 

Table 8 is a chart of the macrosegmentation, or major sections, of the BN text, 

showing the higher-level surface structure episodes of the narrative including the peak 

(Longacre 1992:110). I base episode boundaries on temporal phrases, locational changes, 

and overcoding of participant reference. For a summary of the story, see §4.2.1, and for 

the full text, see Appendix 2.  

Peak marking in this text, as in many of the other texts in the corpus, is minimal. 

“The Water Buffalo Laughs”, though one of the shortest texts, has the clearest peak, 
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which is marked primarily by verb repetition for emphasis41 and storyline clauses with 

scope markers, which are normally used with background.  

These surface structure features of peak are not found in the BN text. Instead, the 

peak episode in this text uses repetition and portrayal of individual components of a 

single event, which like verb repetition is part of rhetorical underlining, a technique to  

emphasize through parallelism and paraphrase (Longacre 1996a:39). It also uses 

immediacy, bringing the audience into the story by including more details of setting. The 

author summarizes the main event of the peak right before it, saying that Nzux Nyongs 

Loul and his daughter took the boy’s cow hide. Then in the peak, the author recapitulates 

this event step by step, first describing what the boy is doing, then extending the action of 

taking the cow hide. This technique serves to draw the audience into the event. 

Table 8: Macrosegmentation of “Bangx and Nzhis” 

 Lines Brief Summary 
Aperture 
& Stage 

01-12 Long ago, a couple in their seventies only had two daughters, 
Bangx and Nzhis. Bangx and Nzhis were unmarried and had bad 
hearts. 

Prepeak 1 13-49 The mother finally gave birth to a boy. The two sisters tried to 
feed him to the dog and pig but neither would eat him. The sisters 
then fed the boy to the cow, who twelve months later gave birth to a 
dappled calf. The father expressed a wish for his son to help him 
carry the plow, then the calf picked up the plow and carried it for 
him. From then on, the calf carried the plow to and from the field 
every day and became the father’s special pet. 

                                                 

41 The normal function of verb repetition or reduplication is to indicate durative aspect (see §3.5.1.2). 
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Prepeak 2 50-
109 

Bangx and Nzhis plotted to get rid of the calf. They pretended to 
be sick but told their father not to bother consulting the spirits to try 
to make them better. 

One day, the father came home and found Bangx and Nzhis 
moaning on their beds. They told him to go consult the spirits on 
their behalf, telling him to go under a specific tree to do it. Bangx 
dyed her face black and went under the tree, pretending to be a 
spirit. Her father came to burn incense and inquire how to make his 
daughters better. Bangx told him they would only recover if he 
made the dappled calf into a spirit cow by sacrificing it. 

The father was unwilling to sacrifice the calf. He returned home, 
and when Bangx and Nzhis asked him what the spirits said, he 
refused to answer. 

Prepeak 3 110-
137 

Bangx and Nzhis again pretended to be very sick and told their 
father to go consult the spirits another time. He agreed, and Nzhis 
dyed her face black, pretending to be a spirit. The “spirit” told the 
father to make the calf into a spirit cow, and he argued about it. The 
spirit insisted that the calf be sacrificed on the eighth day of the 
eleventh month, or the daughters wouldn’t recover. The father 
returned home and called all his relatives to come for the sacrifice. 

Prepeak 4 138-
148 

The day before the planned sacrifice, the calf ran away, so the 
sacrifice couldn’t be completed. Bangx and Nzhis told their father 
not to worry about it and recovered. 

Prepeak 5 149-
185 

The calf ran to heaven to the home of the devil and helped the 
devil’s daughter raise cows. One night, when the daughter went to 
the outhouse, she looked in the cow pen. Instead of the calf, she saw 
a handsome boy. The next day, the daughter secretly took off the 
cow’s hide and saw that he was a handsome boy. She fell in love 
with him.  

The daughter sent her father to take care of the cows and stayed 
home to dig a hole in the wall of the cow pen. That night, the 
daughter looked through the hole and saw the boy put on the cow 
hide and become the dappled calf.  

Peak 186-
197 

The father and daughter dug the hole a little bigger and thought 
of a plan to remove the cow hide. At midnight, when the boy was 
absorbed in writing, the devil and his daughter took the cow hide, 
and the boy could no longer become a calf. The devil then gave his 
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daughter to the boy in marriage. 
Postpeak 

1 
198-
246 

Later, the devil asked the boy why he became a cow. The boy 
told the story of his family and his sisters’ attempts to kill him. The 
devil told the boy to bring his parents to live with them. 

Postpeak 
2 

247-
296 

The young couple went down to earth. When it got dark, they 
went to the home of the boys’ parents and asked for shelter for the 
night. They all shared a modest meal at the parents’ home. The 
sisters and the boy spent the night telling stories, then the parents 
recognized that the boy was their son. 

Closure 297-
310 

The devil’s daughter told the parents to close their eyes, then she 
pinched their armpits to take them away. The two couples returned 
to heaven and lived there with the devil. Bangx and Nzhis were left 
behind until they became old and died. 

5.3 Cohesive  

The cohesive band is defined by the parameter “non-substantive” (Longacre 

1996a:26); material in this band does not contribute to the plot of the narrative but is 

primarily a feature of the surface structure (Longacre 1996b:6). It connects the different 

parts of the story together. 

The shorter texts do not have any purely cohesive clauses. They are a more 

barebones style, and cohesive clauses, since they do not advance the story at all, are the 

most commonly omitted information type in shorter texts. The longer texts make 

extensive use of cohesive material, as there is a greater need for connection between the 

many events and bands of the story. 

Cohesive material in Hmong Soud takes the form of script-predictable tail-head 

linkage, where a verb or clause at the end of one sentence is repeated at the beginning of 
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the next sentence (Longacre 1968:8-9). Tail-head linkage is a common signal of the 

cohesive band in many languages and has also been observed in Iu Mien, which is part of 

the Hmong-Mien language family (Arisawa 2006:97). The most basic form of tail-head 

linkage is to repeat the previous clause essentially word for word, adding a scope marker 

such as zhes or nat at the end of the clause as in (121). 

(121) Hnob  gat   zhes,  nil   jeuf     zhit   mol  yos    nyox  
day   that  SCP   3SG  and.then  NEG  go   graze  cow 
 
jat    dol   zaid   mol  yos. 
allow  CLF  father  go   graze 
‘That day, she didn’t go graze (the) cows, (she) let her father go graze (them).’ 
   
Dol   zaid    mol  yos    zhes,   
CLF  father  go   graze  SCP 
   
nil   jeuf     xangd   bangf fax   nyaob   houd   zhed...  
3SG  and.then  think   way      be.at   in    house 
‘Her father went (to) graze (them), then she thought of (a) way (to) be in the 
house...’ (BN 169-172) 

The scope marker zhes marks the cohesive clause as scope for what follows, 

which is normally storyline material. Occasionally, the cohesive clause occurs without a 

scope marker as in (122). 
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(122) Muax  ib    hnob,   
exist  one  day 
 
nil   jeuf     mol  bel drongb    mol  dlet   roub      nbuat.  
3SG  and.then  go   mountaintop  go   pick  vegetable  pig 
‘One day, she went (up to the) mountains (to) pick vegetables (for the) pig.’ 
 
Dlet   roub      nbuat,      
pick  vegetable   pig   
 
nil   jeuf     mol  shout  ib    lob  naf   drongb. 
3SG  and.then  go   on    one  CLF  large  mountain 
‘(To) pick vegetables (for the) pig, then she went on (top of) one large mountain.’ 
(LHG 08-11) 

Usually the entire clause is repeated word for word, but occasionally there are 

minor modifications. Sometimes only the verb of the previous clause is repeated as 

shown in (123). 

(123) Hmaot   gat   ncaik    nzeuf     sheud lol   zhaot ril. 
night   that  daughter  youngest  get.up    urinate   
‘That night,  the youngest daughter got up (and) urinated.’ 
 
Zhaot ril   nat zhes,  
urinate   SCP 
 
bof   hlaot    ib   dol   mit    hluak...   
see  at.once  one  CLF  little  young 
‘(She) urinated (and) immediately saw a young person...’ (BN 156-158) 

In (123), only the verb zhaot ril ‘urinate’ is repeated; the rest of the clause is left 

out. 

In some cohesive clauses, the speaker substitutes synonyms or paraphrases part of 

the previous clause as in (124).  
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(124) Xangt jous yif    xongt  huad,   
seventy.eight    year   time 
   
naf bos    yos       dout   dol   nik    mit dob.   
old.woman give.birth  CMPL  CLF  little  son 
‘When (she was) seventy-eight years old, (the) old woman gave birth (to) a son.’ 
 
Yos      dout   ib   dol   mit nyuas   dob  nat,  
give.birth  CMPL  one  CLF  child      boy  SCP 
 
Bangx   tab   Nzhis   aob   dol   shab   zhit   rongt  zhes,  
Bangx  and  Nzhis   two  CLF  liver  NEG  good  SCP 
 
jeuf     nax    hnob   muab  dol   mit dob   nat   jaox   mol  bob.   
and.then  every  day   OFR   CLF  boy     this  carry  go   feed 
‘(She) gave birth (to) a son, (but) Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of them had) hearts 
(that were) not good; every day they (would) take the boy (and) feed (him).’ (BN 
13-17) 

In example (124), there are slight variations in the cohesive clause; the numeral ib 

‘one’ is added, and the synonym mit nyuas dob ‘boy child’ is substituted for nik mit dob 

‘little boy’. These variations are minor enough that the listeners can easily recognize 

them as referring to the same event.  

Another type of variation is dropping storyline markers in the repetition. Storyline 

markers such as jeuf ‘and then’, leuf ‘PFV’, and lak ‘PFV’ are often not repeated in 

cohesive clauses when they occur at the beginning or end of the clause as in (125). 
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(125) Dol   zaid   mol  yos    zhes,   
CLF  father  go   graze  SCP 
   
nil   jeuf     xangd  bangf fax   nyaob  houd   zhed  
3SG  and.then  think  way      be.at  in    house 
 
jeuf     dleux  ib    lob   khaod.  
and.then  dig   one  CLF  hole   
‘Her father went (to) graze (them), then she thought of (a) way (to) be in the house 
and then dug a hole.’ 
 
Dleux  ib    lob   khaod   zhes,   nyaob  ndeuf  
dig   one  CLF  hole    SCP   at    over.there 
 
dleux  rangt   sob changx   dleux  daot  ib    lob   khaod  zhes... 
dig   CLF   wall       dig   drill  one  CLF  hole    SCP 
‘(She) dug a hole, she dug (in) the wall there (and) drilled a hole...’ (BN 171-175) 

In (125), the clause-initial jeuf ‘and then’, a signal of the storyline (see §5.9.2 and 

§5.9.3), is not repeated in the cohesive clause. Instead, the scope marker zhes occurs at 

the end of the clause, as is common with cohesive clauses.  

Similarly, in (126), the clause-final storyline marker lak ‘PFV’ (see §5.9.2) is not 

repeated in the cohesive clause. 
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(126) Dout   beb    hnob   beb    hmaot   
VDEP  three  day   three  night   
 
las    jeuf     zhaod    dled   leud    duax   zos    lak. 
other  and.then  look.for  dog   follow  come  arrive  PFV 
‘(After) three days (and) three nights, (the) others then looked for (the) dogs, 
followed (and) came (there).’   
 
Leud   duax   zos,    nil   aob   naf     zaid   zhit   muax  bangf fax,  
follow  come  arrive  3SG  two  mother  father  NEG  have  way  
 
jeuf     zhid. 
and.then  flee 
‘(They) followed (and) came, (then) the couple had no choice, so (they) fled.’  
(NXT 217-220) 

When jeuf occurs clause-medial (following a non-null subject), it is normally 

repeated in the cohesive band as shown in (127). 

(127) Dol   naf hluak   jeuf     mol  nuaf  leuf. 
CLF  aunt      and.then  go   see  PFV 
‘Then the aunt went (to) see.’ 
 
Dol   naf hluak  jeuf     mol  nuaf   zhes,  
CLF  aunt     and.then go   see   SCP 
 
dangb zhenb   but   zangx  jil jaol      zos   beb    ndout  deb.  
really       lay  bed   crossed.legs to   three  more  field 
‘Then the aunt went (to) see; (he) really (was) lying (with his) legs crossed in (the) 
field.’ (NXT 69-71) 

In (127), jeuf ‘and then’ is repeated in the cohesive clause since it occurs clause-

medial, following the subject, while the clause-final storyline marker leuf ‘PFV’ (see 

§5.9.3) is dropped.  

Sometimes the back-reference to which the cohesive clause refers is not narrative 

but dialogue as in (128).  
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(128) Dex   nenb    gus   leud    ghangb  duax   zos    
some  person  REL  follow  behind  come  arrive   
 
jeuf     hak    dak:  
and.then  speak  say 
 
“Dab   dub   lol nchangd  dangl   lox.” 
skirt   all   bleed      CMPL   SFP 
‘Some people who (were) following behind arrived and then said, “(The) skirt (is) 
bleeding completely.” ’ 
 
Dab   lol nchangd   dangl   zhes,   dol  zhod   naox   leuf  lak.   
skirt  bleed       CMPL   SCP   CLF  tiger  eat    PFV  PFV 
‘(After the) skirt bled completely, the tiger ate (it).’ (NXT 95-97) 

In (128), the skirt “bleeding” is previously mentioned only in dialogue, and not in 

the narrative, yet it is repeated in the cohesive clause. 

Another variation of tail-head linkage is repetition of the prior clause with one of 

the perfective aspect markers, leuf or lak, instead of a scope marker as shown in (129).  

(129) Aob   dol   shot  zhes  
two   CLF  rest  SCP 
 
jeuf     tab   naf bos     naf yeuf   ghet  dout   lob   khuk   dongx.   
and.then  with  old.woman  old.man  take  CMPL  CLF  pot   copper 
‘The two (of them) rested, then (they helped the) old woman (and the) old man take 
out the copper pot.’ 
 
Ghet   dout   lob   khuk  dongx   leuf,  
take  CMPL  CLF  pot   copper  PFV 
 
muab  dout   ib    nik  caik  nzhab  nzhab      
take   CMPL  one  little half  MEAS  uncooked.rice   
 
laif    houd   lob   khuk... 
throw  in    CLF  pot 
‘(After they) took out the copper pot, (they) took one half nzhab [unit of 
measurement] (of) rice (and) threw (it) into the pot...’ (BN 265-269) 
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In (129), the cohesive clause uses the perfective aspect particle leuf rather than a 

scope marker. This use of the perfective, an aspect which is normally associated with 

storyline, is also found in Mandarin. Though Chu does not classify background material 

into specific bands, he notes that the Chinese perfective particle 了 le usually signals 

storyline, but when semantically “anterior” and followed by storyline, it signals 

background (1998:235). Similarly, in Hmong Soud, the perfective aspect particles leuf 

and lak are normally used with storyline, except when used in this way at the end of a 

sentence-initial clause as a back-reference. 

In summary, the cohesive band is linguistically signaled by several variations of 

script-predictable tail-head linkage, as shown in Table 9. 

Table 9: Linguistic signals of the cohesive band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Cohesive script-predictable tail-head linkage 

5.4 Evaluation  

The evaluation band is characterized by the parameter “non-narrative” (Longacre 

1996a:26). It consists of opinions, asides, and other forms of “intrusions” by the narrator 

into the text (Longacre 1989:418). 

The most common type of evaluation in these texts is opinion or judgment. These 

opinions and judgments are linguistically signaled by evaluative adjectives in Hmong 

Soud. Similarly, Thai also uses adjectives as evaluation (Burusphat 1991:81). 
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In “Bangx and Nzhis”, the narrator makes repeated evaluations of the two sisters, 

saying that their hearts are no good as shown in (130). In Hmong, the liver, shab, is the 

seat of the emotions, equivalent to the heart in English. 

(130) Jeuf     Bangx   tab   Nzhis  gat   zhes  xangd  lak   zhit   hak,  
and.then  Bangx  and  Nzhis  that  SCP  think  PFV  NEG  say 
 
shab  rongt   dus     zhit   nyaf    rongt.42   
liver  good   where  NEG   like   good 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, it’s hard to believe, (their) hearts (were) no good.’ (BN 07-08) 

Similarly, the first person narrator in the “Wild Boar Story” evaluates his 

encounter with a snake sitting on her eggs as “unlucky” in (131). 

(131) Ud  naf mos  tongs dek. 
1SG so unlucky 
‘I (was) so unlucky!’ (WB 27) 

The use of first and second person pronouns in third person narratives is another 

way of linguistically signaling a clause as evaluation in Hmong Soud. Though second 

person pronouns are not documented as part of evaluation in other Asian languages, first 

person pronouns are commonly used in Thai (Burusphat 1991:81) and Iu Mien (Arisawa 

2006:98).  

The narrator of “A Short History of the Hmong” uses first and second person 

pronouns in the opening and closing of the text as shown in (132). 

                                                 

42 The syntax of this second clause is somewhat unusual. Most likely it is an idiom conveying the meaning 
that there is absolutely no part of their hearts that is good or that likes good.  
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(132) Ax+d+x,  jat    ud   hak khat  nix   zhes,  
INTJ-EMP  allow  1SG  tell     2PL  SCP 
 
nix   yik heuf   zhek   uat   laox bangb   hlet     ndris   shid  shaod.  
2PL  after    SCP   do   labor      extend  fist   use  strength 
‘Ah, let me tell you, (so that) in the future, (you will) labor (with the) strength (of 
your) hands.’ (SHH 90-91) 

In (132), the narrator addresses the audience in the closing of the text with the 

second person plural pronoun nix in order to explain her motivation for telling the story – 

to encourage people to work hard. The first person pronoun ud is also part of the 

intrusion, since the narrator in a third person text is not a character in the story. 

Occasionally, a clause with a first person pronoun in a third person text is not part 

of the evaluation band. In the stage of SHH, the narrator uses the first person plural 

pronoun in talking about her ancestors as shown in (133). 

(133) Nangx dangb  puak it   aob touk     nzod xongt   zhek,  
long.ago     far.away  another.time  early.year   SCP 
 
beb  Hmongb   muax  ib    dol   yeuf   
1PL  Hmong   have  one  CLF  grandfather 
  
hot   dak   Yenf Ndangb Ghongt   nangt zhek... 
call  say  Yenf Ndangb Ghongt   SCP 
‘Years ago, far away (and) in another time, we Hmong had an ancestor called Yenf 
Ndangb Ghongt...’ (SHH 04-06) 

In (133), the use of the first person plural pronoun beb in beb Hmongb ‘we 

Hmong’ is not an address of the audience but an identification of the narrator with the 

characters in the story. Because it is a historical account, the characters are real people 

who were ancestors of the Hmong. Thus, the clause is not an intrusion but part of the 

story. 
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In summary, the evaluation band is linguistically signaled by evaluative adjectives 

and first and second person pronouns, as shown in Table 10. 

Table 10: Linguistic signals of the evaluation band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Evaluation evaluative adjectives 

first and second person pronouns 

5.5 Irrealis  

The irrealis band is identified by material that is not realis, that is, material that 

does not actually occur or has not yet occurred in the story (Longacre 1996a:26). It is a 

type of alternative world to the actual events of the storyworld and thus not part of the 

storyline (Longacre 1989:418). 

Cross-linguistically, as well as in Asian languages, the most common linguistic 

signal of the irrealis band is negatives. The basic negative marker in Hmong Soud is zhit 

‘NEG’. It can be used with any type of verb or predicate adjective as in (134). 

(134) Xeut   maod   bob    dled,  
mix   rice    feed   dog 
 
dled   lak    zhit   naox.   
dog   also   NEG   eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) dog, (but the) dog didn’t eat (it).’ 
(BN 18-19) 

In (134), the zhit ‘NEG’ marks the eating as an event that did not occur, as opposed 

to the mixing, which did occur. Usually, the fact that irrealis events did not occur is 

denial of expectations, which is why the non-event is mentioned. In this case, when food 
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is given to the dog, even the strange combination of a boy mixed with rice, listeners 

would normally expect that the dog would eat it.  

A second negative marker used in the irrealis band is (hax) zhit dout ‘not yet’ as 

shown in (135). 

(135) Laix  dout  aob  gab  hax zhit dout  laix  dangl. 
plow VDEP two week not.yet plow CMPL 
‘(The young orphan had) plowed (for) two weeks, (but he) hadn’t yet finished 
plowing.’ (OB 64) 

Example (135) is clearly a case of denied expectation, because the previous 

sentence states that the field was normally plowed completely in just one week. The 

irrealis marker hax zhit dout ‘not yet’ shows that, despite more than the normal passage 

of time, the orphan still had not finished plowing the field. 

A synonym for hax zhit dout in Hmong Soud is zhit guaf ‘not yet’ as shown in 

(136). 

(136) Bangx   tab   Nzhis  zhes  aob   dol   nyuas  loul zhoul 
Bangx  and  Nzhis  SCP  two  CLF  child  old 
 
hab   zhit guaf   mol  uat nyangb  let.   
and   not.yet    go   get.married  PRT 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, the two children, (were) old, and (they) hadn’t gotten married.’ 
(BN 09-10) 

 Because of their age, it is expected that the two daughters should have been 

married off by this point, so the irrealis zhit guaf ‘not yet’ in (136) expresses 

contraexpectation. 
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Though most negated clauses are part of the irrealis band, there are exceptions. 

Most of these exceptions fall under the category of “momentous negation” – negatives 

used with key turning points in the story (Longacre 1989:436, Hwang 1992:335). This 

type of negation is discussed in §5.10. 

Cross-linguistically, as well as in Hmong Soud, another common linguistic signal 

for irrealis is modals. The most common modal marker for irrealis in Hmong Soud is yad 

‘FUT’ (see §3.5.1.3). Future events are another type of counter-reality to the text, as they 

have not yet taken place and therefore may not take place at all. Though future is a signal 

of irrealis in other Asian languages, it is often expressed through tense, as in Lahu Si 

(Morris 2008:118), or temporal adverbs, as in Thai (Burusphat 1991:85), rather than 

through a modal auxiliary as shown in (137). 

(137) Nyox hlit       sab yif     let   hnob  gat   jeuf  yad  duax   zos, 
eleventh.month  eighth.day  PRT  day   that  soon FUT  come  arrive 
 
nyox hlit       sab xangt    dol   nyuas nyox  zaix     gat 
eleventh.month  seventh.day  CLF  calf       dappled  that  
 
jeuf     zhid   leuf  lak.   
and.then  flee   PFV  PFV 
‘(The) eighth day (of the) eleventh month was about to arrive, then (on the) seventh 
day (of the) eleventh month, that dappled calf ran away.’ (BN 138-140) 

In (137), yad ‘FUT’ marks the clause as irrealis. A key event, the sacrifice of the 

dappled calf to make a spirit cow, is scheduled to take place on the eighth day of the 

eleventh month. This day has not yet been reached when the calf runs away, thereby 

preventing the event from occurring. 
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Irrealis can also be signaled by conditionals as in (138).  

(138) Yaos   nil   zhit   jaox   dol   nyuas   dras   
if    3SG  NEG  carry  CLF  child   knife  
 
houd   jid    caik   kout   mens,  
inside  body  CLF   shoe  SCP 
 
nil   jeuf   drous   las    duat   naox   leuf  lak.   
3SG  then  PASS   other  kill   eat    PFV  PFV 
‘If he (had) not carried the small knife in (the) body (of) his shoe, then he (would 
have) been killed (and) eaten by (the) other people.’ (NXT 146-147) 

Both clauses of the conditional in (138) are irrealis, as they describe events which 

did not take place in the story. The conditional is signaled by the conjunction yaos ‘if’. 

Other Asian languages such as Thai (Burusphat 1991:85) and Plang (Block 1996:363) 

similarly signal irrealis with a conditional conjunction.  

In summary, the irrealis band is linguistically signaled by negatives, modal 

auxiliaries, and conditional clauses, as shown in Table 11.43 

Table 11: Linguistic signals of the irrealis band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Irrealis negatives 

modal auxiliaries 
conditional clauses 

                                                 

43 Though purpose clauses can be part of the irrealis band in some languages, Hmong Soud does not have 
separate purpose clauses. Such meanings are included as part of SVCs and are identified by context alone. 
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5.6 Setting  

The semantic parameter underlying the setting band is “non-dynamic” (Longacre 

1996a:26). Clauses in the setting band are not events, but static, descriptive clauses, more 

expository than narrative, providing orientation for events that follow (Longacre 

1989:441). Setting clauses are not limited to an initial setting section, but can occur at 

any point in the story, describing participants as well as surroundings.    

The setting band in Hmong Soud is linguistically signaled by stative verbs and 

predicate adjectives. Cross-linguistically, these types of signals are commonly used for 

the setting band, including Asian languages such as Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:99-100), 

Plang (Block 1996:368), Thai (Burusphat 1991:88), and Lahu Si (Morris 2008:108).  

Stative verbs are a semantic category of verbs that express states instead of events 

(Kroeger 2005:350). The states that they express are static and descriptive rather than 

narrative. The most common stative verb used in the setting band in Hmong Soud is 

muax ‘exist’ or ‘have’ as in (139). 

(139) Ndox ndis duax   aob xongk    touk nzod ot,  
long.ago       another.time  earlier.time 
 
muax  aob naf zid  ghak loul   loul  loul+t 
exist  a.couple   old.person   old  old-EMP 
  
gus   muax   xangt jous   ndout   xongt   lak,  
REL  have   seventy    more   year   PFV 
‘Long ago, (in an) earlier time, there was a very old couple who were more than 
seventy years old...’ (BN 01-03) 
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The setting clause in (139) introduces characters but does not advance the plot. 

The stative verb muax ‘exist’ in the second line signals the clause as setting. The cognate 

maaih is also used for this purpose in the setting band in Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:99). 

Another common stative verb used in the setting band is the copula yaos ‘be’ as 

shown in (140). 

(140) Ncaik  Nzeuf   lob   ghangb zhuat   
girl   Nzeuf   CLF  cliff.overhang   
 
ib    ghangb zhuat   dub  yaos   nyax... 
one  cliff.overhang   all   be    silver 
‘Under Nzeuf’s cliff, the (whole) underside of the cliff was all silver...’ (OB 191-
192) 

The clause in (140) describes part of the landscape. Though this information is 

important to the plot of the story, it is not itself part of the plot but belongs to the setting 

band. 

While cognitive events are part of the storyline (see §5.9.2), cognitive states are 

stative and therefore part of the setting band as shown in (141). 

(141) Daof ghangb  nat,   dex   nenb    shout   dex   ghongb  nat,  
afterwards   SCP  CLF  person  harvest  CLF  crop    SCP 
 
boub   yaos   nil   jeuf   lak   dex   dob ghongb nenb   nit... 
know   be    3SG  save  PFV  CLF  farmer         PRT 
‘Afterwards, (when the) people harvested their crops, (they) knew (it) was her 
(who) saved the farmers...’ (LHG 73-74) 
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In (141), the cognitive verb boub ‘know’ expresses a state rather than an event 

and thus signals the clause as setting.44 

Some verbs in Hmong Soud have both dynamic and stative meanings. There is no 

formal difference between the two types; the meaning is generally understood from 

context. The verb hot can have a dynamic meaning of ‘call’ or a stative meaning of ‘be 

called’. In its stative meaning, it can be a signal of the setting band as in (142). 

(142) jeuf     zhos   muax  aob   dol   ncaik,  
and.then  only   have  two  CLF  daughter 
 
ek    ib    dol   hot      Bangx,  
CONJ  one  CLF  be.called Bangx 
 
zaif   ib    dol   hot       Nzhis   nat. 
again  one  CLF  be.called  Nzhis   SCP 
‘...(they) only had two daughters; one was called Bangx, (and) the other was called 
Nzhis.’ (BN 04-06) 

Both usages of hot ‘be called’ in (142) are stative. They describe the characters 

and thus are part of the setting band.  

Another verb that can have both dynamic and stative meanings is hnangd, which 

can mean ‘put on’ or ‘wear’. The stative meaning of ‘wear’ is shown in (143). 

                                                 

44 When unmarked, the verb boub ‘know’ is stative. It can also be a dynamic verb representing a cognitive 
event with the meaning ‘realize’ or ‘find out’ by adding the completive aspect particle dout (Cohen 2011 
personal communication). 
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(143) dol   nyuas  ncaik  gaot  hnangd   beb   paox   dab,  
CLF  child  girl   that  wear    three  CLF   skirt 
 
guak   dol   ncaik  gaot  hlet      paox   dab,   
order  CLF  girl   that  take.off  CLF   skirt    
 
jif    nzuad   ghangb  let    paox. 
also  wash    under   POSS  CLF 
‘...the girl (was) wearing three skirts, (so they) told the girl (to) take off (one) skirt 
and wash the one underneath.’ (NXT 89-90) 

Context makes it clear that the girl in (143) was already wearing three skirts rather 

than putting them on, thus making the clause descriptive and part of the setting band 

rather than active and part of the storyline. 

Another important category in the setting band is predicate adjectives as in (144). 

(144) Dol   zaid    qif     qif,  
CLF  father  angry  angry 
 
dol   zaid   lol    dus     zhit   uat.   
CLF  father  word  which  NEG  make 
‘Their father (was) very angry; their father didn’t (say a) word.’ (BN 108-109) 

Like the other examples, the qif ‘angry’ in (144) contributes descriptive details  

rather than advancing the story. 

The predicate adjective rongt ngoux ‘beautiful’ in (145) is also descriptive.  

(145) Dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  mangf  rongt ngoux.   
CLF child young that very beautiful 
‘The young child (was) very handsome.’ (BN 161) 

The clause in (145) describes the boy’s appearance rather than advancing the plot 

and thus belongs to the setting band. 
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In summary, the setting band is linguistically signaled by stative verbs and 

predicate adjectives, as shown in Table 12. 

Table 12: Linguistic signals of the setting band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Setting stative verbs 

predicate adjectives 

5.7 Backgrounded activities  

Material in the backgrounded activity band is based on the semantic parameter 

“atelic” or “durative”. 45 Clauses in this band are activities rather than telic events. They 

belong to the background because they “do not move a story forward” (Longacre 

1989:417). 

The main linguistic signal for backgrounded activities is durative aspect, which is 

also used to signal backgrounded activities in Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:103) as well as 

many other languages. As previously mentioned (see §3.5.1.2), durative aspect in Hmong 

Soud is marked by verb repetition as in (146).   

                                                 

45 Longacre refers to atelic activities as “non-punctiliar” (1996a:26). 
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(146) bof   hlaot    ib   dol   mit   hluak   
see  at.once  one  CLF  little young 
 
nyaob  houd   lob   goux nguax  nyox   gat 
at    in    CLF  pen       cow   that 
 
muab  ndeud  dout   nzuad   nzuad   ndeud.  
take  paper  VDEP  write   write   letter 
‘...(she) immediately saw a young person in the cow pen writing letters (on) paper.’ 
(BN 158-160) 

In (146), the boy's writing is depicted as an imperfective action extending over 

time rather than a telic event. The durative, non-telic nature of the writing contrasts with 

the telic action of the girl seeing him, which can be seen by the use of the punctiliar hlaot 

‘at once’. 

Scope markers often co-occur with durative aspect in backgrounded activity 

clauses, as shown in (147). The hurting and moaning of the two sisters is an extended 

activity that spans a period of time, rather than a momentary action.  

(147) Aob   dol   jeuf     tuib    maob,  
two   CLF  and.then  pretend sick 
 
maob   maob,  nzhangx   nzhangx   nzhangx  nzhangx zhes...   
hurt   hurt   moan     moan     moan     moan    SCP 
‘Then the two (of them) pretended (to be) sick; (they were) hurting (and) moaning 
(and) moaning...’ (BN 60-61) 

The repetition of the verbs maob ‘hurt’ and nzhangx ‘moan’ in (147) express the 

durative nature of the actions, while the extra repetitions of nzhangx ‘moan’ emphasize 

the extent of the moaning. 
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Though durative aspect normally signals backgrounded activities, it can also be 

used with storyline events at the peak of the narrative. Cross-linguistically, a common 

peak-marking feature is “heightened vividness”, which can be shown through a change in 

verbal tense or aspect (Longacre 1996a:40). In Hmong Soud, one way this heightened 

vividness is accomplished is a shift from the normally telic events that make up the 

storyline to durative activities spanning a period of time. This peak-marking feature is 

most evident in the animal folk tale WBL, where some of the storyline events occur with 

durative aspect at the peak as shown in (148). 

(148) Jeuf     ped    dol   ak    zhod   mens,  
and.then  burn  CLF  that   tiger  SCP 
 
ped   ped   dol   zaix      guat      draos ras   mens. 
burn  burn  CLF  patterned  patterned  stripe     SCP  
‘Then (it) burned the tiger; (it was) burning (him so that he had a) pattern (of) 
stripes.’ (WBL 25-26) 

In (148), the burning of the tiger’s fur is presented as a durative activity rather 

than a telic event, giving the effect of stretching out the event. It is one of the key events 

of the story, since it is the explanation of how the tiger got his stripes as well as the event 

which convinces the tiger of humans’ power. Thus, it belongs to the storyline rather than 

the backgrounded activity band. 

Another linguistic signal of backgrounded activities is durative adverbs or 

adverbial phrases such as ib zhix ‘continuously’, ib hnob ‘all day’, and jix linx 

‘continuously’. They all show that an activity extends over a significant length of time 
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rather than being a telic event. They can occur on their own or in combination with 

durative aspect as in (149). 

(149) Naf yeuf  draod  lol  zhed  ghuax  ghuax  ib bluas zhes... 
old.man return come house   cry cry a.while SCP 
‘(The) old man returned home (and) cried (for) a while...’ (BN 136) 

In (149), the phrase ib bluas ‘a while’, along with the durative aspect, shows that 

the old man’s crying was not a momentary event. He was so distraught about having to 

sacrifice his beloved calf that he cried for a long period of time. 

A similar signal of backgrounded activities is dout ‘VDEP’ plus a temporal phrase 

(see §3.5.7) which shows that an action spans a specified length of time as in (150). 

(150) Laix   dout   caik   lob   hlit,   
plow  VDEP  half   CLF  month 
 
job   deb    gaot   jangb  nil   laix    dangl  ib nzhik   mit.  
CLF  field  that   just   3SG  plow  CMPL  a.bit     little 
‘(After) plowing (for) half a month, he (had) only plowed a little bit (of) that field.’ 
(NXT 51-52)  

The dout ‘VDEP’ plus temporal phrase in (150) shows that the plowing took place 

over a period of half a month, making it a durative activity rather than a telic event. Like 

durative adverbs, this construction can occur on its own or in combination with durative 

aspect to signal backgrounded activity. 

Though in some languages, flashback is a distinct band, in many languages it 

forms a sub-group of another band, such as secondary storyline or backgrounded events 

(Longacre 1996a:28). Flashback is rare in the text corpus, with only a handful of clear 
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examples. When it does occur, it is structurally most similar to backgrounded activity 

clauses and thus can be grouped in the same band. 

The main linguistic signal of flashback in Hmong Soud is a temporal expression. 

The most common one, occurring in four of the seven examples, uses dout ‘VDEP’ plus a 

temporal phrase. This construction is structurally identical to the use of dout plus a 

temporal phrase signaling backgrounded activities as in (150). The only way that such 

clauses can be recognized as flashback is the knowledge that the events described 

happened earlier in the story as shown in (151).  

(151) Nongx Xongk   zhes  nax    hnob   mol  laix    deb,  
Nongx Xongk  SCP  every  day   go   plow  field 
 
dol   zaid    mol  dout   gouf aob   xongk. 
CLF  father  go   VDEP  twelve    year 
‘Every day, Nongx Xongk went (and) plowed (the) field; his father (had been) gone 
(for) twelve years.’ (NXT 08-09) 

In (151), the dout plus temporal phrase communicates that the father had already 

been gone for twelve years, rather than that he went through a process of going that lasted 

twelve years. At the beginning of the story, the first event is that of the father dying, so 

when it is mentioned here, the listeners know that this clause is a flashback. 

Three other flashbacks are signaled by adverbs that refer to a prior point in time. 

Two of them use the adverb dub ‘already’ to reference a prior event as shown in (152). 
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(152) Draod   duax   zhaod   nit,   
return   come  search  PRT 
 
aob   dol   ncaik  drous   nil   dub     sangt    mol. 
two   CLF  girl   PASS   3SG  already  send.off  go 
‘(When they) came back (and) searched, the two girls (had) already been sent off.’   
(NXT 207-208) 

The adverb dub ‘already’ in (152) signals that the sending off occurred at a prior 

time. In this example, the sending off of the two girls has not been previously mentioned 

in the text. Instead, the flashback continues with three lines of dialogue in which the 

character Nongx Xongk tells the two girls to leave.    

Similarly, the adverb jangb jangb ‘just now, a moment ago’ also signals a prior 

event in (153). 

(153) Las reb   dex     dled   leud nghax  gaot   jangb jangb  duas   leuf   zhes,  
3PL       some  dog   hunt      that   just.now    die   PFV   SCP  
 
nenb     dub    zhit    bof.   
person   all    NEG   see 
‘Their hunting dogs (had) died just a moment before, (but they) didn’t see (a single) 
person.’  (NXT 199-200) 

The death of the dogs occurred a few sentences prior to (153), and the adverb 

jangb jangb ‘just now, a moment ago’ makes it clear that the clause in (153) refers back 

to this previous event as a flashback. 

In summary, the backgrounded activity band is linguistically signaled by durative 

aspect, durative adverbs and adverbial phrases, and dout ‘VDEP’ plus temporal extent, as 

shown in Table 13. Flashback, as part of the backgrounded activity band, is signaled by 

dout ‘VDEP’ plus temporal extent and adverbs referring to a prior time. 
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Table 13: Linguistic signals of the backgrounded activity band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Backgrounded activities 
(including flashback) 

durative aspect (verb repetition) 
durative adverbs and adverbial phrases 
dout ‘VERBAL DEPENDENT’ plus temporal extent 
adverbs referring to a prior time 

5.8 Routine  

What Longacre calls the tertiary storyline can include both habitual and script-

predictable events (1996a:27). I did not find any evidence that script-predictable events 

are signaled distinctively in Hmong Soud. The tertiary storyline in Hmong Soud consists 

only of routine, habitual actions. These actions, while part of the plot of the story, occur 

regularly over a period of time and thus contribute less to the plot than one-time events. 

Although they are dynamic rather than stative, they function much like setting in 

providing orientation for storyline events, hence are here analyzed as background rather 

than foreground. The presence of linguistic signals for habitual events but not script-

predictable events should not be considered unusual. As Longacre notes, tertiary storyline 

as a distinct band is not universal (1996a:27).  

In Hmong Soud, routine events are linguistically signaled by iterative temporal 

phrases such as nax hnob ‘every day’ as shown in (154). 
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(154) Zhes    jat,    uat   uat   nit, 
remain  RES  do   do   PRT 
   
dol   nyuas nyox   zaix     gat   zhes  nax   hnob  tab   naf yeuf  
CLF  calf        dappled  that   SCP   every  day   and  old.man  
 
mol  gud               vongf   mol, 
go   carry.on.the.shoulder   plow   go 
 
gud               vongf   draod  lol. 
carry.on.the.shoulder   plow   return  come 
‘Every day, the dappled calf went with (the) old man (and) carried (the) plow out 
(to the field and) carried (the) plow back.’ (BN 46-49) 

The phrase nax hnob ‘every day’ in (154) identifies the events in this clause as 

ones that happened on a regular basis. The calf’s actions of carrying the plow to and from 

the field every day are important events in the story – they are the main reason that the 

calf is so valuable to the old man. However, due to their repeated nature, they are less 

important than the one-time event just prior to this in which the calf for the first time 

hears the man’s desire for his son to carry the plow and picks it up and carries it to and 

from the field. 

Cuat nax cuat xongt ‘every year’ is used in a similar way in (155). 

(155) Zhud deb   gaot   laix    dout,   
landlord   that   plow  CMPL 
 
cuat   nax  cuat   xongt   laix   ib    gab   jeuf   laix   dangl. 
each  year each  year   plow  one  week  then  plow  CMPL 
‘(When) the landlord plowed, every year, (he would) plow (for) one week (and) 
plow (the field) completely.’               
 
Laix   dout   aob   gab    hax zhit dout  laix    dangl. 
plow  VDEP  two  week  not.yet      plow  CMPL 
‘(The young orphan had) plowed (for) two weeks, (and he) hadn’t yet finished 
plowing.’ (OB 62-64) 
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Cuat nax cuat xongt ‘every year’ in (155) marks the plowing as a habitual event. 

It is part of the plot, as the landlord’s normal plowing of the field in one week contrasts 

with the orphan, who plows for two weeks without finishing. However, it is less 

important than the orphan’s plowing, as it mainly serves as a contrast. 

These temporal phrases in the routine band often co-occur with scope markers. 

The scope markers serve to mark the material as scope for events on the storyline rather 

than storyline itself as shown in (156). 

(156) Yos   dex  nat    dangb nyox  nat,  
raise  some this  bull       SCP 
 
jeuf     nax   hnob  zhes jeuf      gud            dout  
and.then every  day   SCP  and.then  carry.on.shoulder  VDEP 
 
Nzux Nyongs Loul   ncaik     nzeuf     gat   zhes,  
Nzux Nyongs Loul  daughter  youngest  that   SCP 
 
nax    hnob   uat get,   ncaik  gat  tab  nyuas nyox  zaix     gat. 
every  day   together  girl   that  and  calf       dappled  that 
‘(He) raised some bulls; every day (he) carried Nzux Nyongs Loul’s youngest 
daughter on (his) shoulder; every day (they were) together, that girl and the dappled 
calf.’ (BN 152-155) 

Zhes ‘SCP’ used in combination with nax hnob ‘every day’ in (156) marks the 

routine event of the calf carrying the girl to the fields as scope for the events that follow. 

Though Longacre’s tertiary storyline is considered part of the storyline (1996a:27), 

in Hmong Soud, the routine band seems to be background instead. The actions and events 

are repeated ones and therefore less central to the plot than one-time events. Additionally, 
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they often occur with scope markers, which signal material as less central to the story. 

For these reasons, I consider the routine band to be background. 

To summarize, the routine band is linguistically signaled by iterative temporal 

phrases such as nax hnob ‘every day’ and cuat nax cuat xongt ‘every year’, often in 

combination with scope markers, as shown in Table 14. 

Table 14: Linguistic signals of the routine band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Routine iterative temporal phrases 

5.9 Storyline 

The storyline bands of a narrative are the central, mainline events that make up 

the plot of the story. By analyzing languages from around the world, Longacre identified 

four different storyline bands: routine/tertiary storyline, secondary storyline, primary 

storyline, and pivotal storyline (1996a:28). Hmong Soud uses all four of these bands, 

though as noted above, I analyze routine as a background band. 

5.9.1 Secondary storyline 

The defining characteristics of secondary storyline can vary somewhat from 

language to language and can include preliminary events, resulting events, and events 

involving minor characters (Longacre 1989:437, 445). In the text corpus, secondary 

storyline consists of preliminary or preparatory events; that is, events which precede and 
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prepare the way for primary events. These events are linguistically signaled by scope 

markers in clauses which precede primary or pivotal storyline.  

Example (157) shows a secondary event followed by a primary event. In this 

section, Nzux Nyongs Loul’s daughter drills a hole in the wall. This event both precedes 

and prepares the way for her and her father to observe the calf and take away his cow 

hide, which is one of the central events of the story. It results in the calf becoming a boy 

again and is repeated multiple times. 

(157) Dol   zaid   mol  yos    zhes,   
CLF  father  go   graze  SCP 
 
nil   jeuf     xangd   bangf fax   nyaob   houd   zhed  
3SG  and.then  think   way      be.at   in    house 
 
jeuf     dleux   ib    lob   khaod.  
and.then  dig    one  CLF  hole   
‘(When) her father went (to) graze (them), then she thought (of a) way (to) be in 
(the) house and dug a hole.’ 
 
Dleux   ib    lob   khaod   zhes,   nyaob   ndeuf  
dig    one  CLF  hole    SCP   at     over.there 
 
dleux  rangt  sob changx  dleux  daot   ib    lob   khaod  zhes, 
dig   CLF   wall       dig   drill  one  CLF  hole    SCP 
 
zhunk bef  muab  dol   nyox   zaix   
prepare   OFR   CLF   cow   dappled  
   
paob   deut   nyox   gat   muab  dangl. 
CLF   skin   cow   that  take   CMPL 
‘(She) dug a hole, she dug (in) the wall there (and) drilled a hole (and) prepared (to) 
take away the dappled calf’s cow hide.’ (BN 171-177) 

In (157), the scope marker zhes occurring with dynamic verbs (dleux ‘dig’ and 

daot ‘drill’) followed by a primary storyline clause signals the clause as secondary 
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storyline. Though the preceding clause also has a dynamic verb with a scope marker, it is 

back-reference and therefore cohesive rather than secondary storyline. 

In (158), a secondary storyline clause is followed by both primary and pivotal 

storyline. In this sentence, some dog breeders prepare to take their captives and hold a 

funeral (after killing them). This action is preliminary to what follows – discovering that 

the girls are no longer there and then following after them. 

(158) Mangx mangf  bof gid,  
slowly       be.daylight 
 
mol   muab   aob  dol   ncaik  nat   chuf changd  nat zhes,  
go    take   two  CLF  girl   this  hold.funeral  SCP 
 
mol   nuaf   beb    dol   dub   zhit    nyaob   yaik  leuf,  
go    see   three  CLF  all   NEG   be.at   all   PFV 
 
jeuf     jaox   dled   leud    duax,   
and.then  carry  dog   follow  come 
 
zangd jingf    jaox   dled   uat   ndex.   
use.strength  carry  dog   do   front 
‘Slowly (it became) daylight, (then they) went (to) take the two girls (and) hold (a) 
funeral, (but they) saw all three were not there, then (they) carried dogs (and) 
followed, (they) struggled (to) carry (the) dogs (in) front.’ (NXT 186-190) 

In (158), the scope marker nat zhes occurs with an SVC of dynamic verbs mol 

muab chuf changd ‘go take (and) hold a funeral’. Because this clause precedes primary 

and pivotal storyline, the scope marker along with the clause order signal the second 

clause as secondary storyline.  

Occasionally, two secondary storyline clauses can occur in a series as shown in 

(159).  
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(159) Ndrous     Nzhuas   laix   deb   zhes,  
young.man  orphan  plow  field  SCP 
 
zhaot  nyox   hlaot    zhes, 
put   cow   at.once  SCP 
 
jeuf     uat   lak. 
and.then   do   PFV 
‘The young orphan plowed (the) field, (he) immediately put (out the) cows [to 
graze], then (he sang) “uat lak”.’ (OB 16-18) 

In (159), the first two clauses are both secondary storyline and occur with the 

scope marker zhes. The two actions of the orphan boy plowing the field and putting out 

the cows are both preliminary to the pivotal storyline event that follows, the singing “uat 

lak”. This singing is a major event in the story; when the orphan sings, the dead girl 

Nzeuf sings back to him, the inciting incident which triggers the rest of the story.  

Secondary storyline is not very common in Hmong Soud narratives. The shorter 

texts (SPK, SPQ, WB, and WBL) do not use it at all. Preliminary as well as resulting 

events (which can be secondary storyline in some languages) are often incorporated into 

serial verb constructions rather than kept as separate clauses. Example (160) shows a 

preliminary event as part of an SVC. 

(160) Hmaot  gat  ncaik  nzeuf  sheud lol  zhaot ril. 
night that daughter youngest get.up urinate   
‘That night, (the) youngest daughter got up (and) urinated.’ (BN 156) 

In (160), Nzux Nyongs Loul’s daughter gets up during the night and urinates, 

passing by the cow pen on her way to the outhouse. Notionally, the action of getting up is 

clearly preliminary to urinating, but the speaker has chosen not to use a scope marker 
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following sheud lol ‘get up’46 and signal it as secondary storyline, but to keep it as part of 

the SVC.  

With any preliminary event, the speaker has the option to signal it as secondary 

storyline or not. The examples above all use the secondary storyline before a major event 

in the story. Secondary storyline in Hmong Soud occurs mainly with events that are 

preliminary to turning points in the story and is thus a way of highlighting those central 

events. 

In summary, secondary storyline is linguistically signaled by scope markers such 

as zhes, mens, and nangt with dynamic verbs in clauses that are followed by primary or 

pivotal storyline, as shown in Table 15.  

Table 15: Linguistic signals of the secondary storyline band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Secondary storyline scope markers with dynamic verbs in clauses preceding 

primary or pivotal storyline 

5.9.2 Primary storyline 

Storyline clauses can be recognized by two main characteristics: sequentiality and 

telicity. A third characteristic, causal connection with other events on the storyline, also 

applies to many but not all storyline clauses (Longacre 1987:51). Causal connection 

refers to reasonable cause, on the plausibility that one event could reasonably lead to 

                                                 

46 Sheud lol ‘get up’ is itself technically an SVC – sheud ‘get up’ plus lol ‘come’, but it has been lexicalized 
and is normally considered a single verb. 
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another in that culture, rather than necessary cause, that one event must lead to another 

(see Schank 1975:243, 249). 

Since the primary storyline is the default and central part of a narrative, it is 

commonly signaled by unmarked dynamic verbs as in Hmong Soud. Cross-linguistically, 

the tendency for unmarked verbs to signal primary storyline has been recognized by 

Longacre and Hwang (2012:71) and Levinsohn (2007:68) and has also been observed in 

Asian languages such as Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:105) and Thai (Burusphat 1992:431). As 

in Iu Mien and Thai, in Hmong Soud, these verbs can be of any non-stative type, 

including action, motion, speech, and cognitive events.  

In (161), laif ‘throw’ is an unmarked action verb which signals primary storyline. 

When the boy and his wife visit his parents, they make a meal for everyone, throwing a 

tiny bit of rice into the pot. 

(161) muab  dout   ib    nik  caik  nzhab  nzhab      
take   CMPL  one  little half  MEAS  uncooked.rice   
 
laif     houd  lob   khuk... 
throw  in    CLF  pot 
‘...(they) took one half nzhab [unit of measurement] (of) rice (and) threw (it) into 
the pot...’ (BN 268-269) 

The second clause in (161) displays all three characteristics of storyline: the 

action of throwing the rice into the pot is telic, viewed as a complete event, and follows 

both sequentially and causally from the previous action of taking the rice.  
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Example (162) shows a motion verb, mol ‘go’, signaling an event in the primary 

storyline. After running away from the sacrifice, the calf goes to Nzux Nyongs Loul’s 

house. 

(162) Dol   nyuas nyox  zaix     jeuf     njis ndox   ghouf ndox, 
CLF  calf       dappled  and.then  travel     heaven 
 
mol   zos   Nzux Nyongs Loul   yif...    
go    to   Nzux Nyongs Loul  household 
‘Then the dappled calf traveled (to) heaven; (he) went to Nzux Nyongs Loul’s 
house...’ (BN 149-150) 

The second clause in (162) also fulfills the requirements of storyline: the action of 

going is seen as a complete action rather than a process, and it proceeds sequentially and 

causally from the previous traveling. 

The storyline verb in (163) is a speech verb, dak ‘say’. When the boy and his wife 

go back to earth to find his parents, the parents at first refuse to offer hospitality, 

protesting that their house is too small. 

(163) Naf bos     tab   naf yeuf   dak:  
old.woman  and  old.man   say 
 
“Beb   zhed   nil   nghaif   nghaif  ek,  
1PL   house  3SG  narrow  narrow  SCP 
 
zhit   zouk      mex  aob   dol   shot.”   
NEG  be.enough  2PL  two  CLF  rest 
‘(The) old woman and (the) old man said, “Our house, it (is) very narrow; (it) is not 
(big) enough (for) the two of you (to) rest (here).” ’ (BN 256-258) 

The sentence in (163) is a response to dialogue (a request from the boy and his 

wife for a place to rest) and thus follows sequentially and causally from the preceding 
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sentence. It is also telic, viewed as a complete event, and therefore fits the requirements 

for storyline. 

Example (164) shows a cognitive event verb bof ‘see’ along with its complement 

as part of the primary storyline.  

(164) Nyuas   geuf   ndeud   bof   nil   nit    zid    nquad   dangl,  
child   study  book   see  3SG  POSS  fruit  spill    CMPL 
 
hax   tab   nil   muab  zid   keuk      yaik  dout   houd   lob   deub,  
also  with  3SG  OFR   fruit  pick.up    all   CMPL  in    CLF  basket 
 
nghangt   dout   shout  cheb. 
lift      CMPL  on    vehicle 
‘(The) students saw (that) his fruit spilled and picked all (the) fruit up with him 
(and) put (it) in the basket (and) lifted (it) onto (the) bicycle.’ (SPK 34-36) 

In (164), seeing the fruit spill motivates the students to help the boy pick up his 

fruit, leading causally and sequentially to the following events. As a cognitive event, bof 

‘see’ is telic. 

In addition to single dynamic verbs, Hmong Soud often uses unmarked serial verb 

constructions to signal primary storyline. SVCs as part of the primary storyline have been 

commonly observed in Asian languages, including Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:105), Plang 

(Block 1996:361), and Thai (Burusphat 1992:432).  

In (165), the two sisters mix their brother with rice and feed him to the pig, which 

is considered a single event in Hmong Soud, using a serial verb construction. 
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(165) Xeut   maod   bob   nbuat,  
mix   rice    feed   pig 
 
nbuat  lak    zhit    naox.  
pig   also   NEG   eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) pig, (but the) pig didn’t eat (it) 
either.’ (BN 20-21) 

Both verbs in the SVC in (165) fulfill the storyline requirements: the mixing and 

feeding are telic, viewed as a complete event rather than a process. They also lead 

causally and sequentially to the following events. 

While many primary storyline clauses have unmarked dynamic verbs, clauses 

with certain aspect particles are also part of the primary storyline. One such signal of 

primary storyline in Hmong Soud is the perfective aspect particle lak. Cross-linguistically, 

perfective aspect is a common signal of storyline (Longacre and Hwang 2012:71) and is 

used that way in Thai (Burusphat 1992:426). Example (166) shows lak ‘PFV’ signaling 

primary storyline.  

(166) Lob  caod maof   bongb  daof ghangb   leuf,  
CLF  grass.hat    fall   after       PFV 
 
beb   dol   nyuas   mol  ceub   cheb    lak, 
three  CLF  child   go   push  vehicle  PFV  
 
beb    dol   nyuas   mol  keuk     lob   caod maof. 
three  CLF  child   go   pick.up   CLF  grass.hat 
‘After the grass hat fell, the three children pushed (his) bike, the three children 
picked up the grass hat.’ (SPQ 23-24) 
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In (166), the perfective aspect marker lak signals the second clause as primary 

storyline. 47  The action of the children pushing the bicycle exhibits the three 

characteristics of storyline: sequentially and causally proceeding from the hat falling and 

other previous events, and telicity. 

The completive aspect particles dout and dangl contribute primarily to the 

semantic meaning of the verb rather than signaling the narrative salience, but these 

clauses are also part of the storyline as in (167). Completive aspect signals storyline in 

Thai (Burusphat 1992:426) and Lahu Si (Morris 2008:105), though in Lahu Si it is used 

primarily for promotion of background material to the storyline.  

(167) Xangt jous yif   xongt  huad,   
seventy.eight   year   time 
   
naf bos     yos       dout   dol   nik    mit dob.   
old.woman  give.birth  CMPL  CLF  little  son 
‘When (she was) seventy-eight years old, (the) old woman gave birth (to) a son.’ 
(BN 13-14) 

In (167), the dout ‘CMPL’ functions to modify the verb yos ‘give birth’ rather than 

signal the storyline status of the clause. However, as the clause is not signaled in any way 

as background or secondary storyline, it is considered primary storyline by default. As 

the first storyline event in the narrative, the birth of the boy cannot be causally or 

sequentially connected to anything prior, though it is connected in both ways with the 

events that follow. It is also a telic event and thus fits the three criteria for storyline 

                                                 

47 Since unmarked dynamic verbs in a narrative have a perfective meaning by default and are therefore 
considered storyline, it is unclear why the lak perfective aspect marker is needed in addition. 
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material. Notionally, the old woman giving birth to a son is certainly an event which 

contributes to the plot of the story and thus belongs on the storyline. 

Similarly, dangl ‘CMPL’ is also on the storyline in (168). 

(168) Ndox ndis duax   aob xongk    nzod   nzod,  
long.ago       another.time  early  early 
 
Nongx Xongk   naf     zaid    duas   dangl.   
Nongx Xongk   mother father  die   CMPL 
‘Long ago, (in) another time, very early, Nongx Xongk’s mother (and) father died.’ 
(NXT 01-02) 

The clause in (168), like that in (167), is the opening and first event of the text 

and leads sequentially and causally to further events in the story. The event is also telic 

and so fits the criteria for storyline clauses.  

In summary, primary storyline is linguistically signaled by unmarked dynamic 

verbs, lak perfective aspect, or dout and dangl completive aspect, as shown in Table 16. 
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Table 16: Linguistic signals of the primary storyline band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Primary storyline unmarked dynamic verbs 

lak perfective aspect  
dout, dangl completive aspect  

5.9.3 Pivotal storyline 

The pivotal storyline consists of storyline events which are highlighted in some 

way. According to Longacre, in some languages, the pivotal storyline can be a condensed 

version of the entire story which mentions the most central events, or it can be individual 

events from the storyline which are highlighted (1996a:28-29). In Hmong Soud, the 

pivotal storyline is of the latter type. Though in the BN text it contains the majority of the 

central events of the plot, there are certain gaps when looking only at the pivotal storyline. 

For example, the events in (169) are not signaled as pivotal storyline, though they are 

important to the plot. 

(169) Draod   mol  nuaf, 
return   go   look 
 
dol   Nzhis   zhas    draod   mol   
CLF  Nzhis   again   return  go   
 
muab  lob   plot   fongt  lol    dlob   dlob 
OFR   CLF  face   dye   come  black  black 
 
mol  nghel    ndrangb  hangd   zhaob   naf    ndongt  dlob  gat  zhes. 
go   go.down   below   forest  CLF    large  tree    black  that  SCP 
‘(When he) went back (to) look, Nzhis went back again (and) dyed (her) face very 
black, (then she) went down underneath the large black tree.’ (BN 117-120) 
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Nzhis’ actions in (169) in dyeing her face black and going under the tree for the 

father’s second consultation with the spirits are significant to the plot. Without them, the 

story would illogically jump from the daughters pretending to be sick to their second 

conversation with the father about sacrificing the calf. 

While clauses in the pivotal storyline generally highlight central events and 

turning points of the story, the decision of what is “central” to the plot is somewhat 

subjective and varies according to the author or narrator of a story. Some authors signal 

only a limited number of events as pivotal while others include much of the storyline.  

The two signals of pivotal storyline, jeuf ‘and then’ and leuf ‘PFV’, express the 

two main characteristics of storyline, sequentiality and telicity. The primary linguistic 

signal of pivotal storyline is the sequential conjunction jeuf ‘and then’ with dynamic 

verbs. Because sequentiality is one of the key characteristics of storyline, markers of 

sequentiality are commonly used to signal pivotal events (Longacre 1989:414). 

Sequential markers signal storyline in Thai (Burusphat 1992:426), Kam (Burusphat 

1996:346), and Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:106). 

In (170), the sequence of events is primary storyline until the most important 

event, which is highlighted as pivotal by the conjunction jeuf ‘and then.’ 
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(170) Xeut   maod   bob    dled,  
mix   rice    feed   dog 
 
dled   lak    zhit    naox.   
dog   also   NEG   eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) dog, (but the) dog didn’t eat (it).’ 
 
Xeut   maod   bob    nbuat,  
mix   rice    feed   pig 
 
nbuat  lak    zhit    naox.   
pig   also   NEG   eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) pig, (but the) pig didn’t eat (it) 
either.’ 
 
Lak   muab  dex   khoud   naox   naox  dangl,  
also   OFR   CLF  food   eat    eat    CMPL 
 
muab  dol   nyuas   zhes    houd    lob   dlangb  zhes. 
OFR   CLF  child   remain  inside   CLF  trough  SCP 
‘(They) also ate up all the food (and) left the child inside the trough.’ 
 
Daof ghangb   zhes  jeuf      xeut   dex    roub     
afterwards    SCP   and.then  mix   some  vegetable  
 
drout  dol  naf      nyox   naox  lox.   
give   CLF  mother  cow   eat   SFP 
‘Later, (they) mixed (him with) some vegetables (and) gave them to the mother 
cow (to) eat.’ (BN 18-25) 

In (170), the feeding of the boy to the dog and the pig is part of the primary 

storyline, while the action of feeding him to the cow is pivotal storyline. Though the dog 

and the pig reject the food, the cow’s eating of the boy is significant to the storyline, as it 

enables what follows. The contrast is signaled by the conjunction jeuf with the event of 

feeding the cow.  

In central sections of the text, such as the inciting moment and the peak, jeuf often 

occurs with almost every clause as shown in (171). 
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(171) Xangd  zhit   hak,  nil   jeuf      uat nat   hak   zhes,  
think  NEG  say  3SG  and.then  like.that  speak SCP 
 
dol   mit nyox   zaix     nuaf   nil   drangb  vongf   
CLF  calf     dappled  look   3SG  CLF    plow  
 
zhaot  dif     ndeuf     deb, 
place  across   over.there  field  
   
dol  mit nyox   zaix    
CLF  calf      dappled    
 
jeuf      mol  chaof   chaof   nil   drangb   vongf.   
and.then  go   dig    dig    3SG  CLF     plow 
‘It’s hard to believe, (but) he said this, (and) the dappled calf looked at his plow 
laying across (the) field over there, then the dappled calf went (and) dug (at) his 
plow.’ 
 
Chaof   chaof   chaof   drangb  vongf,  
dig    dig    dig    CLF    plow 
 
jeuf      gud               hlaot   shout  gut dlangb, 
and.then  carry.on.the.shoulder  at.once on    neck 
 
jeuf      muab   drangb   vongf   gud               lol    
and.then  OFR    CLF     plow   carry.on.the.shoulder  come   
 
zos     zhed    draod   houd   zhed.  
arrive  house  return  inside  house 
‘(He) dug (and) dug (and) dug (at) the plow, then immediately put (it) on (his) 
neck, then (he) carried the plow on his shoulder to (the) house (and) returned (it) to 
(the) house.’ (BN 37-45) 

The episode in (171) is the inciting moment of the story. The calf’s carrying of the 

plow is what makes the old man love him so much, arousing the envy of the two sisters. 

The majority of the clauses in this episode are pivotal as signaled by the use of jeuf four 

times in these two sentences. Additionally, the subject in the fourth line, the dappled calf, 

is overcoded, which also suggests that the clause is being highlighted in some way (see 

§3.6.5). 
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Another signal of pivotal storyline is the perfective aspect particle leuf. While the 

perfective aspect particle lak occurs with primary storyline, leuf occurs with key events in 

the story and is thus a signal of pivotal storyline as shown in (172).48 Perfective aspect 

also signals pivotal storyline in Iu Mien (Arisawa 2006:108).  

(172) Dol   Nzux Nyongs Loul   gat  zhes   xangb   del    hlaot  
CLF  Nzux Nyongs Loul  that  SCP   extend  hand  at.once 
 
muab  paob   deut   nyox   muab  leuf.   
OFR   CLF   skin   cow   take  PFV 
‘Nzux Nyongs Loul stretched out (his) hand at once (and) took the cow skin.’ (BN 
198)  

The event in (172) takes place during the peak of the story. When Nzux Nyongs 

Loul takes away the boy’s cow skin, he is no longer able to become a cow, instead 

turning permanently back into a boy. The leuf perfective aspect particle thus signals the 

taking of the cow hide as pivotal.  

In addition to signaling isolated key events in the story, leuf ‘PFV’ often occurs 

frequently at the peak of the narrative as shown in (173). 

                                                 

48 Previous treatments of the two particles leuf and lak have not distinguished differences in meaning or 
discourse function between the two particles as perfective markers, though lak is a loanword from the 
Chinese perfective marker 了 le. According to my data, the two do occur with different salience bands, but 
of course this is a hypothesis and will need further verification and analysis to explain fully how the two 
perfective markers are different. The two particles also have different meanings when used with stative 
verbs or predicate adjectives, with lak having an inchoative meaning and leuf retaining the perfective 
meaning, as discussed in §3.5.1.2. 
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(173) Nil   lob   maof  bongb   leuf,  
3SG  CLF  hat   fall    PFV 
 
nil   dis   laos  rongx   maof   let   touk  
3SG  turn  INT  look.at  hat   PRT  time 
 
nil   lob   cheb    jaix  njet   drout  shout  lob   laos reb  leuf,  
3SG  CLF  vehicle  ride  climb  at    on    CLF  rock    PFV 
 
jeuf      muab   deub    zid    uat nquad   leuf. 
and.then  OFR    basket  fruit  spill       PFV 
‘His hat fell, (and) when he turned (to) look at (it), his bicycle rode up on a rock, 
and then the basket (of) fruit spilled.’ 
 
Nil   lak   ghous     dlat,  
3SG  also  fall.down  INT 
 
nil   lob   cheb     ghous     leuf.  
3SG  CLF  vehicle   fall.down  PFV 
‘He also fell down, (and) his bicycle fell over.’ (SPK 25-30) 

In (173), leuf ‘PFV’ occurs four times, signaling the climactic nature of the events. 

This frequent usage of leuf ‘PFV’ at the peak is similar to the frequent usage of jeuf ‘and 

then’ at key episodes described above in (171). 

The two signals of pivotal storyline, jeuf ‘and then’ and leuf ‘PFV’ can also occur 

together in pivotal storyline clauses as shown in (174). 

(174) Daof ghangb,  las reb   lob   raol    dex   ghak loul,   dex   nenb,  
after       3PL    CLF  village  CLF  old.person   CLF  person 
 
dex   mit nyuas   nkhek   dlex,   chaib   blangb,   
CLF  child     thirst   water  hungry  stomach 
 
jeuf      chaib    duas   leuf.  
and.then  hungry  die   PFV 
‘Afterwards, the old people, (young) people, (and) children (of) their village (were) 
thirsty (and) hungry, then (they) died (of) hunger.’ (LHG 33-34) 
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The last clause of (174) contains both jeuf ‘and then’ and leuf ‘PFV’. The use of 

the two pivotal storyline markers emphasizes the pivotal nature of the event. The 

starvation of many of the villagers is one of the key factors in the Long-haired Girl’s 

decision to tell them about the spring which the evil spirit forbade her to talk about.  

To summarize, pivotal storyline is linguistically signaled by the sequential 

conjunction jeuf with storyline verbs and leuf perfective aspect, as shown in Table 17.  

Table 17: Linguistic signals of the pivotal storyline band 

Band Linguistic signals 
Pivotal storyline jeuf sequential conjunction with storyline (dynamic) verbs 

leuf perfective aspect 

5.10  Promotion and demotion between foreground and background 

In addition to the signals of salience bands, every language has a means of 

changing information type by either promoting background material to the storyline or by 

demoting storyline material to the background (Longacre 1996a:25). In promotion, a 

clause which has a signal for one of the background bands is promoted to storyline by the 

presence of a promotional marker. Similarly, in demotion, a clause which is signaled as 

storyline is demoted to background by the presence of a demotional marker. 

I have already shown that the sequential conjunction jeuf ‘and then’ signals 

pivotal storyline by augmenting primary storyline clauses (see §5.9.3). Only storyline 

clauses can be promoted to the pivotal storyline with jeuf. However, jeuf can also 

promote non-storyline clauses to the primary storyline. 
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In (175), jeuf is used to promote a clause from the backgrounded activity band to 

the primary storyline. 

(175) Nil   aob   dol   jeuf     nyaob   houd   gaot   uat nenx,  
3SG  two  CLF  and.then  be.at   in    there  live 
 
jeuf      uat   dout   beb   xongk.   
and.then  live  VDEP  three  year 
‘Then the two (of them) lived in there, (they) lived (there for) three years.’ (NXT 
115-116) 

In (175), the dout ‘VDEP’ plus temporal phrase marks the second clause as  

durative, a form which normally belongs to the backgrounded activity band. The clause 

already fits the storyline criteria of sequentiality and causality on its own, but jeuf is 

required to give it a telic interpretation, thereby promoting the clause to the storyline. 

Jeuf can also promote material from the setting band to storyline as in (176). 

(176) Nil   jeuf     muab  dol   longx goux    gaot  daot bangf    
3SG  and.then  OFR   CLF  [type of tree]  that  stick    
 
deuf    lol    zos   shout  nblaif   dlex,   
go.out  come  at   on    surface  water  
 
aob   dol   jeuf      nyaob   houd  gaot   lak. 
two   CLF  and.then  be.at   in    there  SFP 
‘Then he put (the) stick (of) the tree on (the) surface (of the) water, and the two (of 
them) were in there.’ (NXT 180-181) 

The last clause in (176) contains a locative stative verb, nyaob ‘be at’, which is 

usually part of the setting band. The clause describes the location of the two girls, who 

are tied up in a pond. Like (175), the clause is already sequentially and causally related to 

other storyline events. The jeuf gives it a telic interpretation and promotes the clause to 
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storyline, portraying their being in the pond as a storyline event that is significant to the 

plot. 

Similarly, jeuf can promote clauses from the irrealis band as in (177). 

(177) Hmaot ndox   naf yeuf   jeuf     draod   lol,  
night       old.man  and.then  return   come 
 
nil   aob   dol   mol  but   nzhangx  lox laos  
3SG  two  CLF  go   lay  moan    INT 
 
drout   shout  lob   zangx qeut   ek    
at    on    CLF  bed       SCP 
  
uat nad,  jeuf      zhit   muax   bangf fax 
this.way  and.then   NEG   have   way 
 
jeuf     guak  naf yeuf   mol  nuaf yais      mol  haod dus   nuaf. 
and.then  order  old.man  go   consult.spirits  go   where    look 
‘That night, (the) old man returned, (and) the two (of) them went (and) lay moaning 
on their beds. So (he) had no choice, then (they) told (the) old man (to) go consult 
the spirits (and) where (to) go consult (them).’ (BN 70-74) 

In (177), the third clause contains the negative marker zhit, which usually signals 

the irrealis band. Additionally, the verb muax ‘have’ is stative, which is not part of the 

storyline either. However, the presence of the jeuf storyline marker promotes the clause 

to the storyline. The old man has no choice but to go consult the spirits again since his 

two daughters appear so sick. The non-realization of this potential happening moves the 

plot forward; thus, the use of jeuf promotes the clause to the storyline, signaling it as 

significant to the plot. 

When negatives occur at key turning points in the text, their promotion to the 

storyline is known as “momentous negation” (Longacre 1989:436, Hwang 1992:335). 
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These clauses are of central importance to the storyline, since further events are 

dependent upon them as in (178). 

(178) Dol   nyox   zaix     zhid  leuf,   
CLF  cow   dappled  flee  PFV  
 
jeuf      uat    zhit   chenx     nyox dlangb  lak. 
and.then  make  NEG   complete  spirit.cow     SFP 
‘The dappled calf ran away, then (they) couldn’t make (a) spirit cow.’ (BN 142-
143) 

The second clause in (178) contains the negative zhit. The non-happening that it 

describes, the inability of the old man to sacrifice the calf, is one of the key turning points 

in the story. Previous events have all been building up to the sacrifice, the moment of 

great tension. Thus, the non-happening is itself a significant part of the plot. Jeuf signals 

this clause as momentous negation and therefore part of the storyline.  

A second way of promoting material in Hmong Soud is with the punctiliar49 

postverbal intensifier hlaot ‘at once’. Since punctuality is the opposite of durative and 

implies telicity as well, adding a punctiliar meaning to a background clause promotes it to 

storyline. This method of promotion is common in English, which uses punctiliar adverbs 

such as “suddenly” to promote a clause from background activities, setting, or irrealis to 

the storyline (Longacre 1996a:25). Lahu Si also promotes background material with a 

punctiliar particle meaning ‘immediately’ (Morris 2008:106). 

Example (179) shows hlaot promoting a clause from the setting band. 

                                                 

49 Here I use the standard meaning of punctiliar or punctual as something that happens instantaneously. 
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(179) Muax   hlaot    ib     hnob   zhek 
exist    at.once  one   day    SCP 
 
daox    drongb    houd   bel khaod      gux dles  khaot hangd 
hillside  mountain  in    mountain.cave  ditch    valley  
 
dex    nbleux    dlangx   jeuf     yangt  yangt   
some  butterfly  yellow   and.then  fly    fly   
 
bod   ndox   baik   nax. 
fill   sky   UNK   SFP 
‘Immediately there was one day, (in the) hills, mountains, mountain caves, ditches, 
(and) valleys, (when) some yellow butterflies then flew (and) filled (the) sky.’ 
(SHH 71-74) 

In (179), the whole section would normally be setting and backgrounded activity 

as signaled by the stative verb muax ‘exist’ and durative aspect through the repetition of 

yangt ‘fly’. However, the punctiliar hlaot promotes the first clause to storyline, and the 

conjunction jeuf promotes the rest. As stative verbs like muax ‘exist’ are normally non-

punctiliar, hlaot makes the clause punctiliar, promoting it to the storyline. Clauses like 

this one are commonly used in narratives to introduce key discourse units. This section 

leads to the introduction of a key event in the story (the coming of Mao Zedong, whose 

policies reverse the fortunes of the main characters) and is thus highlighted to show its 

importance. 

In addition to promoting clauses from background to storyline, hlaot can also 

highlight storyline events. This type of highlighting occurs in Thai, which uses punctiliar 

adverbs with meanings such as ‘suddenly’ and ‘immediately’ to strengthen and highlight 

the storyline status of different verbs, particularly cognitive experience verbs (Burusphat 

1992:425).  
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In (180), hlaot is used to highlight the storyline verb bof ‘see’. 

(180) Zhaot ril   nat zhes,  
urinate    SCP 
 
bof   hlaot    ib   dol   mit    hluak   
see  at.once  one  CLF  little  young 
 
nyaob   houd   lob   goux nguax  nyox   gat 
be.at   in    CLF  pen       cow   that 
 
muab  ndeud  dout   nzuad   nzuad   ndeud.  
take   paper   VDEP  write   write   letter 
‘She urinated, (and) at once saw a young person in the cow pen writing letters (on) 
paper.’ (BN 158-160) 

In the second clause of (180), the cognitive event verb bof ‘see’ places the clause 

on the primary storyline. However, cognitive event verbs have weaker storyline 

properties than more prototypical verbs such as action and motion verbs. Because the 

subject is an experiencer rather than an agent, Longacre places clauses with cognitive 

event verbs lower in his hierarchy within the primary storyline (1996a:24). Thus, the 

punctiliar hlaot is used to strengthen the storyline status of the verb bof ‘see’ and promote 

it to pivotal storyline. 

Like in Thai (Burusphat 1992:425), hlaot can also be used with motion and action 

verbs as in (181). 

(181) Dol   Nzux Nyongs Loul   gat   zhes   xangb   del    hlaot  
CLF  Nzux Nyongs Loul  that   SCP   extend  hand  at.once 
 
muab   paob   deut   nyox   muab   leuf.   
OFR    CLF   skin   cow   take   PFV 
‘Nzux Nyongs Loul stretched out (his) hand at once (and) took the cow skin.’ (BN 
190-191)  
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In (181), hlaot is used with the action verbs xangb ‘extend’ and muab ‘take’ in an 

SVC. Already storyline verbs, the punctiliar meaning of hlaot highlights the clause with a 

sense of immediacy. Nzux Nyongs Loul’s taking of the boy’s cow hide is a pivotal event 

in the story, which is why it is highlighted by hlaot along with the pivotal storyline 

marker leuf. 

Sometimes the two promoters, jeuf and hlaot, occur together in the same clause as 

in (182). 

(182) Ox+t,    jeuf      muax   hlaot    ib    dol   hout 
oh-EMP  and.then  exist   at.once   one  CLF  leader 
 
jeuf    yaos   nil   lob   nbet   zhek,   
exactly  be    3SG  CLF  name  SCP 
 
uat    lol      Hmongb   zhek   dak   yaos   Bloub Yek.  
make  language Hmong   SCP   say  be    Bloub Yek 
‘Oh, then suddenly there was a leader, his name in Hmong (we) say is Bloub Yek.’ 
(SHH 77-79) 

The stative verb muax ‘exist’ in the first clause of (182) normally signals the 

setting band. However, the presence of both jeuf ‘and then’ and hlaot ‘at once’ promotes 

the clause to storyline. This clause is highlighted because of its introduction of Blouk 

Yek, also known as Mao Zedong, which is a key event in the story as mentioned above. 

Clauses in Hmong Soud, as in many other languages, are demoted from 

foreground to background through subordination. As in Mandarin (Chu 1998:239), an 

event that would normally be part of the storyline can be demoted to background by 

adding a subordinating conjunction and making the clause dependent. Subordinate 
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clauses contain events which are part of the story but are demoted below the storyline as 

less significant to the plot (Longacre 1987:51).  

Hmong uses very few explicitly subordinate clauses. Both subordinating and 

coordinating conjunctions are relatively rare compared to many other languages (see 

§3.12.3.1). With the exception of the sequential conjunction jeuf ‘and then’, clauses in 

Hmong Soud tend to be linked without conjunctions.  

In some languages, adverbial subordinate clauses signal a separate backgrounded 

event band. However, in Hmong Soud, they appear to only be used for demoting material 

from the storyline to background. In the ten texts, there are only six adverbial subordinate 

clauses using one of three subordinating conjunctions. Because of their rarity, the use of a 

subordinating conjunction is a marked usage, demoting a clause to the background as 

shown in (183). 

(183) Nil   rangf  ndrangl  let   shix heuf,   
3SG  yield  INT     PRT  time   
 
jeuf      zhuangf   zaos   lob    raol reb...  
and.then   collide   INT    CLF   rock  
‘When he yielded (to her), then (he) collided (with) a rock...’ (SPQ 16-17) 

In (183), the presence of the subordinating conjunction let shix heuf ‘when’ makes 

the first clause dependent, demoting it to background. If the conjunction were not used, 

the clause would be part of the primary storyline as shown in (184). 
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(184) Nil   rangf  ndrangl,    
3SG  yield  INT     
 
jeuf      zhuangf   zaos   lob    raol reb...  
and.then   collide   INT    CLF   rock 
‘He yielded (to her), then (he) collided (with) a rock...’       

Without the subordinating conjunction, the first clause in (184) would be an 

independent clause with a dynamic verb, rangf ‘yield’. The verb has the sense of 

physically stopping to yield to another person, which is telic. The yielding causally and 

sequentially follows from the preceding event (a bicyclist suddenly appearing on the path) 

and leads to a subsequent event (colliding with a rock). The clause as shown in (184) fits 

all the requirements for primary storyline and is thus demoted in the text by use of the 

subordinating conjunction.  

Let touk ‘when’ has a similar function in (185). 

(185) Nil   lob   maof   bongb  leuf,  
3SG  CLF  hat   fall   PFV 
 
nil   dis   laos  rongx   maof  let   touk  
3sg  turn INT  look.at  hat   PRT  time 
 
nil   lob   cheb    jaix   njet    drout   shout  lob   laos reb   leuf, 
3SG  CLF  vehicle  ride  climb  at    on    CLF  rock     PFV 
 
jeuf      muab  deub    zid    uat nquad   leuf. 
and.then   OFR   basket  fruit   spill      CMPL 
‘His hat fell, (and) when he turned (and) looked at (it), his bicycle rode up on a 
rock, and then (the) basket (of) fruit spilled.’ (SPK 25-28) 

In (185), the subordinating conjunction let touk ‘when’ demotes the action of the 

boy turning his head and looking at the hat, showing that it is less central to the storyline 
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than the preceding event of his hat falling, as well as the following events of his bicycle 

going up on the rock and the fruit spilling. 

Without the subordinating conjunction, this clause would also be part of the 

primary storyline as shown in (186). 

(186) Nil   lob   maof   bongb  leuf,  
3SG  CLF  hat   fall   PFV 
 
nil   dis    laos   rongx   maof,   
3SG  turn  INT   look.at  hat   
 
nil   lob   cheb    jaix   njet    drout   shout  lob   laos reb   leuf, 
3SG  CLF  vehicle  ride  climb  at    on    CLF  rock     PFV 
 
jeuf      muab  deub    zid   uat nquad   leuf. 
and.then   OFR   basket  fruit  spill      CMPL 
‘His hat fell, he turned (and) looked at (it), his bicycle rode up on a rock, and then 
(the) basket (of) fruit spilled.’          

The second clause in (186) contains two dynamic verbs, dis ‘turn’ and rongx 

‘look at’, in an SVC. Both verbs have a telic sense, and they are both causally and 

sequentially connected to the events before and after them. Thus, as in (183), only the 

subordination with the conjunction let touk demotes the clause from the storyline to the 

background.  

Interestingly, the examples in (183) and (185) both describe the same events in 

the Pear Story. The two speakers characterize this event slightly differently: in (183) it is 

the yielding to the new bicyclist that causes the boy to crash, while in (185) it is his 

turning around to look at his hat. Yet they both choose to subordinate the event to others 

in the sequence, even though this type of subordination is rare in Hmong.  
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In summary, clauses are promoted from background to storyline in Hmong Soud 

with the sequential conjunction jeuf ‘and then’ or the punctiliar postverbal intensifier 

hlaot, while clauses are demoted from storyline to background by making the clause 

dependent through use of a subordinating conjunction, as shown in Table 18.   

Table 18: Linguistic signals of promotion and demotion 

 Linguistic signals 
Promotion to storyline jeuf ‘and then’ sequential conjunction 

hlaot ‘at once’ punctiliar postverbal intensifier  
Demotion to background dependent clauses with subordinating conjunctions 

 

5.11  Additional possible signals of narrative salience 

An additional possible signal of highlighting or promotion is the co-occurrence of 

the two perfective aspect markers, leuf and lak. Since both markers have a perfective 

meaning on their own, the joint usage most likely has some additional meaning or 

function. Cohen proposes that the two particles are used together in Southern Hmong for 

the purpose of emphasis or promotion of storyline clauses (2011 personal 

communication). In Hmong Soud, sometimes the combination leuf lak occurs with key 

events as in (187). 
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(187) Nyox hlit       sab xangt    let   hnob   gat   jeuf   yad   duax   zos 
eleventh.month   seventh.day  PRT  day   that  soon  FUT  come  arrive 
 
nyox hlit       sab drout   dol   nyuas nyox   zaix     gat  
eleventh.month  sixth.day   CLF  calf        dappled  that  
 
jeuf      zhid   leuf   lak.   
and.then  flee   PFV   PFV 
‘(The) eighth day (of the) eleventh month was about to arrive, then (on the) seventh 
day (of the) eleventh month, that dappled calf ran away.’ (BN 138-140) 

The fleeing of the calf right before the intended sacrifice is one of the climaxes of 

the story. Though it is already signaled as pivotal storyline by jeuf ‘and then’, the 

combination leuf lak in (187) could also be emphasizing the significance of the event. 

The co-occurrence of leuf lak in (188) could also be a way of signaling pivotal 

information. 

(188) Yaos   nil   zhit   jaox   dol   nyuas   dras   
if    3SG  NEG  carry  CLF  child   knife  
 
houd    jid    caik   kout   mens, 
inside   body  CLF   shoe  SCP 
 
nil   jeuf   drous   las    duat   naox   leuf   lak.   
3SG  then  PASS   other  kill   eat   PFV   PFV 
‘If he (had) not carried the small knife in (the) body (of) his shoe, then he (would 
have) been killed (and) eaten by (the) other people.’ (NXT 146-147) 

The clause with leuf lak in (188) is part of a conditional, so this clause would 

normally be considered part of the irrealis band. The co-occurrence of the two perfective 

aspect particles could be seen as emphasizing the event and therefore signaling it as part 

of the pivotal storyline. That this non-event is significant can be seen by mention of it in 

dialogue later in the story, again with the two particles leuf lak. 
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However, the event marked with leuf lak in (189) does not appear to be a pivotal 

event. 

(189) Dab  lol nchangd  dangl  zhes,  dol zhod  naox  leuf  lak.   
skirt bleed CMPL SCP CLF tiger eat PFV PFV 
‘(After the) skirt bled completely, the tiger ate (it).’ (NXT 97) 

The event referred to in the last clause of (189) is the tiger eating the girl’s skirt. 

This event is only mentioned one time and does not have any apparent significance or 

connection to further events in the story. Thus, it is difficult to see how the two particles 

leuf lak could be signaling the event as pivotal.  

With only five co-occurrences of the two perfective aspect particles leuf and lak 

in the text corpus, there is not enough clear evidence to draw a conclusion about their 

function in relation to the salience scheme. Further examples are needed in order to 

confirm whether or not they signal pivotal storyline or promotion of clauses in Hmong 

Soud. 

5.12  Scope markers with background bands 

In addition to being part of the primary linguistic signal for secondary storyline, 

scope markers are commonly used with all bands of background material. Coming at the 

end of the clause, the scope marker signals that the clause is in some way of secondary 

narrative salience. Background material is by definition secondary to the storyline, and 

secondary storyline, because it conveys events that are preliminary to primary or pivotal 

storyline, also has less narrative salience. 
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Somruedee Dej-amorn (2006) analyzes three particles as storyline markers in 

Green Hmong, two of which are equivalent to the Hmong Soud scope markers zhes and 

mens (see §3.9). However, her only evidence for these as storyline markers is that they 

supposedly have a sequential meaning (Dej-amorn 2006:88). While the third particle, ek, 

is a sequential conjunction in Hmong Soud, the other two, zhes (Green Hmong jek) and 

mens (Green Hmong mak), are not.  

In Hmong Soud, scope markers sometimes occur in the sentence final position as 

in (190). 

(190) naf yeuf   jeuf  shik  zhos   sheud  dout   haod   gaot   mens  
old.man  just  be   only   stand  CMPL  place  there  SCP  
 
qif    jat   mens.  
angry  RES  SCP  
‘...(the) old man just stood (in) that place (and was) angry.’ (SPM 97-98) 

In (190), the scope marker mens occurs at the end of the story, marking closure. It 

is clearly not a sequential marker, as there is no following clause which can be 

sequentially linked. 

Scope markers in Hmong Soud occur primarily with topics and background 

material, rather than storyline material, except for secondary storyline, which is of course 

secondary to the primary storyline. Example (191) shows a scope marker with 

backgrounded activities. 
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(191) Naf yeuf  draod   lol    zhed    ghuax  ghuax  ib bluas  zhes, 
old.man  return   come  house    cry   cry   a.while   SCP 
 
jeuf      mol  leud nenx leud zhangd   leud gud leud dix  ib huaf   duax.   
and.then   go   call.relatives         call.brothers     all      come 
‘(The) old man returned home (and) cried (for) a while, then (he) called all (the) 
relatives (to) come.’ (BN 136-137) 

In (191), the scope marker zhes occurs at the end of the first line, which is 

backgrounded activity as shown by the verb repetition (durative aspect) and temporal 

extent. The second line is storyline and does not have a scope marker. 

When scope markers occur with primary or pivotal storyline, they normally occur 

at the peak as a peak-marking feature as in (192). 

(192) Jeuf     ped    dol   ak    zhod   mens,  
and.then  burn  CLF  that  tiger  SCP 
 
ped    ped    dol   zaix      guat      draos ras    mens. 
burn  burn  CLF  patterned  patterned  stripe     SCP  
‘Then (it) burned the tiger; (it) burned the tiger (so that he had) patterned stripes.’ 
(WBL 25-26) 

The sentence in (192) occurs during the peak of the narrative, and both clauses are 

part of the storyline despite the presence of the scope marker mens. This is a marked 

usage of the scope marker, apparently to signal the peak. 

When scope markers occur with primary or pivotal storyline not at the peak, they 

mark the closure of a discourse unit which sets the scope for the next discourse unit as 

shown in (193). 
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(193) Keid   gaot   zhek+d+x  ndangd daox   ncangb   ncangb,  
place  there  SCP-EMP   hillside      steep    steep 
 
reb    hlob   hlob  nit, 
stone  big   big  PRT 
 
got doux got zhuas   ncod   ncod   nit   zhek. 
plants            thick  thick  PRT  SCP 
‘(In) that place, (the) hillside (was) very steep, (the) stones (were) very big, (and 
the) forests (were) very thick.’ 
 
Mix   jeuf      mol   
3PL   and.then   go   
    
tab    ib    dangt   nik   box     Mangb   khed 
with  one  group   little woman  Yi      slave 
  
nyaob   hed    gaot   zhek. 
live    place  there  SCP 
‘So they went (and) lived with a group (of) Yi slave women (in) that place.’ (SHH 
30-35) 

In (193), the final scope marker zhek marks the end of a setting paragraph. 

Though the final clause is primary storyline, the scope marker signals that the entire 

paragraph, not just the final clause, sets the scope for the rest of the actions which follow 

(see also §3.9). 

In summary, the discourse functions of scope markers in Hmong Soud include 

closure of a discourse unit, setting the scope for a new discourse unit, signaling the peak 

of a narrative, and signaling secondary narrative salience for background bands and 

secondary storyline. They are not a signal of primary or pivotal storyline, even though 

they occasionally occur at the end of a primary or pivotal storyline clause due to one of 

the above functions. 
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6  CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I review the findings of the study in relation to the research 

questions and consider the implications of those findings and areas for further study. 

6.1 Introduction 

In this study, I have analyzed the narrative salience scheme of Hmong Soud, an 

insolating SVO language of the Hmong-Mien language family spoken in China. My 

analysis is based on a corpus of ten narrative texts of different types, including traditional 

folk tales, an animal folk tale, third person narratives, a historical account, and a first 

person narrative. I used semantic criteria following Longacre’s model of narrative 

salience to identify emic salience bands and their linguistic signals.  

6.2 Summary of findings 

In this study, I looked at three main questions in describing a salience scheme for 

Hmong Soud. 

The first question was which salience bands or information types are emic in 

Hmong Soud narrative discourse. Based on the ten texts in my corpus, I found nine emic 

bands: pivotal storyline, primary storyline, secondary storyline, routine, backgrounded 

activities, setting, irrealis, evaluation, and cohesive. Neither backgrounded events nor 

flashback seem to be distinct bands. Backgrounded events are only a means of demotion, 

and flashback is a sub-band of backgrounded activities. 
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The second question was what means are used in Hmong Soud to signal different 

information types. As expected, a variety of different linguistic signals occur. Aspect and 

modality are part of the scheme as in many languages. However, additional signals 

include conjunctions, scope markers, relative order of clauses within a sentence, adverbs 

and adverbial phrases, verb type (dynamic or stative), adjectives, temporal phrases, 

negatives, pronouns, and tail-head linkage. Table 19 summarizes my analysis of emic 

salience bands and their linguistic signals. 

Table 19: Emic salience bands and their linguistic signals 

Foreground 

Pivotal Storyline 
jeuf sequential conjunction with storyline 
(dynamic) verbs 
leuf perfective aspect 

Primary Storyline 
unmarked dynamic verbs 
lak perfective aspect  
dout, dangl completive aspect  

Secondary 
Storyline 

scope markers with dynamic verbs in clauses 
preceding primary or pivotal storyline 

Background 

Routine iterative temporal phrases  
Backgrounded 
Activities 
(including 
flashback) 

durative aspect (verb repetition) 
durative adverbs and adverbial phrases 
dout ‘VERBAL DEPENDENT’ plus temporal extent 
adverbs referring to a prior time 

Setting 
stative verbs 
predicate adjectives 

Irrealis 
negatives 
modal auxiliaries 
conditional clauses 

Evaluation 
evaluative adjectives 
first and second person pronouns 

Cohesive script-predictable tail-head linkage 
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The third question was what means Hmong Soud uses to change the information 

type; i.e., to promote or demote between background and foreground clauses. The 

sequential conjunction jeuf and the punctiliar postverbal intensifier hlaot both promote 

background material to the storyline. Demotion from storyline to background is 

accomplished by subordinating a clause with a subordinating conjunction. 

6.3 Implications of findings for linguistics 

The results of this study show that five areas are significant to the study of 

salience schemes in general and in isolating Asian languages in particular. 

First, Hmong Soud uses a variety of different linguistic forms to signal different 

salience bands. This finding is consistent with previous studies in other languages, though 

the earliest research on salience schemes focused primarily on verbal elements such as 

tense, aspect, and modality. The evidence of many signals beyond tense, aspect, and 

modality in Hmong Soud affirms the movement in discourse analysis that has gone from 

an emphasis on narrative salience as related primarily to verbs to considering a variety of 

linguistic categories. 

Second, though some of the linguistic signals of narrative salience used in Hmong 

Soud are commonly used in other languages, such as aspect, modality, negatives, and 

tail-head linkage, a few are distinctive and have not been previously documented in other 

salience schemes. Postverbal intensifiers and scope markers are both relatively rare 
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grammatical categories.50 Postverbal intensifiers do not even have a standard name in 

English, though they are an established word category in Chinese linguistics. In addition 

to Hmong, they have been documented in Chinese, Mon-Khmer, and Korean (Diffloth 

1972), though they have not previously been connected with narrative salience like the 

Hmong Soud hlaot ‘at once’.51 Scope markers have been described in Japanese and other 

languages, but their function in signaling narrative salience has not been previously 

documented beyond the general category of particles. Relative ordering of clauses, which 

along with scope markers signals secondary storyline in Hmong Soud, has been noted as 

a factor in distinguishing between background and foreground (Chu 1998:222), though 

not as a signal of specific salience bands. These three categories of postverbal intensifiers, 

scope markers, and relative ordering of clauses should be included in cross-linguistic 

descriptions of possible linguistic signals of narrative salience. 

Third, some bands require a combination of linguistic signals, as has been noted 

in other languages (Hopper and Thompson 1980:283). Secondary storyline, for example, 

is signaled by scope markers, but the scope marker alone is not enough to identify a 

clause as secondary storyline, since it can also occur with any of the background bands. 

In order for the clause to be considered secondary storyline, it must also have a dynamic 

verb and be followed by a primary or pivotal storyline clause. Similarly, the sequential 

                                                 

50 At least judging from their relative scarcity in grammatical descriptions. 
51  Diffloth only describes ideophones, which are a sub-class of postverbal intensifiers in Hmong. In 
Chinese, like in Hmong, they are a much broader category. 
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conjunction jeuf on its own is inadequate to identify a clause as pivotal storyline; the 

clause must also have a dynamic verb. 

Fourth, some signals of information type are a combination of grammatical 

category and semantic information. For example, a predicate adjective can signal either 

setting or evaluation. Only by distinguishing semantic categories of adjectives can one 

determine which band the clause belongs to, since descriptive adjectives signal the setting 

band, while evaluative adjectives signal the evaluation band. Additionally, though 

temporal phrases signal the routine band, they must have an iterative meaning to qualify 

as routine. 

Fifth, correlations between a linguistic signal and a particular salience band are 

not absolute. As described in the analysis, while use of a first or second person pronoun 

in a third person narrative can be used to address the audience directly and therefore 

signal a clause as evaluation, sometimes the pronoun can be simply a way of identifying 

with the characters in the story (see §5.4). This disparity shows that notional criteria play 

an important role in interpreting the linguistic data. Understanding of language is always 

based on a combination of linguistic and notional evidence. 

These observations confirm that linguistic correspondences with salience bands 

are not always one to one, nor do linguistic forms have absolute correspondence with a 

certain type of information (Hwang 1990:88, 1992:334). A salience scheme such as the 

one described in this study is not absolute proof that a certain linguistic form will always 

correspond to a certain type of information; rather, it is a description of what is generally 
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and most often the case. Notional evidence must also be considered and sometimes takes 

priority over linguistic evidence. 

6.4 Implications of findings for translation 

Translation of materials to and from Hmong Soud is most commonly done with 

Mandarin. Unfortunately, no one has published a full salience scheme for Mandarin 

narrative discourse to compare the two. Here I will make just a few comments about 

issues to be aware of in translation between Hmong Soud and Mandarin as well as 

between Hmong Soud and English as examples of the application of the Hmong Soud 

salience scheme to translation.   

Chu labels Mandarin 了 le ‘PFV’ as the most foregrounded aspect marker, though 

further details are needed to ascertain whether it signals primary or pivotal storyline 

(1998:79). Because Hmong Soud has two perfective aspect markers, lak and leuf, which 

have different degrees of narrative salience, care must be taken when translating 

Mandarin clauses with 了 le ‘PFV’ into Hmong Soud to distinguish between primary 

storyline, signaled by lak, and pivotal storyline, signaled by leuf. Similarly, when 

translating from Hmong Soud to Mandarin, clauses with leuf and lak should be 

differentiated rather than both translated with 了 le unless Mandarin does not distinguish 

between primary and pivotal storyline. 
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English requires punctiliar adverbs with cognitive events to distinguish them from 

cognitive states (Longacre 1989:417). However, in translating a cognitive event from 

English into Hmong Soud, the translator must avoid the use of the punctiliar postverbal 

intensifier hlaot ‘at once’. Since hlaot is used as a promoter, a cognitive event clause in 

Hmong Soud with hlaot would be interpreted as pivotal rather than primary storyline (see 

(180)). Though English does not distinguish between primary and pivotal storyline, 

clauses should not indiscriminately be given extra narrative salience by signaling them as 

pivotal storyline. Instead, a synonym which does not signal narrative salience should be 

used unless the clause is clearly pivotal. 

Another issue in using an English source text for Hmong Soud is that the storyline 

in English is usually marked with the past tense (Longacre 1989:416), while in Hmong 

Soud it can be marked with the perfective aspect marker lak or unmarked. If someone 

translated every storyline clause in an English text with lak in Hmong Soud, the resulting 

text would have too many perfective particles and would therefore be unnatural and 

overly tiring for readers to process (see Aaron 1998:5).  

6.5 Areas for further study 

This study is by no means an exhaustive analysis of narrative salience in Hmong 

Soud. The study was limited by the number of texts, my own language ability, and lack 

of access to literate native speakers; thus, the conclusions are still tentative. In this study, 

I limited my texts to one dialect and discourse type, so analyzing other discourse types 

such as procedural and hortatory and comparing narrative salience in Hmong Soud with 
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other varieties of Hmong would also be beneficial for a more complete understanding of 

discourse salience in Hmong. 

One unresolved issue that needs further study is the narrative salience function of 

the two perfective aspect markers leuf and lak in combination. With one of five examples 

not showing clear evidence of highlighting or promotion, the function of these two 

particles together cannot be conclusively determined at this point. In order to draw more 

firm conclusions, I would need to collect additional texts to find additional examples of 

the construction. 

Another area that would benefit from further study is why some primary storyline 

clauses use the perfective particle lak while others are considered perfective without any 

aspect marker. Additionally, while the results of this study have suggested that the two 

perfective aspect markers, lak and leuf, signal two different bands, primary and pivotal 

storyline, further analysis would be helpful to confirm this hypothesis and determine 

additional distinctions in meaning and usage between the two aspect particles, especially 

in non-narrative discourse. 

Two types of aspect, progressive aspect and experiential aspect, did not appear in 

main clauses in the text corpus. Progressive forms are commonly used in many languages 

to signal the backgrounded activity band (Longacre 1989:440), so it would be helpful to 

find texts with examples of progressive aspect to determine if it can be used to signal the 

backgrounded activity band in Hmong Soud. Experiential aspect could also potentially be 

used to signal narrative salience and should be investigated in additional texts.  
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Overcoding of the subject has multiple functions in Hmong Soud. As mentioned 

in §3.6.5, overcoding of the subject often occurs at the peak and other key sections of a 

narrative. Because most instances of subject overcoding in key points of the narrative 

occurred at the peak, it was not possible to determine whether subject overcoding can 

signal pivotal storyline or simply marks the peak. The possibility that overcoding might 

signal narrative salience should be investigated in further texts for clarification. 

Finally, in order to get the most benefit from the conclusions drawn in this study, 

it would be helpful to have full salience schemes for Mandarin narrative discourse and 

other varieties of Hmong in order to compare the similarities and differences with Hmong 

Soud.  
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APPENDIX 1: ROMANIZED POPULAR ALPHABET EQUIVALENTS OF 

HMONG SOUD PHONOLOGY 

Below in Tables 20, 21, and 22 are the sounds of Hmong Soud in the Romanized 

Popular Alphabet. 

Table 20: Initial Consonants in RPA (including clusters) 

 Bilabial Alveolar 
Alveo-
palatal 

Palatal Retroflex Velar Uvular 

Plosive 
p  

ph [ph] 
t  

th [tʰ] 
   

k [k] 

or 

[c] 

kh 

[kʰ] 

q 

qh 

[qʰ] 

Pre-
nasalized 
Plosive 

np  [mp] 

nph 

[mph] 

nt  

[nt] 

nth 

[ntʰ] 

   

nk  

[ŋk] 

nkh 

[ŋkʰ] 

nq  

[ɴq] 

nqh 

[ɴqʰ] 

Fricative 
f 

v 
x 

 

xy 

[ɕ] 

y [ʑ] 
 

s [ʂ] 

z [ʐ] 
h [x] 

 
 

Pre-
nasalized 
Fricative 

      
ng 

[ɴʁ] 

Affricate 
pl  

plh 

[phl] 

tx  

[ts] 

txh 

[tsʰ] 

c  

[tɕ] 

ch 

[tɕʰ] 

 

ts  

[ʈʂ] 

tsh 

[ʈʂh] 
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 Bilabial Alveolar 
Alveo-
palatal 

Palatal Retroflex Velar Uvular 

Pre-
nasalized 
Affricate 

npl 

[mpl] 

nplh 

[mphl] 

ntx 

[nts] 

ntxh 

[ntsʰ] 

nc 

[ntɕ] 

nch 

[ntɕʰ
] 

 

nts 

[ɳʈʂ] 

ntsh [ɳ 

ʈʂh] 

  

Nasal 
m 

hm [m̥] 
n 

hn [n̥] 
 

ny 

[ɲ] 

hny 

[ɲ̥] 

   

Lateral 
Fricative 

 hl [ɬ]      

Lateral 
Affricate 

 
d [tɬ] 

dh 

[tɬʰ] 
     

Pre-
nasalized 
Lateral 
Affricate 

 

nd 

[ntɬ] 

ndh 

[ntɬʰ] 

     

Non-
sibiliant 
Affricate 

    

r   

[ʈɻ]  

rh 

[ʈʰɻ] 

  

Pre-
nasalized 
Non-
sibilant 
Affricate 

    

nr   [ɳ 

ʈɻ] 

nrh 

[ɳʈʰɻ] 

  

Appro-
ximant 

w 

 
      

Lateral 
Appro-
ximant 

 
l 
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Table 21: Finals in RPA 

Simple Vowels Diphthongs Final Nasals 
 a or ai [a]  ai  aa [aŋ] 
  o [au]  
  e [ei]  ee [eŋ] 
  aw [əʉ]  
 i [i] or [ɪ] or [ɿ]   
 u [o]  au [ou]  oo [ŋ] 
 w [u]  ua  

Because it was designed for use outside of China, there are no official RPA 

symbols for the additional finals used in Chinese loanwords. 

White Hmong has only seven tones, so there is no official RPA symbol for the 

CQD -l tone as shown in Table 22. 

Table 22: Tones in RPA 

Tone Letter Description Phonetic Value 
-b  high falling 43 
-j falling 41 
-v extra high level 55 
N/A low falling breathy 21 
 ∅    high level 44 

-g 
low level breathy / voiced 
aspirated 

22 

-s mid level 33 
-m low falling-rising 212 
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APPENDIX 2: “BANGX AND NZHIS” TEXT 

Bangx tab Nzhis ‘Bangx and Nzhis’ 

Told by Yang Shu Qing 

Awen Village, Ashe Township, Yanshan County 

(01) Ndox ndis duax  aob xongk  touk nzod ot,  
long.ago another.time in.an.earlier.time 

(02) muax  aob naf zid  ghak loul  loul  loul+t 
exist a.couple  old.person old old-EMP 

(03) gus  muax  xangt jous  ndout  xongt  lak,  
REL have seventy more years PFV 

(04) jeuf  zhos  muax  aob  dol  ncaik,  
and.then only have two CLF daughter 

(05) ek ib  dol  hot  Bangx,  
SCP one CLF  be.called Bangx 

(06) zaif ib  dol  hot  Nzhis  nat. 
again one CLF be.called Nzhis SCP  
‘A long time ago, (in) another time, there was a very old couple.  They were over 
seventy years old, and they only had two daughters.  One was called Bangx, (and) 
the other was called Nzhis.’ 

(07) Jeuf  Bangx  tab  Nzhis  gat  zhes  xangd  lak  zhit  hak,  
and.then Bangx and Nzhis that SCP think PFV NEG say 

(08) shab rongt  dus  zhit  nyaf   rongt.   
liver good where NEG like good 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, it’s hard to believe, (their) hearts were no good.’ 

(09) Bangx  tab  Nzhis zhes  aob  dol  nyuas  loul zhoul 
Bangx and Nzhis SCP two CLF child old  

(10) hab  zhit guaf  mol  uat nyangb let.   
and not.yet go get.married PRT 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, the two children (were) old, (but) they hadn’t gotten married.’ 
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(11) Dol  zaid  tab  dol  naf  zhes zhit  muax bangf fax zhes,   
CLF father and CLF mother SCP NEG have.a.choice SCP 

(12) dub muax  xangt jous yif  xongt.   
already have seventy.eight  years 
‘Their father and their mother didn’t have a choice; (they) were already seventy-
eight years old.’ 

(13) Xangt jous yif  xongt  huad,   
seventy.eight year time 

(14) naf bos  yos   dout  dol  nik  mit dob.   
old.woman give.birth  CMPL CLF little son 
‘When (she was) seventy-eight years old, the old woman gave birth (to) a son.’ 

(15) Yos  dout  ib dol  mit nyuas  dob  nat,  
give.birth CMPL one CLF child boy SCP 

(16) Bangx  tab  Nzhis  aob  dol  shab  zhit  rongt zhes,  
Bangx and Nzhis two CLF liver NEG good SCP 

(17) jeuf  nax  hnob  muab  dol  mit dob  nat  jaox  mol  bob.   
and.then every day OFR CLF boy this carry go feed 
‘(She) gave birth (to) a son, (but) Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of them had) hearts 
(that were) not good; every day they (would) take the boy (and) feed (him).’ 

(18) Xeut  maod  bob  dled,  
mix rice  feed dog 

(19) dled  lak  zhit  naox.   
dog also NEG eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) dog, (but the) dog didn’t eat (it).’ 

(20) Xeut  maod  bob  nbuat,  
mix rice feed pig 

(21) nbuat  lak  zhit  naox.   
pig also NEG eat 
‘(They) mixed (him with) rice (and) fed (it to the) pig, (but the) pig didn’t eat (it) 
either.’ 

(22) Lak  muab  dex  khoud  naox  naox dangl,  
also OFR CLF food eat eat CMPL 
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(23) muab  dol  nyuas  zhes  houd  lob  dlangb zhes. 
OFR CLF child remain inside CLF trough SCP 
‘(They) also ate up all the food and left the child inside a trough.’ 

(24) Daof ghangb  zhes jeuf  xeut  dex  roub     
afterwards SCP and.then mix some vegetable  

(25) drout  dol naf  nyox  naox lox.   
give CLF mother cow eat SFP 
‘Later, (they) mixed (him with) some vegetables (and) gave (them to) the mother 
cow (to) eat.’ 

(26) Dol  naf  nyox  gat  bob  zhouk  gouf aob  lob  hlit  zhes,  
CLF mother  cow that feed full twelve CLF month SCP 

(27) jeuf  yos  dout  ib  dol  nik nyox  zaix. 
and.then give.birth CMPL one CLF calf  dappled 
‘That mother cow (was) fed well (for) twelve months, and then (she) gave birth (to) 
a dappled calf.’ 

(28) Yos  dout  dol  mit nyox  zaix  gat zhes, 
give.birth CMPL CLF  calf  dappled that SCP 

(29) nax  hnob  naf yeuf  jeuf leud  dol  naf  nyox  mol  laix  deb.   
every day old.man and.then drive  CLF mother  cow go plow field 
‘(She) gave birth (to) that dappled calf, then every day (the) old man drove the 
mother cow (to) go plow (the) field.’ 

(30) Laix  laix  zhes,  xangd  zhit  hak, 
plow plow SCP think NEG  speak 

(31) nil  jeuf  hak  dak:  
3SG and.then speak say 

(32) “Yaos  od  dol  mit dob  nyaob  nat zhes  
 if 1SG CLF son be.at in.that.case 

(33) tab  od  gud  dout  drangb  vongf  lox.”   
with 1SG carry.on.the.shoulder POT CLF plow SFP 
‘(He) plowed (and) plowed, then he said, “If my son were here, he could carry the 
plow with me.” ’ 

(34) “Huaf nat,  od  loul  loul zhes,  
time this 1SG old old SCP 
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(35) lob vongf lol gud 
CLF plow come carry.on.the.shoulder 

(36) dub  gud  zhit  houd  doul  lox.”   
already carry.on.the.shoulder NEG in CAP SFP 
‘ “Now I’m old, (and when I need to) carry the plow, I can’t carry (it).” ’  

(37) Xangd  zhit  hak,  nil  jeuf  uat nat  hak zhes,  
think NEG say 3SG and.then like.that speak SCP 

(38) dol  mit nyox zaix  nuaf  nil  drangb  vongf   
CLF calf dappled look 3SG CLF plow  

(39) zhaot  dif  ndeuf  deb, 
place across  over.there field  

(40) dol mit nyox  zaix    
CLF calf dappled    

(41) jeuf  mol  chaof  chaof  nil drangb  vongf.   
and.then go dig dig 3SG CLF plow 
‘It’s hard to believe, (but) he said this, (and) the dappled calf looked at his plow 
laying across (the) field over there, then the dappled calf went (and) dug (at) his 
plow.’ 

(42) Chaof  chaof  chaof  drangb  vongf,  
dig dig dig CLF plow 

(43) jeuf  gud  hlaot  shout  gut dlangb, 
and.then carry.on.the.shoulder at.once on neck 

(44) jeuf  muab  drangb  vongf  gud  lol   
and.then OFR CLF plow carry.on.the.shoulder come   

(45) zos  zhed  draod  houd  zhed. 
to house return inside house 
‘(He) dug (and) dug (and) dug (at) the plow, then immediately put (it) on (his) neck, 
then (he) carried the plow on his shoulder to (the) house (and) returned (it) to (the) 
house.’ 

(46) Zhes  jat,   uat  uat  nit,  
remain RES do do PRT 

(47) dol  nyuas nyox  zaix  gat zhes nax  hnob  tab  naf yeuf  mol 
CLF calf dappled that SCP every day and old.man go 
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(48) gud  vongf  mol, 
carry.on.the.shoulder   plow go 

(49) gud  vongf  draod lol. 
carry.on.the.shoulder   plow return come 
‘Every day, the dappled calf went with (the) old man (and) carried (the) plow out 
(to the field and) carried (the) plow back.’ 

(50) Bangx  tab  Nzhis,  aob  dol  nat  duat  nchangd gat zhes, 
Bangx and Nzhis two CLF this kill blood that SCP 

(51) shab  rongt  dus  zhit  rongt  dex  aob  dol  gat,  
liver good where NEG good some two CLF  that  

(52) jeuf  hak  dak:  “Nchait  yaos  beb  aob  dol  keuk  dol  nyuas   
and.then speak say probably be 1PL two CLF give  CLF child 

(53) drout  dol  naf  nyox  gat naox zhes,   
to CLF mother cow that eat SCP 

(54) dol  naf  nyox  dout  gouf aob  lob  hlit.”   
CLF mother cow VDEP twelve CLF month 
‘Bangx and Nzhis, the two (who) killed blood, those two with bad hearts, said, “(I) 
guess we two gave the child to that mother cow (to) eat (for) twelve months.” ’  

(55) “Nchait  jeuf  yaos  dol  nyuas  gat  lox,  
probably then be CLF child that SFP 

(56) beb  aob  dol  yad  xangd  bangf fax ndoux nil  ndox,  
1PL two CLF FUT think way go 3SG sky 

(57) xangd  lob  bangf fax  muab  nyuas nyox  zhid  duas  dangl.”   
think CLF way OFR calf flee die CMPL 
‘ “(I) guess (as far as) the child, the two (of) us will think (of a) way (for) him (to) 
go (to) heaven, think (of a) way (so that the) calf runs away (and) dies for good.” ’ 

(58) “Zhid  duas  dangl,   
flee die CMPL  

(59) dol  nyuas nyox  zaix  gat  zhes zhit  muax  bangf fax lox.” 
CLF calf dappled  that SCP NEG have way SFP 
‘ “(When he) runs away (and) dies for good, there will be nothing the dappled calf 
can do.” ’  
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(60) Aob  dol  jeuf  tuib  maob,  
two CLF and.then pretend sick 

(61) maob maob, nzhangx  nzhangx  nzhangx nzhangx zhes,   
hurt hurt moan moan moan moan SCP 

(62) jeuf  hak:  
and.then speak 

(63) “Od  zaid,  gaox  zhit  mol  nuaf  lob  yais  shaib.” 
1SG father 2PL NEG go look CLF divination see 
‘Then the two (of them) pretended (to be) sick; (they were) hurting (and) moaning 
(and) moaning, then (they) said, “Father, don’t go consult the spirits [to find out 
what kind of sacrifice they require to cure the illness].” ’ 

(64) “Beb  aob  dol  maob  maob ek 
2PL two CLF sick sick CONJ 

(65) nyaob ib nzhik,  beb  aob  dol  maob  duas ek 
in.a.little.while 1PL two CLF sick die CONJ 

(66) mex  aob  dol zhit  dout  lol  qeut  rouf.” 
2PL two CLF NEG CAP come place sit 
‘ “The two (of) us (are) really sick, and in a little while, the two (of) us (will) die 
(from this) illness, and the two (of) you (will) not (have a) place (to) sit.” ’   

(67) Hak  hak,  nil  jeuf  tuib  maob.   
speak speak 3SG and.then pretend sick 
‘(After she) spoke, she pretended (to be) sick.’ 

(68) Naf yeuf  jeuf  haod lex  zhit  nzhes  nil  aob  dol. 
old.man and.then   for.a.long.time NEG pay.attention 3SG two CLF 
‘So (the) old man didn’t bother the two (of) them for a long time.’ 

(69) Ib  hnob  dangd shot, nil  aob  dol  jeuf  sheud lol  uat  maod. 
one day midday 3SG two CLF and.then  get.up make rice 
‘Then one day (at) midday, the two (of) them got up (and) made rice [cooked 
food].’ 

(70) Hmaot ndox  naf yeuf  jeuf   draod  lol,  
at.night old.man and.then return come 

(71) nil  aob  dol  mol  but  nzhangx  lox laos   
3SG two CLF go lay moan INT 
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(72) drout  shout  lob  zangx qeut  ek    
at on CLF bed CONJ 

(73) uat nad, jeuf  zhit  muax  bangf fax 
this.way and.then  NEG have way 

(74) jeuf  guak naf yeuf  mol  nuaf yais  mol  haod dus  nuaf. 
and.then order old.man go consult.spirits go where look 
‘That night, (the) old man returned, (and) the two (of) them went (and) lay moaning 
on their beds. So (he) had no choice, then (they) told (the) old man (to) go consult 
the spirits (and) where (to) go consult (them). 

(75) “Mol  nuaf yais  mol  zos  puat  ndrangb ghangb  hangd  
go consult.spirits go to beside under forest 

(76) zhaob  naf suk  ndongt  dlob ndongt  gat   mol,  
CLF large tree black tree that go 

(77) muax dol  xenf renx  nyaob  ndrangb  gat  zhes   
exist CLF almond be.at under that SCP 

(78) zeux  hak khat  gaox  lox.” 
be.able tell 2PL SFP 
‘ “Go under that big black tree (in the) forest (to) consult the spirits, (and) the 
almond under there will tell you [what the spirits require in order for us to get 
better].” ’ 

(79) Naf yeuf  jeuf  jaox  beb  dol  xangb  
old.man and.then carry three CLF incense.stick 

(80) jeuf  mol  mol  zos  ndrangb  zhaob  naf  ndongt, 
and.then go go to under CLF large tree 

(81) nil  aob  dol  jeuf  xangd  bangf fax  lox. 
3SG two CLF and.then think way SFP 
‘So (the) old man took three sticks (of) incense and went (to) the big tree, then the 
two (of) them thought (of a) plan.’  

(82) Nil  aob  dol  dub  xangd  bangf fax 
3SG two CLF already think way 

(83) dol  Bangx  jeuf  muab  luax  plot    
CLF Bangx and.then take dirt face  
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(84) keuk  hmongd yal  fongt  fongt dol  nat  dlob  dlob  let 
pick.up pot.scrapings dye dye CLF this black black PRT  

(85) mol  nyaob  ndrangb  naf  ndongt. 
go be.at   under large tree 
‘The two (of) them thought (of a) plan (that) Bangx then took dirt (and) dyed (her) 
face (with the) pot scrapings (so that it was) really black, (then she) went under the 
big tree.’ 

(86) Naf yeuf  mol  zos  ndrangb  zhaob  naf  ndongt 
old.man go to under CLF large tree 

(87) nil  jeuf  hak  dak: 
3SG  and.then speak say 

(88) “Naf yeuf,  gaox  mol  uat  dol  lab zhit?” 
 old.man 2SG go do CLF what 
 ‘(The) old man went under the big tree, and then she said, “Old man, what are you 
going (to) do?” ’ 

(89) “Od  dol  Bangx  tab  od  dol  Nzhis  maob  maob  ek  
1SG CLF Bangx and 1SG CLF Nzhis sick sick CONJ 

(90) od  yuad  mol  uat  nuaf yais  nat.” 
1SG need go do consult.spirits SFP 
‘ “My Bangx and Nzhis (are) really sick, so I need (to) go consult the spirits.” ’ 

(91) “Gaox  nuaf yais  jeuf  nyaob  ndeuf  nat  nuaf  lox.” 
 2SG consult.spirits then at over.there here look SFP 
 ‘ “(If) you’re (going to) consult the spirits, then do (it) over there.” ’ 

(92) Dol  naf yeuf  jeuf  dak:  “Rongt  mak,” 
CLF old.man and.then say   good SFP 

(93) jeuf  hleud  dout  beb  dol  xangb gat, 
and.then light CMPL three CLF incense.stick that 

(94) nil  jeuf  nyaob  ndeuf  gat  xof  nqot  nenb.  
3SG and.then at over.there there study smoke person 
‘ “Then (the) old man said, “Good,” then (he) lit the three sticks (of) incense and 
studied the smoke person there [to see what message it had].’  

(95) Nil  hak  dak:  
3SG speak say 
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(96) “Naf yeuf,  yeuf  nik  yeuf, 
old.man old.man little old.man 

(97) yaos  gaox  yif  nyox dlangb  ek  hend uat hend zhes,  
if 2SG household spirit.cow SCP  very.fierce SCP 

(98) gaox  yaos  muab  dol  nik nyox  zaix  it  jaox  lol  ek 
2SG if OFR CLF calf  dappled DEM carry come CONJ 

(99) uat  nyox dlangb zhes, 
make spirit.cow SCP 

(100) gaox  yif aob  dol  mit ncaik  cax let  zeux  rongt lox.” 
2SG household two CLF girl only.then be.able good SFP 
‘She said [in a rhythmic chant], “Old man, old man.  If your family’s spirit cow (is) 
very fierce, if you bring that dappled calf and make (it into a) spirit cow [kill the 
cow and have a shaman perform a ceremony with the parts as an offering to the 
ancestors], only then will your two girls be able (to get) better.” ’  

(101) Naf yeuf  dak:  “Yaos.”  
old.man say   yes 

(102) Uat nit, naf yeuf  jeuf  draod  lol  lak.  
this.way old.man and.then return come PFV 
‘(The) old man said, “OK,” then (the) old man returned (home).’ 

(103) Naf yeuf  shed zhit doul  dol  nyuas nyox  zaix,   
old.man be.unwilling.to.give.up CLF calf dappled 

(104) nyuas nyox  zaix  nax  hnob  tab  nil  gud  vongf.   
calf  dappled every day with 3SG carry.on.the.shoulder plow 
‘(The) old man was unwilling to give up the dappled calf, (because) the dappled 
calf carried the plow with him every day.’ 

(105) “Shed zhit doul  lak.”  
be.unwilling.to.give.up SFP 
‘ “(I’m) unwilling to give (it) up.” ’ 

(106) Aob  dol  ncaik  jeuf  nos  dak:  
two CLF daughter and.then ask say  

(107) “Od  zaid,  gaox  mol  nuaf   hak  jangl?”  
1SG father 2SG go consult.spirits speak how 
‘Then the two daughters asked, “Father, (when) you went (to) consult the spirits, 
what (did they) say?” ’ 
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(108) Dol  zaid  qif  qif  
CLF father angry angry 

(109) dol  zaid  lol  dus  zhit  uat.   
CLF father word which NEG make 
‘Their father (was) very angry; their father didn’t say (a) word.’ 

(110) Nil  aob  dol  zhangb buab  zaif  maob  maob  nzhangx  nzhangx. 
3SG two CLF pretend again sick sick moan moan 
‘The two (of) them pretended (to be) really sick again; (they) moaned (and) 
moaned.’ 

(111) “Zhit  muax  bangf fax.   
 NEG have way 

(112) Zaid,  gaox  draod  mol  nuaf  ib  ras  yais  tab ek,   
father 2SG return go look one time divination also CONJ 

(113) uat  uat  nyaob ib nzhik    
 do do in.a.little.while  

(114) beb  aob  dol  maob  duas  uat jangl  uat?” 
1PL two CLF sick die how do 
‘ “(We) don’t have (a) choice.  Father, go back (and) consult the spirits another 
time.  (Otherwise), in a little while, the two (of) us (will) die (of this) illness, (and 
then) what will (you) do?” ’ 

(115) “Zhit  nchait,  zhit  nchait.   
NEG be.afraid NEG be.afraid 

(116) Od  draod  mol  nuaf  ib  ras  shaib.” 
1SG return go look one time see 
‘ “Don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid.  I (will) go back (and) consult the spirits one 
more time (and) see.”’ 

(117) Draod  mol  nuaf, 
return go look 

(118) dol  Nzhis  zhas  draod  mol  muab  lob  plot  fongt  lol  dlob  dlob 
CLF Nzhis again return go OFR CLF face dye come black black 

(119) mol  nghel  ndrangb  hangd  zhaob  naf  ndongt  dlob gat zhes. 
go go.down   below forest CLF large tree black that SCP 
‘(When he) went back (to) look, Nzhis went back again (and) dyed (her) face very 
black, (then she) went down underneath the large black tree.’ 
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(120) Xangd hak, nil  jeuf  hak  dak:  
think say 3SG and.then speak say 

(121) “Ndox  et,  yeuf  gaox  loul  loul  chent gongf  ek  
sky INTJ old.man 2SG old old difficulty.walking CONJ 

(122) wef  dol  lab zhit  gaox  duax?” 
because CLF what 2SG come 
‘And then she said, “Heavens, old man, you’re very old, (and you) have difficulty 
walking. Why (did) you come?” ’ 

(123) “Od  muax  aob  ncaik,  ib  dol  Bangx,  ib  dol  Nzhis  zhes 
1SG have two daughter one CLF Bangx one CLF Nzhis SCP 

(124) aob  dol  gat  maob  maob  ek  
two CLF that sick sick CONJ 

(125) nil  aob  dol  guak  od  mol  nuaf yais   
3SG two CLF order 1SG go consult.spirits 

(126) ek  yad  yuad  dol  nyuas nyox  zaix   
CONJ will need CLF calf  dappled  

(127) jaox  lol  uat  nyox blis  ek 
carry come make spirit.cow CONJ 

(128) od  draod  lol  ib  ras  shaib.” 
1SG return come one    time see 
‘ “I have two daughters, one is Bangx, one is Nzhis; the two (of) them (are) very 
sick, and the two (of) them made me go consult the spirits, and (the spirits said I) 
need (to) bring the dappled calf and make (a) spirit cow, (so) I came back one 
(more) time (to) see.” ’ 

(129) Dol  gat  jeuf  draod  ndraif  hak  nil  tab. 
CLF that and.then  again INT speak 3SG also 
‘Then that one spoke (to) him again.’ 

(130) “Zhit  xenx  lak,  zhit  xenx  lak.   
NEG ok SFP NEG ok SFP 
‘ “(It’s) no good, (it’s) no good.” ’ 

(131) “Gaox  zaid  zhit  kot  zhes  gaox  aob  dol  ncaik  nat, 
2SG father NEG heal SCP 2SG two CLF daughter  in.that.case 
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(132) nchait  nyaob  lob  ghangb zhab  nat  jeuf  yad  duas. 
probably at CLF end.of.the.year this then FUT die 
‘ “Father, (if) you don’t heal your two daughters, (by) the end of the year, they’ll 
probably die.” ’ 

(133) “Gaox  nyaob  lob  nyox hlit  sab yif  zhes 
2SG at CLF eleventh.month eighth.day SCP 

(134) jeuf  gangd jenb  uat  nyox dlangb nat zhes   
and.then quickly make spirit.cow in.that.case 

(135) gaox  aob  dol  ncaik  nat  cax let  rongt.” 
2SG two CLF daughter  this only.then good 
‘ “On (the) eighth day (of the) eleventh month, (if) you at once make (a) spirit cow. 
only then (will) your two daughters (get) better.” ’ 

(136) Naf yeuf  draod  lol  zhed  ghuax  ghuax  ib bluas zhes, 
old.man return come house   cry cry a.while  SCP 

(137) jeuf  mol  leud nenx leud zhangd  leud gud leud dix  ib huaf  duax.   
and.then go call.relatives call.brothers all come 
‘(The) old man returned home (and) cried (for) a while, then (he) called all (his) 
relatives (to) come.’ 

(138) Nyox hlit  sab yif  let  hnob  gat  jeuf  yad  duax  zos, 
eleventh.month  eighth.day PRT day that soon FUT come arrive 

(139) nyox hlit  sab xangt  dol  nyuas nyox  zaix  gat 
eleventh.month seventh.day CLF calf dappled that 

(140) jeuf  zhid  leuf  lak.   
and.then flee PFV PFV 
‘(The) eighth day (of the) eleventh month was about to arrive, then (on the) seventh 
day (of the) eleventh month, that dappled calf ran away.’ 

(141) Zhid  dluat  jil ndox dus  dub  zhit  boub  lak. 
flee cross where  all NEG know SFP  
‘Where (it) went, nobody knew.’ 

(142) Dol  nyox  zaix  zhid  leuf,   
CLF cow dappled flee PFV  

(143) jeuf  uat  zhit  chenx  nyox dlangb lak. 
and.then make NEG complete spirit.cow   PFV 
‘The dappled calf ran away, then (they) couldn’t make (a) spirit cow.’ 
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(144) Uat  zhit  chenx  nyox dlangb  nyox blis,  
make NEG complete spirit.cow spirit.cow 

(145) touk gat, Bangx  tab  Nzhis  jeuf  hak  dak: 
time that Bangx and Nzhis and.then  speak say 

(146) “Zhid  leuf,  jeuf  suangf lak.”  
flee PFV then forget.it  
‘(They) couldn’t make (a) spirit cow, so at that time, Bangx and Nzhis said, “(It) 
ran away, so forget it.” ’ 

(147) “Zhid  leuf,  beb  aob  dol  rongt  lak.” 
flee PFV 1PL two CLF good INC 
‘ “(It) ran away, (so) the two (of) us (will get) better.” ’ 

(148) Nil  aob  dol  jeuf  rongt  lak. 
3SG two CLF and.then good INC 
‘Then the two (of) them (got) better.’ 

(149) Dol  nyuas nyox  zaix  jeuf  njis ndox  ghouf ndox, 
CLF calf dappled and.then travel heaven 

(150) mol  zos  Nzux Nyongs Loul  yif     
go to Nzux Nyongs Loul household 

(151) tab  Nzux Nyongs Loul  ncaik  nzeuf  yos  dex  nat  dangb nyox. 
with Nzux Nyongs Loul daughter youngest raise some this bull 
‘Then the dappled calf traveled (to) heaven; (he) went to Nzux Nyongs Loul’s 
house (and) raised bulls with Nzux Nyongs Loul’s youngest daughter.’ [Nzux 
Nyongs Loul is the Hmong version of the devil, a common character in Hmong 
stories.] 

(152) Yos  dex  nat  dangb nyox  nat,  
raise some this bull SCP 

(153) jeuf   nax  hnob  zhes jeuf  gud  dout  
and.then every day SCP and.then carry.on.shoulder VDEP 

(154) Nzux Nyongs Loul  ncaik  nzeuf  gat zhes,  
Nzux Nyongs Loul daughter youngest that SCP 

(155) nax  hnob  uat get,  ncaik  gat tab nyuas nyox  zaix  gat. 
every  day together girl that and calf dappled that 
‘(He) raised (the) bulls, then every day (he) carried Nzux Nyongs Loul’s youngest 
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daughter on (his) shoulder; every day (they were) together, that girl and that 
dappled calf.’ 

(156) Hmaot  gat  ncaik  nzeuf  sheud lol  zhaot ril. 
night that daughter youngest get.up urinate   
‘That night, (the) youngest daughter got up (and) urinated.’ 

(157) Zhaot ril  nat zhes,  
urinate SCP 

(158) bof  hlaot  ib dol  mit  hluak   
see at.once one CLF little young 

(159) nyaob  houd  lob  goux nguax  nyox  gat 
at in CLF pen  cow that 

(160) muab  ndeud dout  nzuad  nzuad  ndeud.  
take paper VDEP write write letter 
‘(She) urinated (and) at once saw a young person in the cow pen writing letters (on) 
paper.’ 

(161) Dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  mangf  rongt ngoux.   
CLF child young that very beautiful 
‘The young child (was) very handsome.’ 

(162) Dol  ncaik  nzeuf  zhes jeuf  xangd  bangf fax.   
CLF daughter youngest SCP and.then think way 
‘Then (the) youngest daughter thought (of a) plan.’ 

(163) Hnob ghangb  mol,  nil  lak  zhit  uat lol,  
next.day go 3SG also NEG make.noise 

(164) fangk zhenf muab  paob  deut   nyox  hlet  hlaot dangl  
anyway OFR CLF skin cow take.off at.once CMPL 

(165) jeuf   yaos  dol  nyuas  hluak,  dind  rongt ngoux.   
just be CLF child young most beautiful 
‘(The) next day, she didn’t make (a) sound; anyway, (when he) took off the cow 
skin, (it) was the young child; he (was the) best looking.’ 

(166) Mangk  mangk rongt  zos  lob  chenx duf  gat,  
completely completely good to CLF degree that  

(167) nil  dind  nyaf lak, 
3SG  most like PFV 
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(168) Nzux Nyongs Loul  dol  ncaik  nzeuf  mangk nyaf. 
Nzux Nyongs Loul CLF daughter youngest completely like 
‘(He) was so good (looking that) she liked (him the) most, Nzux Nyongs Loul’s 
youngest daughter really liked (him).’   

(169) Hnob  gat  zhes, nil  jeuf  zhit  mol  yos  nyox   
day that SCP 3SG and.then NEG go graze cow 

(170) jat  dol  zaid  mol  yos. 
allow CLF father go graze 
‘That day, she didn’t go graze (the) cows, (she) let her father go graze (them).’ 

(171) Dol  zaid  mol  yos  zhes,   
CLF father go graze SCP 

(172) nil  jeuf  xangd  bangf fax  nyaob  houd  zhed  
3SG and.then think way be.at in house 

(173) jeuf dleux  ib  lob  khaod.  
and.then dig one CLF hole   
‘Her father went (to) graze (them), then she thought (of a) way (to) be in (the) 
house and then dug (a) hole.’ 

(174) Dleux  ib  lob  khaod  zhes,  nyaob  ndeuf  
dig one CLF hole SCP at over.there 

(175) dleux  rangt  sob changx  dleux daot  ib  lob  khaod zhes, 
dig CLF wall dig drill one CLF hole SCP 

(176) zhunk bef  muab  dol  nyox  zaix   
prepare OFR CLF  cow dappled  

(177) paob  deut  nyox  gat  muab  dangl. 
CLF skin cow that take CMPL 
‘(She) dug a hole, she dug (in) the wall there (and) drilled a hole (and) prepared (to) 
take away the dappled calf’s cow hide.’ 

(178) Hmaot  gat  nil  mol  hnaod  nzhaot  hlaot zhes, 
night that 3SG go hear instantly at.once SCP 

(179) dol  nyuas  hluak  zhes muab  paob  deut  nbuat  hlaot 
CLF child young SCP OFR CLF skin drape at.once 

(180) jeuf  chenx  nyuas nyox  zaix  lak.   
and.then become calf  dappled PFV  
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‘That night, she went (and) heard at once; the young child quickly draped the hide 
and then became (the) dappled calf.’ 

(181) Uat  uat  dout ib  gab  ndout  ib nzhik zhes, 
do do VDEP one  week more a.little SCP 

(182) hmaot  gat  dol  zaid  jeuf  xangd  bangf fax  
night that CLF father and.then think way 

(183) muab  lob  khaod  gat  njeuk  lox  ib nzhik.    
OFR CLF hole that dig big a.little 
‘(After) a little more (than) a week, that night the father thought (of a) way (to) dig 
the hole a little bigger.’ 

(184) Dol  zaid  zhes tab  dol  ncaik  nzeuf  aob  dol  
CLF father SCP and CLF daughter youngest two CLF 

(185) jeuf  duab hod  muab  paob  deut  nyox. 
and.then together take CLF skin cow 
‘The father and the youngest daughter, the two (of them) then together took the 
cow hide.’ 

(186) Zos  dangs hmaot  dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  
at midnight CLF child young that 

(187) jeuf  nzuad  nzuad  ndeud.  
and.then write write letter      
‘At midnight that young child (was) writing letters.’ 

(188) Nil bend  zeux  nzuad  ndeud nat, 
3SG most be.able  write paper SCP 

(189) nzuad  nzuad  ndeud  uat  nzuad  hnaod ghangb.   
write write letter do write forget 
‘He (was the) best (at) writing letters; (he) wrote letters (until he) forgot.’ 

(190) Dol  Nzux Nyongs Loul  gat zhes  xangb  del  hlaot  
CLF Nzux Nyongs Loul that SCP extend hand at.once 

(191) muab  paob  deut  nyox  muab  leuf.   
OFR CLF skin cow take PFV 
‘Nzux Nyongs Loul stretched out (his) hand at once (and) took the cow skin.’   

(192) Muab  deut  nyox  zaix  nghol  hlaot  dangl, 
OFR skin cow dappled pull at.once CMPL 
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(193) dol  nyuas  hluak  jeuf  binf  zhit  chenx  nyox  lox, 
CLF child young and.then  become NEG complete cow SFP 

(194) binf  chenx  dol  nyuas  hluak.  
become complete CLF child young 
‘Nzux Nyongs Loul took away the dappled cow hide, then the young child couldn’t 
become (a) cow; (he) became the young child.’ 

(195) Binf  chenx  dol  nyuas  hluak  zhes,  
become complete CLF child young SCP 

(196) Nzux Nyongs Loul  jeuf  muab  zhaob  
Nzux Nyongs Loul and.then take give.in.marriage 

(197) yuad  Nzux Nyongs Loul  dol  ncaik  nzeuf.    
want Nzux Nyongs Loul CLF daughter youngest 
‘(He) became the young child, and then Nzux Nyongs Loul offered his youngest 
daughter (in marriage).’ 

(198) Nyaob zhes, Nzux Nyongs Loul  jeuf  hak:   
a.while SCP Nzux Nyongs Loul and.then speak 

(199) “Mit dob,  wef let jangl  gaox yad  chenx  ib  dol  nyox?” 
boy  why 2SG want become one CLF cow 
‘(After) a while, then Nzux Nyongs Loul said, “Boy, why (did) you want (to) 
become a cow?” ’ 

(200) “Aob touk  et,  zhib  xongk  daof ndex zhes, 
another.time  INTJ five year before SCP 

(201) od  naf  od  zaid  zhes muax  xangt jous yif  xongt   
1SG mother 1SG father SCP have seventy-eight year 

(202) cax let  yos   od zhes.”  
only.then give.birth 1SG SCP 
‘ “A long time ago, five years ago, my mother (and) father were seventy-eight years 
old (when they) finally gave birth (to) me.” ’ 

(203) “Od  muax  aob  dol  muaf hlob,  
1SG have two CLF older.sister 

(204) od  zaid  nil  laix  deb  ndout.” 
1SG father   3SG plow field much 
‘ “I have two older sisters, (so) my father, he plowed (the) fields a lot.” ’ 
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(205) “Juab changx  rongt, xangd  hak  zhit  muax  fax  zhes.”   
domestic.life good want speak NEG have way  SCP 
‘ “Domestic life (was) good; (they) had no choice.” ’  

(206) “Od  naf  tab  od zaid  yos  dout  od,    
1SG mother and 1SG father give.birth CMPL 1SG  

(207) od  aob  dol  muaf hlob,  las reb  jeuf  yuad  od  zhid  duas  zhes,  
1SG two CLF older.sister  3PL and.then want 1SG flee die SCP 

(208) yos  dout  deuf  lol   zhes,  hax nit  dluat beb  hnob  zhes.” 
be.born CMPL go.out come SCP only pass three day  SCP 
‘ “(After) my mother and my father gave birth (to) me, my two older sisters, they 
wanted me (to) run away (and) die, (after) I was born (and) only three days (had) 
passed.” ’ 

(209) “Las reb  jeuf  xeut  maod  bob  dled,   
3PL and.then mix rice feed dog 

(210) dled  muab  maod  naox  dangl, 
dog OFR rice eat CMPL 

(211) nil  muab  od laif  dlob  dlas  ek 
3SG OFR 1SG lick black INTS CONJ 

(212) nyaob  houd  lob   dail  dled  zhak.” 
at in CLF pan dog remain 
‘ “Then they mixed (me with) rice and fed i(it) to the dog; (after the) dog ate all 
(the) rice, he licked me (until I was) black and remained in (the) dog’s pan.” ’ 

(213) “Hnob ghangb,  dif  aob  hnob, aob  dol  draod  lol   
next.day ORD two day two CLF return come 

(214) xeut  khoud  bob  naf  nbuat,   
mix feed feed mother pig 

(215) naf  nbuat  lak  zhit  naox.   
mother pig also NEG eat 
‘ “(The) next day, the two (of them) returned (and) mixed (me with) feed (and) fed 
(it to the) mother pig, (but the) mother pig also wouldn’t eat (it).” ’ 

(216) “Naf nbuat  muab  khoud  naox  dangl, 
mother pig OFR feed eat CMPL 
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(217) zhos  shenf  dol  mit nyuas  nyaob  houd.”   
only remain CLF child  at inside 
‘ “(The) mother pig ate all (the) feed, (and) only the child remained in (the 
trough).” ’ 

(218) “Dif beb  hnob,   
ORD three day       

(219) dol  naf  nyox  zaix gat  zhes  chaib  chaib.” 
CLF mother cow dappled that  SCP hungry hungry 
‘ “The third day, the mother dappled cow (was) very hungry.” ’ 

(220) “Nil  aob  dol  nghenl  mol hlaik roub nyox,  
3SG two CLF lazy go cut vegetable cow 

(221) mol  hlaik  dout  ib  del  roub  bob  nyox.” 
go cut CMPL one hand vegetable feed cow 
‘ “The two (of) them (were too) lazy (to) go cut vegetables (for the) cow, (so they) 
went (and) cut (only) one handful (of) vegetables (for the) cow.” ’ 

(222) “Hlaik  del  roub  bob  nyox  nit,  
cut hand vegetable feed cow PRT 

(223) khuk  drout  houd  del  roub   nyox,  
mix to in hand vegetable cow 

(224) naf  nyox jeuf  ib  ghoub  naox  nghaol  leuf.” 
mother cow and.then one mouthful eat swallow PFV 
‘ “(They) cut (a) handful (of) vegetables (to) feed (the) cow,  then (they) mixed (me) 
in (the) handful (of) vegetables (for the) cow, then (the) mother cow swallowed (it 
in) one bite.” ’ 

(225) “Naox  leuf zhes,     
eat PFV SCP 

(226) naf bos  naf yeuf  jeuf  ghuax  ghuax  ib bluas  zhes, 
old.woman old.man and.then cry cry  a.while SCP 

(227) dol  nyuas  dluat  haod dus  zhit  boub  leuf.” 
CLF child cross     where  NEG know PFV 
‘ “(She) ate (it), then (the) old woman (and the) old man cried (for) a while; (they) 
didn’t know where the child went.” ’ 

(228) Naf bos  zhes  loul  loul,  taox  zhit  doul,  
old.woman SCP old old lead NEG CAP 
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(229) nil  aob  dol  taox,  nil  aob  dol  uat nit  uat dek.   
3SG two CLF lead 3SG two CLF this.way do PRT 
‘ “(The) old woman (was) very old, (she) couldn’t lead (the cow), (so) the two (of) 
them lead (it), the two (of) them did (it) this way.” ’ 

(230) “Naf  nyox  jeuf  bob   zos  gouf aob  lob  hlit, 
mother cow and.then feed to twelve CLF month 

(231) jeuf  yos  dout  dol  nyuas nyox  zaix gat zhes.” 
and.then give.birth CMPL CLF calf dappled that SCP 
‘ “(They) fed (the) mother cow for twelve months, then (it) gave birth (to) the 
dappled calf.” ’ 

(232) “Bangx  tab  Nzhis  nil aob dol mol  mol   
Bangx and Nzhis 3SG two CLF go go 

(233) yad  muab  nyuas nyox  zaix  zhes uat  nyox dlangb,  
want OFR calf dappled SCP make spirit.cow 

(234) nyuas nyox  zaix  jeuf   njis  mol,  
calf dappled and.then wander go 

(235) mol  tab  Nzux Nyongs Loul  yif  uat  uat  zhes, 
go with Nzux Nyongs Loul household do do SCP 

(236) zhit  muax  fax  zhes,  
NEG have way SCP 

(237) jeuf  leud  zos  gaox  yif lak.”   
and.then follow to 2SG household PFV 
‘ “After a while, Bangx and Nzhis, those two, wanted (to) make the dappled calf 
(into a) spirit cow, then the dappled calf wandered away; (it) went to Nzux Nyongs 
Loul’s house, (it) had no choice, so (it) followed (a path) to your house.”’ 

(238) “Mex  aob  dol  hax shik  draod  mol, 
2PL two CLF still  return go 

(239) gaox  naf  tab  gaox  zaid  loul  loul  nit.” 
2SG mother   and 2SG father old old PRT 
‘ “You two go back; your mother and your father (are) very old.” ’ 

(240) “Mex  aob  dol  muab  gaox  naf  tab  gaox  zaid   
2PL two CLF OFR 2SG mother and 2SG father 
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(241) xik  lol  tab  beb  nyaob lak.”   
lead come with 1PL live SFP 
‘ “You two bring your mother and your father (to) live with us.” ’ 

(242) “Xangd  hak,  Bangx  tab  Nzhis,   
think speak Bangx and Nzhis  

(243) nil aob dol  shab  zhit  rongt zhes.” 
3SG two CLF liver NEG good SCP 
‘ “It seems (that) Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of ) their hearts (are) no good.” ’ 

(244) “Xik  lol, 
lead come 

(245) od  faib  ib  jos  lax  deb  drout  mex  aob  dol  uat ek 
1SG divide one mu paddy dry.field give 2PL two CLF do  CONJ 

(246) mex  nyaob  shout ndox  mens uat nenx  lak.” 
2PL at heaven SCP live SFP 
‘ “Bring (your parents and) I (will) divide (up) one mu [1/15 hectare] (of) paddy 
(and) dry field (and) give (it to) you two (to plant); live in heaven.” ’ 

(247) Dol nyuas nyox  zaix  gat zhes tab  ncaik  nzeuf  zhes 
CLF calf dappled that SCP and daughter  youngest SCP 

(248) aob  dol  jeuf  duax  shout ndox yad  nghel  lol. 
two  CLF and.then from heaven  want go.down come   
‘The dappled calf and (the) youngest daughter, the two (of) them then needed (to) 
go down from heaven.’ 

(249) Yad  nghel  lol  zos  zhes  jeuf  hak  dak: 
need go.down come to SCP and.then speak say 

(250) “Ndeuf  gat  zhaod  qeut  shot.” 
over.there there look.for place rest 
‘(They) went down (and) arrived and then said, “(Let’s) look for (a) place (to) 
rest.” ’ 

(251) Muax  ib nzhik,  zhouk  ndox. 
have a.little.while dark sky 
‘In a little while, (it became) dark.’ 

(252) “Yeuf  tab  bos,  ndox  dlob  lak  zhes, 
old.man and old.woman sky black INC SCP 
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(253) beb  zhaod  zhit  dout  gid  mol,  
1PL look.for NEG CAP road go 

(254) zhaod  zhit  dout  qeut  shot  nat,  
look.for NEG CAP place rest SCP 

(255) beb  lol  mex  yif  shot.”  
1PL come 2PL household rest 
‘ “Old man and old woman, it’s (already) dark, (and) we can’t find (the) road (to) 
go, (we) can’t find (a) place (to) rest, (so) we came (to) your house (to) rest.”’ 

(256) Naf bos  tab  naf yeuf  dak:  
old.woman and old.man say 

(257) “Beb  zhed  nil nghaif  nghaif ek,  
1PL house 3SG narrow narrow SCP 

(258) zhit  zouk  mex  aob  dol  shot.”   
NEG enough 2PL two CLF rest 
‘(The) old woman and (the) old man said, “Our house, it (is) very narrow; (it) is not 
(big) enough (for) the two of you (to) rest (here).” ’ 

(259) “Mex  kend  shot,  beb  lak  shot,  
2PL be.willing rest 1PL also  rest 

(260) zhit  kend  shot,  beb  lak  shot.”  
NEG be.willing rest 1PL also  rest 
‘ “If you’re willing (to) rest (here), we (will) also rest; if you’re not willing (to) rest 
(here), we (will) still rest.” ’ 

(261) “Jat  beb  aob  dol  shot   
allow 1PL two CLF rest  

(262) ndrangb  lob  drongx guat nbuat  dub  nyaos.”   
middle CLF pigsty all ok 
‘ “Let the two (of) us rest in the pigsty; (even that will be) ok.” ’ 

(263) “Mex  aob  dol  hax zaof nyef,  
2PL two CLF still destitute 

(264) mex  aob  dol  yad  shot  jeuf  shot.”  
2PL two CLF want rest then rest 
‘ “You two (are) destitute; (if) you two want (to) rest, then rest.” ’ 
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(265) Aob  dol  shot  zhes  
two CLF rest SCP 

(266) jeuf  tab  naf bos  naf yeuf  ghet  dout  lob  khuk  dongx.  
and.then with old.woman old.man take CMPL CLF pot copper 
‘The two (of them) rested, then (they helped the) old woman (and the) old man take 
out the copper pot.’ 

(267) Ghet  dout  lob  khuk  dongx  leuf,  
take CMPL CLF pot copper PFV 

(268) muab  dout  ib  nik caik  nzhab  nzhab      
take CMPL one little half MEAS uncooked.rice   

(269) laif  houd  lob  khuk,  
throw in CLF pot 

(270) dlet   dout  ib  nik  drout del let  nblaik nghax 
pinch.with.two.fingers CMPL one little fingernail POSS piece meat 

(271) zhaot  houd lob khuk. 
place in CLF pot 
‘(After they) took out the copper pot, (they) took one half nzhab [unit of 
measurement] (of) rice (and) threw (it) into the pot, (then) pinched one little 
fingernail of meat, (and) put (it) in the pot.’ 

(272) Hout  hout  ib  nzhab  dout  ib  naf  khuk  maod nblex 
boil boil one MEAS get one big pot white.rice 

(273) gus  nil  bod  bod  nit, 
REL 3SG full full PRT  

(274) shout  naf  nghax  ril  zhaot  drout  houd  lob  khuk, 
piece large meat round place at in CLF pot 

(275) jeuf  hot  naf bos  naf yeuf  mol  tab  naox  leuf, 
and.then  call old.woman old.man go with eat  PFV 

(276) hax  naox  zhit  dangl, 
still eat NEG CMPL 

(277) Bangx  tab  Nzhis  hax  mol  naox tab. 
Bangx and Nzhis also go eat also 
‘(They) boiled one nzhab (of rice), (and it) made one large pot (of) white rice (that 
was) very full; (then they) placed one large round piece (of) meat in the pot; then 
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(they) called (the) old woman (and the) old man (to) come eat with (them), (but 
they) couldn’t finish it; Bangx and Nzhis also came (to) eat.’ 

(278) Hmaot  gat zhes,   
night that SCP    

(279) Bangx  tab  Nzhis,  aob  dol  duat  nchangd  gat  zhes,  
Bangx and Nzhis two CLF kill blood that SCP 

(280) nuaf bof  dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  rongt  zos lob  chenx duf  gat, 
see CLF child young that beautiful to CLF degree that 

(281) nyaob  nblax deb  zhit  muax  dol  nyuas  hluak  rongt ngoux. 
at world NEG exist CLF child young beautiful 
‘That night, Bangx and Nzhis, those two blood killers, saw (that) the young child 
was so good-looking, in the (whole) world, there was (no one as) beautiful as the 
young child.’ 

(282) Nil  aob  dol  zhes  uat jangl  uat   
3SG two CLF SCP how do 

(283) jeuf guak  dol  nyuas  hluak  gat   
and.then order CLF child young that  

(284) tab  nil  aob  dol  tangf  ib  hmaot  zox nat. 
with 3SG two CLF sing one night courtship.song SCP 
‘Those two (thought) what (should they) do, then (they) made the young child sing 
[extemporaneous back and forth] courtship songs with the two (of) them all night 
(long).’ 

(285) Dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  hak  dak:  
CLF child young that speak say 

(286) “Od  zhit  zeux,  od  mit  mit,  
1SG NEG be.able 1SG small small 

(287) od  mol  geuf ndeud  ek  
1SG go study CONJ 

(288) od  zhit  zeux  tangf zox.” 
1SG NEG be.able sing.courtship.songs 
‘The young child said, “I can’t, I’m really young, I go (to) school, (and) I’m unable 
(to) sing courtship songs.” ’ 
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(289) “Zeux  lak  tangf,  zhit zeux  lak  tangf.” 
be.able  also sing NEG be.able also sing 
‘ “If (you) can, (then) sing; if you can’t, (then) sing.” ’ 

(290) Uat  uat  zhit  dout  ndox  zhes, 
do do NEG POT thing SCP 

(291) dol  nyuas  hluak  gat  zhes  dind  rongt ngoux.   
CLF child young that SCP most beautiful 
‘(They) couldn’t do (a) thing; the young child (was the) most beautiful.’ 

(292) “Od kuangd  ib  rangx  douf dlangb  drout  mex  nongs. 
1SG tell one CLF story to 2PL  listen 
‘ “I (will) tell you a story (that) you listen (to).” ’ 

(293) “Kuangd  douf dlangb?   Gaox  kuangd  drout  beb  nongs.” 
tell story 2SG tell to 1PL  listen 
‘ “Tell (a) story?  Tell us (so that) we (can) listen.” ’ 

(294) Kuangd  douf dlangb  zhes, jeuf  draod  njaix  rangx  nat  kuangd. 
tell story SCP  and.then return INT CLF this tell 
‘(He) told (a) story, and then (he) told another one.’ 

(295) Kuangd  zhes,  naf bos  tab  naf yeuf  jeuf  hak  dak:  
tell SCP old.woman and old.man and.then speak say 

(296) “Yaos  nil  nik dob  lox.” 
be 3SG son SFP  
‘(He) told (stories), then (the) old woman and (the) old man said, “It’s him – (our) 
son!” ’ 

(297) Zos  dangs gis  bof gid zhes,   
at next.day dawn SCP 

(298) lak  xik  nil  naf  tab  nil  zaid  mol zhes.  
also carry 3SG mother and 3SG father go SCP 
‘(The) next day (at) dawn, (he) took his mother and his father (and) went.’ 

(299) Nzux Nyongs Loul  dol  ncaik  nzeuf  jeuf guak  dol  naf 
Nzux Nyongs Loul CLF daughter youngest and.then order CLF mother 

(300) ghet  khaod muas  daik  nyaob  jid  khaod zhot.   
close eye pinch at body armpit 
‘Nzux Nyongs Loul’s youngest daughter told the mother (to) close (her) eyes (and) 
pinched (her) armpit.’ 
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(301) Dol  naf  ghet  khaod muas,  
CLF mother close eye 

(302) dol  nyuas nyox  zaix  jeuf muab  nil  zaid    
CLF calf dappled and.then OFR 3SG father   

(303) guak  nil  ghet  khaod muas, 
order 3SG close eye 

(304) nil  jeuf  daik  zos  jid  khaod zhot.  
3SG and.then pinch at body armpit 
‘His mother closed (her) eyes, then the dappled calf told his father (to) close (his) 
eyes, then (he) pinched (his) armpit.’ 

(305) Draod  ndox,  jeuf  njit  ndoux  ndox   
return sky and.then go.up go sky 

(306) mol  Nzux Nyongs Loul  yif  uat nenx  lox.     
go Nzux Nyongs Loul household live SFP 
‘(They) returned (to) heaven - then (they) went (to) Nzux Nyongs Loul’s house (to) 
live.’ 

(307) Zhos nzox  Bangx  tab  Nzhis,  aob  dol  zhes  uat  uat  zhes  
only remain Bangx and Nzhis two CLF SCP do do SCP   

(308) mol  zhit  dout  zhes  
go NEG POT SCP 

(309) aob  dol  jeuf  nyaob nyaob  loul zhoul  zhes 
two CLF and.then by.and.by old SCP 

(310) jeuf  jat nit duas  lak  max. 
and.then stay die PFV SFP 
‘There remained only Bangx and Nzhis, the two (of them); (they) weren’t allowed 
(to) go, so the two (of them) grew old, then (they) stayed (there until they) died.’ 
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